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Minutes from 27 March 2017

Recommendation: That the minutes of the meeting held on 27 March 2017 
be APPROVED as a true and accurate record.

4  REPORT BACK ON RECOMMENDATIONS 
  

17 - 26

Background Information
The Committee makes a number of recommendations to The City 
Executive Board, who are obliged to respond in writing. 
Why is it on the agenda?
Since the last meeting the City Executive Board has responded to 
Scrutiny recommendations on the following items:
 University Housing Needs
 Public Safety and addressing anti- social behaviour on the 

Oxford waterways
 Health inequalities
 Air quality
 Policy and Crime Panel
 Workplace Parking Levies
Who has been invited to comment?
 Andrew Brown, Scrutiny Officer 

5  WORK PLAN AND FORWARD PLAN   27 - 50

Background Information
The Scrutiny Committee operates within a work plan which has been 
set for the 2016/17 council year.  This plan will be reviewed at every 
meeting so that it can be adjusted to reflect the wishes of the 
Committee and take account of any changes to the latest Forward 
Plan (which outlines decisions to be taken by the City Executive 
Board or Council).

http://mycouncil.oxford.gov.uk/mgListPlans.aspx?RPId=345&RD=0
http://mycouncil.oxford.gov.uk/mgListPlans.aspx?RPId=345&RD=0


Why is it on the agenda?
This is the last meeting of the Council year.  In June the new 
committee will be asked to agree items for inclusion in the scrutiny 
work plan for 2017/18.

The Committee is also asked to select which Forward Plan items 
they wish to scrutinise based on the following criteria (max. 3 per 
meeting):

• Is the issue controversial / of significant public interest?
• Is it an area of high expenditure?
• Is it an essential service / corporate priority? 
• Can Scrutiny influence and add value?

Who has been invited to comment?
 Andrew Brown, Scrutiny Officer 

6  FUSION LIFESTYLE’S 2017/18 ANNUAL SERVICE PLAN FOR THE 
MANAGEMENT OF THE COUNCIL’S LEISURE FACILITIES. 

6.10 PM 35 MINS 

51 - 114

Background Information
The Scrutiny Committee has asked for this item to be included on the 
agenda for pre-decision scrutiny.  A Fusion Lifestyle performance 
report for 2016/17 will be presented at a future committee meeting.

Why is it on the agenda?
The City Executive Board will be asked to approve the report at its 
meeting on 11 May 2017. This is an opportunity for the Scrutiny 
Committee to make recommendations to the City Executive Board.
Who has been invited to comment?
 Cllr Linda Smith, Board Member for Leisure, Parks & Sport;
 Ian Brooke, Head of Community Services;
 Lucy Cherry, Leisure and Performance Manager.

7  SOUTH OXFORD SCIENCE VILLAGE PLANNING APPLICATION 
6.45 PM 20 MINS 

115 - 120

Background Information
The Chair of Scrutiny asked for this item to be included on the 
agenda for pre-decision scrutiny.
Why is it on the agenda?
The City Executive Board will be asked to approve the report at its 
meeting on 11 May 2017. This is an opportunity for the Scrutiny 
Committee to make recommendations to the City Executive Board.  
The Chair has suggested that the following lines of inquiry may help 
to guide the committee’s discussion:
 How would the science village fit with the surrounding 

environment and how robust are the arguments against building 
an urban extension in this location? 

 What implications does this decision have for the local plan 
making processes of the City Council and South Oxfordshire 
District Council?

 What planning policies will apply at this site? 



 How was the budget allocation of £560k spent?
Who has been invited to comment?
 Cllr Alex Hollingsworth, Board Member for Planning; 
 Patsy Dell, Head of Planning, Sustainable Development and 

Regulatory Services.

8  REPORTS FOR APPROVAL 
  

121 - 126

The Committee is asked to approve the following reports for submission to 
the City Executive Board on 11 May 2017:

 The Council’s use of PSPO powers
 The local financial impacts of Brexit

9  DATES OF FUTURE MEETINGS 
  

Meetings are scheduled as followed:

Scrutiny Committee

12 June 2017 – Special for Local Plan
14 June 2017
4 July 2017
31 July 2017 - Provisional

All meetings start at 6.00 pm.

Standing Panels
Housing Standing Panel: 10 July 2017 - Provisional
Finance Standing Panel: 6 July 2017 - Provisional 
Scrutiny Shareholder Panel: TBC



DECLARING INTERESTS

General duty

You must declare any disclosable pecuniary interests when the meeting reaches the item on the 
agenda headed “Declarations of Interest” or as soon as it becomes apparent to you.

What is a disclosable pecuniary interest?

Disclosable pecuniary interests relate to your* employment; sponsorship (ie payment for expenses 
incurred by you in carrying out your duties as a councillor or towards your election expenses); 
contracts; land in the Council’s area; licences for land in the Council’s area; corporate tenancies; 
and securities.  These declarations must be recorded in each councillor’s Register of Interests which 
is publicly available on the Council’s website.

Declaring an interest

Where any matter disclosed in your Register of Interests is being considered at a meeting, you must 
declare that you have an interest.  You should also disclose the nature as well as the existence of 
the interest.

If you have a disclosable pecuniary interest, after having declared it at the meeting you must not 
participate in discussion or voting on the item and must withdraw from the meeting whilst the matter 
is discussed.

Members’ Code of Conduct and public perception

Even if you do not have a disclosable pecuniary interest in a matter, the Members’ Code of Conduct 
says that a member “must serve only the public interest and must never improperly confer an 
advantage or disadvantage on any person including yourself” and that “you must not place yourself 
in situations where your honesty and integrity may be questioned”.  What this means is that the 
matter of interests must be viewed within the context of the Code as a whole and regard should 
continue to be paid to the perception of the public.

*Disclosable pecuniary interests that must be declared are not only those of the member her or himself 
but also those of the member’s spouse, civil partner or person they are living with as husband or wife 
or as if they were civil partners.



Minutes of a meeting of the 
SCRUTINY COMMITTEE
on Monday 27 March 2017 

Committee members:

Councillor Gant (Chair) Councillor Hayes (Vice-Chair)
Councillor Azad Councillor Chapman
Councillor Pegg Councillor Simmons
Councillor Taylor Councillor Tidball
Councillor Wilkinson Councillor Pressel

Officers: 
Richard Adams, Community Safety Service Manager
Linda Ludlow, Human Exploitation Coordinator
Alison Cassidy, Anti-Social Behaviour Investigation Team - Case Manager
Jo Colwell, Service Manager Environmental Sustainability
Helen Vaughan-Evans, Project Manager
Andrew Brown, Scrutiny Officer
Sarah Claridge, Committee Services Officer

Also present:

Councillor Bob Price, Board Member for Corporate Strategy and Economic 
Development, Corporate Strategy and Economic Development
Councillor Dee Sinclair, Board Member for Community Safety, Community Safety
Councillor Elizabeth Wade, Councillor for St Margaret’s ward 

Apologies:
Councillor(s) Fry sent apologies. 

99. Tribute to Councillor Van Coulter 

The Committee had a one minute silence for Cllr Van Coulter. The Chair read a tribute 
to Cllr Coulter. 

100.Apologies for absence 

Apologies for absence were received from Councillor Fry substitute Councillor Pressel.
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101.Declarations of interest 

There were no declarations of interest made.

102.Minutes 

The Committee resolved to APPROVE the minutes of the meeting held on 28 February 
2017 as a true and accurate record.

103.Work Plan and Forward Plan 

The Chair presented the report.

Work Plan
The Committee reviewed and noted the following changes in its work plan for the 
2016/17 council year.

The Scrutiny Officer requested ideas for next year’s work plan. He will also consult 
other members and executive members.

He asked for a lead member for the local plan item.  The Chair said as he was part of 
the local plan review group he was happy to also be lead member. The Committee 
agreed.

Shareholder panel meeting 
Cllr Simmons updated the Committee on the panel meeting. He said the panel had 
come up with a number of questions on the Housing Company business plan and 
wished to revisit this in the coming months. 

Forward Plan
The Scrutiny Officer updated the Committee on the Forward Plan.

For the May meeting, the City Centre Strategy and Safeguarding reports have slipped 
to the June meeting.

The following reports had been added to the May CEB meeting since the Scrutiny 
agenda was published.

 Concessions for Wi-Fi
 Housing IT system
 Low Emissions Taxi Infrastructure 
 Sale of a HRA Property from Oxford City Council to Oxford City Housing Limited

The Committee requested the Low Emissions Taxi Infrastructure report for the May 
meeting.
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104.Public Safety and addressing anti-social behaviour on Oxford's 
waterways. 

Councillor Wade, Councillor for St Margaret’s ward addressed the committee. She felt 
the solutions suggested for the Aristotle Rd mooring were not needed. 

 Pollution levels are negligible and need to be independently verified before 
considered a nuisance.

 Complaints about boats overstaying the 48 hour time period came from a few 
residents who complain numerous times. 

Councillor Dee Sinclair, Board Member for Community Safety presented the report. 
She outlined the background of the report, and explained that after the preliminary 
consultation had decided not to progress the plan for a full waterway PSPO.

The Community Safety Service Manager said the waterways were an asset to be 
protected and officers had identified 4 problem areas that required bespoke solutions. 

The Committee discussed the following:

They welcomed the excellent example of engagement that had taken place, the 
proposed review of the waterways as a whole, the carefully prepared Equalities Impact 
Assessment and the narrowing of focus since the previous report a year ago, which 
had proposed a PSPO for the entirety of the Oxford waterways (and was not supported 
by a majority of the Committee at the time). 

They considered the feedback provided by different groups in the preliminary 
consultation.  Members heard that land owners had tended to support the original 
waterways PSPO proposal, boaters had not supported it and businesses had asked for 
specific issues to be tackled, such as drug use and paraphernalia.  The Community 
Safety Service Manager said that the engagement had been high quality and provided 
assurance that the level of response had been very good for an engagement exercise 
of this nature.

They raised concerns that a PSPO was listed as an intervention option on the Folly 
Bridge to Iffley Lock stretch of the River Thames, given that this was a big stretch of 
river.  The Committee also raised concerns about issues such as sewage dumping in 
this stretch of river, which was popular with rowers and tourists.  The Community Safety 
Service Manager advised that PSPOs could be suitable in particular hotspots.  No 
decisions had been taken yet on which intervention options would be utilised and there 
would be a process to go through.

They questioned what powers the Council had to enter and inspect boats when 
concerns about sanitation and safety had been identified.  The Community Safety 
Service Manager explained that gaining the right of entry was difficult but that the 
Private Sector Safety Team had some limited powers that had been used at Castle Mill 
Stream.  

They sought assurances that strong partnerships were in place to support potentially 
vulnerable people living on the Oxford waterways and that clear pathways were in 
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place with clear responsibilities that worked seamlessly in practice.  The Community 
Safety Service Manager advised that pathways were in place but that the crucial issue 
was one of effective engagement with particular individuals living in squalor on the 
waterways who had complex needs and chaotic lifestyles.  Triage was used in high 
demand cases and there had been a small number of positive interventions.

They considered the extent to which fumes from boats were a problem at Aristotle 
Lane, adjacent to a playground, and heard opposing views about this and the 
significance of a resident’s complaints.  The Community Safety Service Manager said 
that the impact of smoke can vary in different climatic conditions and that some fumes 
(e.g. diesel emissions) were more visible than others.  The Council had investigated on 
some 70 occasions whether fumes at Aristotle Lane constituted a statutory nuisance in 
response to complaints.  To date a statutory nuisance had not been identified but that 
did not mean that fumes were not a real issue at Aristotle Lane at certain points in time.  
The Council was also supportive of a ‘quiet zone’ at this location including a limit of two 
boats being present during winter months (with some specific exceptions allowed).   

In response to a question about riparian land ownership, the Committee heard that the 
problem of identifying land owners was a significant and complex problem to resolve.  
The provision of additional temporary and permanent moorings, which was identified as 
being integral to addressing safety issues at the areas of concern, would also be 
challenging to achieve.  The Council wanted to achieve a regularised environment with 
sensible solutions to these issues.

They noted that the timetable for addressing the four areas of concern and conducting 
a review into the wider use of the waterways is dependent upon identifying resources to 
take this work forward.  The Committee strongly support this work and hope that 
appropriate resources can be made available at the earliest opportunity.

The Committee requested a progress report in a year.

The Scrutiny Committee made the following recommendation to the City Executive 
Board.

That resources are made available at the earliest opportunity for addressing the areas 
of concern and conducting a wider review of the use of the Oxford waterways.

105.Update on the City Centre and Foresters Tower PSPOs 

Councillor Dee Sinclair, Board Member for Community Safety presented the report.

The Community Safety Service Manager said that as there have been no breaches of 
the Foresters Tower PSPO, it will not be renewed when it expires. As it doesn’t meet 
the legal test to have a PSPO.

The Community Safety Service Manager said there had been a reduction in aggressive 
begging but not begging.  Only 4 fixed penalty notices have been issued under the 
PSPO, all for illegal peddling.  No cases have gone to the magistrate court.
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People ignoring the cycling restrictions on Cornmarket and Queen Street are an 
ongoing problem and every year officers need to re-educate new students in the city. 
There are not the resources to effectively control the problem as it requires officers 
catching people in the act.   Officers don’t know whether people are ignoring the 
signage or whether they don’t know it’s there.

The Committee discussed the following:

Oxfordshire County Council can’t improve the signage as traffic regulations orders 
won’t allow any other form of signage

They questioned whether displacement been monitored for the city centre PSPO. Is the 
Council dealing with the problems or just moving people around?  The Community 
Safety and Resilience Manager explained that the PSPO did not seek to address rough 
sleeping (which has generally increased across the city) and that many of the restricted 
behaviours were only relevant to the city centre (e.g. cycling in certain streets).

They queried how the FAQ system worked and whether if an individual got caught with 
two FAQs for different issues do they get two FAQs or does it get escalated to a 
penalty notice. They requested that officers provide data that shows the number of 
repeat offenders compared to individual FAQs. The Community Safety Service 
Manager said there were a very small number of repeat offenders; he would create a 
table of repeat offenders for the Committee.   

They queried the method of data collection given that data was only collected when 
officers were present to observe nuisance behaviours and issue FAQs. This made it 
difficult to know how much weight to give the data to determine if a PSPO is the best 
way to deal with the social problems listed in the report.

The Scrutiny Committee made the following recommendation to the City Executive 
Board.

Request that Oxfordshire County Council do what it can to improve the cycling signage 
on Cornmarket and Queen Street in the city centre.

Support more targeted enforcement actions aimed at addressing breaches of cycling 
restrictions in Queen Street and Cornmarket Street, together with proactive messaging 
to key groups such as students. 

106.Recommendation Monitoring - Guest Houses 

The Human Exploitation Co-ordinator presented the report, she explained that the Hotel 
Watch partnership was named by the police. Despite the name, it included guest 
houses as well as hotels. Oxford City Council wanted to call it Accommodation Watch.  

The Oxford City Hotel Watch working group meets 4 times a year. It is a partnership 
between different council services – Environmental Health, Licensing and the Police, 
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and Fire and Rescue. It looks at hotels of concerns and enquires about safeguarding 
procedures.

All establishments are added to the Thames Valley Alert system to receive regular 
updates on any related crimes.  The Council has 2-3 contacts for each establishment 
due to the high staff turnover in the hotel industry. We started with 84 guest houses on 
the list and we now have 105. Establishments are graded high, medium or low risk and 
monitored accordingly.

The Committee discussed the following:
They questioned whether homeless families were being housed in premises not 
covered by the voluntary code of conduct. The Community Safety Service Manager 
said that most homelessness families go to travel lodge which is part of the code of 
practice. The Human Exploitation Co-ordinator said officers needed to evaluate 
whether the code of practice was being adequately followed. 

They asked why the Council was not monitoring under 16s.  The Human Exploitation 
Co-ordinator explained that hoteliers were taught to question the adult and to engage 
the child in conversation to find out if the child was comfortable with the adult.  If they 
were not happy with the replies they should call the police. Proving the identity of 
children is a big challenge as children don’t tend to carry ID. 

They queried what the Council was doing with secondary schools to raise awareness of 
internal trafficking. Was there a communication or awareness campaign? The 
Community Safety Service Manager said the Council was targeting parents in the early 
intervention sector.

Although the recommendations the panel created were good at the time, some are now 
outdated and others have been dealt with in different ways.  Cllr Simmons (as a 
member of the original panel) offered to meet with officers to reshape some of the 
Panel’s recommendations to make sure they were still fit for purpose.

The Scrutiny Committee requested a progress report in one year.

107.Graffiti prevention 

The Anti-Social Behaviour Investigation Team - Case Manager presented the report. 
She said it was difficult to catch people who tag as you need to catch them in the act. 
Her focus was on the proactive approach to graffiti and she had been working with 
street artist to find them free wall space within the city to paint street art. Artists tend to 
self-police and once something is considered street art, it is not often defaced.

The Committee discussed the following:

They asked why people can’t be identified by their tag. The Anti-Social Behaviour 
Investigation Team - Case Manager said the police have investigated doing this but a 
lot of people tag to acknowledge other people.
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They asked about the ongoing maintenance costs of street art. If it isn’t maintained over 
time places look shabby.   The Anti-Social Behaviour Investigation Team - Case 
Manager agreed and said that some artists have applied for money get shabby artwork 
re-painted.

There is some work being done to encourage children to produce street art rather than 
tagging.

There is currently no formal policy or agreed consultation process for deciding the type 
of street art being produced or where it should go. Projects have been consulted on in 
an ad hoc manner as funding for projects comes from different sources and involves 
different artists. Creating a consistent policy across of the city is something for officers 
to look at.

They questioned whether the Council was reacting fast enough to tagging. The 
committee requested an update on the Council’s role in removing tagging.

The Committee noted the report.

The Committee requested a report on how the Council reacted to the negative 
elements of graffiti.

That a policy which encourages engagement with residents before art is commission 
and outlines how the long term maintenance of sites will be funded be created.

The Committee asked officers to email all members to: 
 Suggest spaces or walls in their ward that could be used by street artists. 
 Talk to residents about appropriate spaces/ what they would like to see produced 
 Use CIL money when appropriate to fund street art projects in their ward.

108.Oxford Flood Alleviation Scheme 

Councillor Bob Price, Board Member for Corporate Strategy and Economic 
Development presented the report. He explained that the Environment Agency has a 
funding gap which they are attempting to fill by asking involved organisations to donate 
land to the scheme. The benefits to the west of the city of developing the scheme are 
significant as Botley and Abingdon Roads have been closed on several occasions due 
to flooding. This has severely affected businesses and had meant the scheme has 
progressed faster than usual.

It is expected a planning application for the scheme will be submitted later this year, at 
the same time as the request for Treasury approval.

The Committee discussed the following:

The land will be committed to the Environment Agency on approval that the scheme 
goes ahead. The sale will be on condition that the public has access to the land, there 
will be walking and cycling access and improvement to the water based environment.
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The cost benefit ratio was worked out by the Environment Agency. It’s based on what 
might be the damage to the local economy divided by the cost of the whole scheme.

The current scheme only covers the future maintenance cost for the next 25 years. 
There is an idea of forming a trust in the future which would raise money to pay for the 
future maintenance of the site.   It will include an ecological site that will need to be 
maintained. 

Compensation will be negotiated between the tenants and the Environmental Agency. 
Although Council is the owner of the land, compensation is discussed between the 
developer and the tenant.

The Project Manager explained how the contribution will be shown in the council 
accounts. The land values need to be approved by CEB and also require approval from 
the secretary of state to sell the land at a below market value price.

Compensation can be sought for loss of income from the development, eg if 3 car park 
spaces at the Redbridge Park and Ride are used as a storage space, the average 
income of those 3 spaces from the previous 4 years will be paid in compensation.

The proposal will go out for public consultation from 5 May – 6 June. 

The Scrutiny Committee noted the report.

The Committee asked to be emailed the map of the scheme before consultation begins.

109.Reports for approval 

The Committee approved the following reports (as amended) for submission to the City 
Executive Board on 6 April 2016:
Health inequalities (report of the Health Inequalities Panel)
Agreed

University housing needs (report of the Housing Panel)
Additional recommendation: that there is a limit of the total number of student 
accommodation in any area.

Additional recommendation: That all new student accommodation built be accessible 
for disabled student.

Agreed with the additional recommendations

Air quality
Agreed
Workplace Parking levies
Agreed
Police and Crime Panel
Agreed
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110.Dates of future meetings 

The Committee noted that the next meeting is scheduled for 2 May 2017

The meeting started at 6.00 pm and ended at 8.35 pm
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Scrutiny recommendation tracker 2016/17 – April 2017

Total recommendations (year to date): 139
Agreed 117 84%
Agreed in part 9 6%
Not agreed 13 9%

6 APRIL 2017 CITY EXECUTIVE BOARD

University housing needs
Recommendation Agree? Comment
That options are explored through the new Local Plan 2036 
processes relating to student accommodation, and that early 
discussions are sought with the two universities (and 
neighbouring authorities where relevant) aimed at building shared 
concerns and shared efforts to improve the housing situation in 
the city.  Consideration should be given to:
a) Encouraging the University of Oxford to present proposals for 

accommodating postdocs in the city; (para. 4)
b) Allocating specific sites for new student accommodation for 

the two universities; (paras. 8a &16)
c) Limiting the amount of student accommodation allowed within 

any given geographical area; (para. 17)
d) Encouraging the universities to provide accessible 

accommodation as part of any proposed new developments 
of student accommodation; para 18)

e) Exempting groups such as post-doctoral researchers and 
nursing and teaching students from the target of no more than 
3,000 students from each university living outside of 
university-provided accommodation in the city, balanced by a 
reduction in the target figures; (paras. 2a, 8b & 19)

f) Extending the targets for students living outside of provided 
accommodation to other large educational institutions based 
in the city; (para. 20)

g) Limiting the use of new student accommodation to the two 
universities; (para. 21)

Yes I welcome the constructive and open dialogue with the two 
Universities about their accommodation needs, which have 
been held between officers, members and the two 
institutions over a prolonged period, and will continue to be 
held.

I recognise the positive contribution that the Universities 
make to the city in terms of economic growth, vitality, and 
employment, and the City Council wants to continue to 
support them. This kind of engagement is exactly what this 
stage of the Local Plan is all about, as we work towards 
publishing the Preferred Options in June 2017.

At present detailed evidence, technical work, consultation 
responses from last summer, and sustainability appraisal 
are all being considered, and will inform the direction of 
policies to be published in the Preferred Options. The 
evidence given by the Universities to the Scrutiny 
Committee, and the Scrutiny Committee’s 
recommendations, will be included in that consideration. 

While that work is still ongoing it would not be appropriate 
to respond in detail at this stage to the precise proposals, 
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h) Whether university students housed in non-university 
provided student housing should count towards the 3,000 
target figure; (para. 22) 

i) Encouraging private developers of student accommodation to 
work closely with the universities; (para. 23)

j) Reviewing the local key worker definition to potentially include 
post-doctoral researchers, nursing and teaching students and 
lower-paid university support staff; (para. 24)

k) Providing some flexibility to substitute some of the social rent 
planning obligations with key worker housing obligations in 
order to encourage key worker housing schemes (including 
accommodation for post-doctoral researchers and lower-paid 
university support staff); (para. 25)

l) Providing additional flexibility in the balance of dwellings 
policy specifically for key worker housing schemes. (para. 26)

other than to confirm that they are all being considered 
alongside all other proposals. That being said, there are a 
number of very useful and interesting proposals within the 
report which are being given very careful consideration as 
to whether they could be included in the Preferred Options 
document.  

Given that it is not possible at this stage to pre-empt the 
proposals that will be included in the Preferred Options 
document, but being aware of the detailed work that the 
Scrutiny Panel have done on this issue, I propose that a 
full and detailed response to each proposal in the Scrutiny 
Panel report is sent back to the Panel once the Preferred 
Options document has been published.

Public safety and addressing anti-social behaviour on the Oxford waterways
Recommendation Agreed? Comment
1. That resources are made available at the earliest opportunity 
for addressing the areas of concern and conducting a wider 
review of the use of the Oxford waterways.

Y The 'hotspots' identified will be prioritised and resourced within 
the existing Community Response and Anti Social Behaviour 
team.  In respect of the longer term issues of regularising the 
moorings along the Thames, a part time resource has been 
identified to coordinate a scoping report on options and costs 
and will be available during the 2017/2018 municipal year.

Health inequalities
Recommendation Agreed? Comment
1. That the recommendations of the Health Inequalities Panel that 
have been identified as being most relevant to district councils 
(see appendix) are supported as far as possible by the Council 
within existing resources.

Yes See separate comments in paper attached
“OCCG Inequalities Commission Recommendations 
Relevant to Oxford City Council”

2. That the Council supports reducing health inequalities and will Yes The policy review process, which new and renewed policies go 
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adopt the ‘Health in All Policies’ approach, which is supported by 
government and the World Health Organisation.

through, requires a consideration of impacts and equalities.  
We will investigate how we can widen this consideration to 
incorporate health more explicitly and make a recommendation 
to the programme boards who manage this process.  

3. That the Council looks at how it can improve monitoring the 
health and wellbeing impacts of key services that impact on 
health and wellbeing.

Yes As part of the Leisure and Wellbeing Strategy a range of 
indicators are being developed such as: Leisure Centre Usage 
by Target Groups (p 22) 

The policy review process has been revised and will now 
include a section on monitoring and evaluation that considers 
the impact of the policy over a set period.  We will further 
encourage service areas to include health measures in their 
policy evaluation via the policy development toolkit. 

4. That consideration is given to whether more could be done 
within existing resources to tackle loneliness and isolation among 
the city’s growing elderly population through community services, 
with reference to the work of the Jo Cox Foundation’s Loneliness 
Commission.

Yes Through the community grants programme we have and will 
continue to fund community and voluntary organisations whose 
work contributes towards alleviating isolation and loneliness for 
many people in Oxford.  

This includes funding The Clockhouse project based in Greater 
Leys who provides activities for older people, the Parasol 
Project in Northway that provides inclusive leisure and play 
activities for disabled children and young people and Open 
Door that works from East Oxford community centre which is a 
drop in service for refugees and asylum seekers. 

Of the community associations leasing community centres at 
peppercorn rent many provide lunch clubs that target older 
people in their local community and put on family activities all 
helping towards reducing isolation and loneliness.
 
The OSP of which the council is a partner, is looking to add 
value to work that reduces loneliness and isolation.  For 
example the council, via the OSP has contributed funding to an 
AGE UK event in May, linked to the Jo Cox loneliness 
commission, bringing together organisations to look at what 
more can be done in Oxfordshire around loneliness.  The OSP 
will also be looking at ways to influence partners to encourage 
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more staff to volunteer their time via organisations such as Ami 
https://www.withami.co.uk/  that works to reduce loneliness 
and isolation.  As a member of the OSP the council can look at 
what more can be done to encourage our own staff to 
volunteer via organisations such as Ami. 

We will consider whether this area can be further supported 
when commissioned grants are next reviewed.

5. That the Council continues to support and encourage advice 
agencies in helping people to claim the benefits they are entitled 
to.

Yes Ensuring that people suffering from poor health and disabilities 
have access to the right benefits plays a key role in reducing 
health inequalities.  The council funds four advice agencies 
that provide a range of support to some of our most vulnerable 
residents.  Recent work has supported people moving 
from Disability Living Allowance to Personal Independence 
Payment around understanding the changes and in some 
circumstances challenging decisions.  The Council gathers 
monitoring information on the client group of advice agencies 
including those who are disabled, and will be reviewing the 
service in advance of new contracts in 2018.  There is no 
intention to reduce funding but the review will ensure the 
Council commissions the right service to ensure the needs of 
our most vulnerable residents continue to be met. 

We will be interested in discussing collaboration with the CCG 
in this area as well, and assessing the outcomes of the 
Benefits in Practice pilot.

6. That consideration is given to how the 1001 Critical Days 
Manifesto, which focuses on the importance of the conception to 
age 2 period, is relevant to the work of the Council, including 
support provided to children’s centres in the city.

Yes The vision of the 1001 Critical Days Manifesto is here 
http://www.1001criticaldays.co.uk/sites/default/files/1001%20d
ays_oct16_1st.pdf .  While the council is not directly 
responsible for services for 0-2 year olds, we support them in 
other ways for example; funding and supporting community 
centres that host a range of pre and post natal activities for 
parents and babies; improving air quality in the city which has 
a direct impact on children’s’ health; ensuring we have 
appropriate safeguarding processes in place to identify risk to 
children; continuing to fund grants to the voluntary sector who 
provide a range of services that support young children and 
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their families.  This year’s budget also included some support 
for “stay and play” provision, which is sadly being withdrawn by 
the Oxfordshire County Council in almost its entirety.

Oxfordshire County Council will be presenting on children’s 
services at the next OSP meeting in May. At this meeting the 
OSP will identify ways in which partners, can add value to their 
work.   Through this process we will be able to highlight if the 
council can add any further value to this area of work.  

7. That the Council looks again at whether it could provide 
funding for struggling city schools with poor levels of attainment, 
perhaps focused on sports provision or other activities that can 
reduce health inequalities.

Yes The City Council has been involved with the strategic school 
partnership and is attending their meetings to gain a better 
understanding of the position of schools and to work with 
partners to identify appropriate support and actions.  The City 
Council is represented on the vulnerable learners group which 
is developing a strategy to support vulnerable learners. We are 
also engaged in a number of projects to promote attainment 
such as;
- supporting the legacy project to enable  teachers to learn 
from best practise, following on from the learning and 
leadership programme 
- support to pupils on the pupil premium to access cultural 
opportunities (May evaluation forthcoming)
- a range of youth ambition projects that promote and support 
improved educational attainment. 

A key concern is around recruitment and retention of key staff, 
and we are part of an open dialogue with schools about 
housing projects, and have kept funding in our capital 
programme to support loans for senior teachers to help with 
purchasing a property.  

We share the panel’s frustration at areas of poor attainment, 
and will keep the role we can play under close review.

8. That the Council redoubles efforts to publicise, promote and 
enhance the visibility of the Oxford Living Wage scheme (as well 
as other good employment practices), given that the new 
Westgate Shopping Centre will reopen in autumn 2017.

Yes 1. Because of the high costs of living in Oxford, we have set a 
separate Oxford Living Wage based on the Living Wage. 
We pay this to all our staff and agency workers working for 
us and it is above the Living wage
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2. We also require all contractors with contracts over 
£100,000 to pay the Oxford Living Wage to their staff and 
subcontractors.

3. We believe this benefits staff, employers and the wider 
Oxford economy.

4. The Oxford Living Wage is currently £9.26 an hour. For 
someone working a 38 hour week, this would mean annual 
pay of £18,303.

Currently more than 2,000 employers are signed up to the 
Living Wage scheme, which offers a number of business 
benefits to employers:

 80% of employers believe that the Living Wage has 
improved their staff’s quality of work

 Better loyalty and customer service, and fewer complaints
 Absenteeism down by a quarter
 Better retention of staff and lower HR costs
 70% of employers think that the Living Wage has increased 

consumer awareness of their commitment to be an ethical 
employer

 Living Wage accreditation is confirmed by a license signed 
between the Living Wage Foundation and an employer.

As a Council we advertise the OLW within all our recruitment 
activities and also apply 1 above. In addition there is the 
requirement at 2 above however the council could consider 
reducing this figure (for example down to £50,000). There is 
also potential to advertise it further within Oxford and have our 
own ‘Council Accreditation’ scheme although the legalities of 
this would need to be explored. As we have a high 
employment rate there may be some attraction to businesses 
locally

We will continue to seek out new avenues to promote the OLW 
and are very open to suggestions.

9. That the Council uses procurement as a tool for tackling Yes The City Council aims to seek social value where it practically 
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poverty and to extracting measurable social value, drawing on 
good practice from Manchester City Council, and reinforces rules 
for contractors to pay Oxford Living Wage

can through procurement.  Where services or works are 
delivered within Oxfordshire we already encourage suppliers to 
pay their staff at least the Oxford Living Wage.   Social value 
considerations are included where relevant and are subject to 
evaluation.  An example of social value being delivered under 
a construction contract is for the Oxford Tower Refurbishment 
project with circa £900k of social value being committed by the 
contractor; there are lots of examples of the different types of 
social value being offered including apprenticeships, training 
and educational opportunities, supporting local community 
projects etc.  The Procurement Team are working with the LEP 
to review our Ethical & Sustainability guide which forms part of 
our Corporate Procurement Strategy to include more guidance 
around social value.  Over the next financial year the 
importance and benefits of social value will be promoted to 
officers through the Procurement Champions network.  

10. That the Council continues to engage constructively with 
partners, including through discussions about the emerging local 
NHS Sustainability and Transformation Plan, about delivering 
more health services in community facilities and improving 
access to health and other services in estates.

Yes Oxford City Council is actively engaged in the Health & 
Wellbeing Board, the Health Improvement Board and the 
Children’s Trust and a number of working groups. Through this 
process the council works closely with other agencies to 
deliver health services in the community.  For example; 
supporting the homelessness pathway; strategies to reduce 
obesity; promotion of health initiatives, and fuel poverty.  On 
each of our estates we have a health partnership that supports 
the health needs of the neighbourhoods and is underpinned by 
an action plan.

In addition to the day to day work the council undertakes to 
support the health of the population, we are working closely 
with Barton Health Town to pilot innovative approaches to 
health.  The council is also supporting the food poverty 
programme which may lead to a food project being delivered 
on one of our estates.  The council are responding to the 
OCCG consultation on their transformation plans. 

Our community centres are a tremendous resource for 
healthcare facilities and we hope that at Barton and Rose Hill, 
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there will be a significant and ongoing offering of health 
facilities.  We are extremely open to including health partners 
in discussions about community buildings to ensure they can 
offer services in them.

Air quality
Recommendation Agreed? Comment
1. That as part of the Local Plan review consideration is given to 
policies to mitigate the negative impacts of development in areas 
with poor air quality.

Yes This is already part of the Local Plan development.  
Environmental Sustainability Officer will continue work to 
support Planning Officers developing the Local Plan.

2. That consideration is given to implementing differentiated car-
parking charges in order to offer cheaper parking for electric 
vehicles.

Yes Dialogue will continue within Oxford about the best way to 
support the uptake of electric vehicle to residents and visitors.

3. That the feasibility and impact of measures contained in the 
City’s Air Quality Annual Status report that have not been 
progressed to date are reviewed annually.

Yes We do a review and update of actions as part of the Annual 
Status Report anyway for DEFRA, so this action will be carried 
out as part of this exercise.   

Police and Crime Panel
Recommendation Agreed? Comment
1. That the Council encourages the Thames Valley Police and 
Crime Commissioner to publicise and consult on his new Police 
and Crime Plan.

Yes

2. That the PCP are asked to look again at rotating meetings 
around the Thames Valley area to encourage public engagement 
and focus on local issues.

Yes

3. That consideration is given to whether the Council could help 
to raise awareness of the PCP e.g. by publicising meetings of the 
PCP through Council media channels.

Yes
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Workplace Parking Levies
Recommendation Agreed? Comment
1. That the City Council supports the County Council’s 
development of proposals for a workplace parking levy and a 
congestion charge given that both approaches have the potential 
to generate significant additional funding for transport 
improvements in the city and reduce congestion.

In part At this stage, as the report to the Scrutiny Committee makes 
clear, the proposed Workplace Parking Levy is at the very 
earliest stages, and it is not clear how it might work, what the 
impacts would be broadly or an individual employers, what 
exemptions might be put in place and to what purposes the 
funding might be put. The one potential consequence outlined 
in the report – that the entire city might need to be covered with 
controlled parking zones for the scheme to work – would mean 
that every household in the city with a car and no off-street 
parking space would be required to buy a parking permit. This 
is a significant financial impact on residents of the city, and 
would need to be weighed up against the broader benefits of 
the scheme.
At present the City Council supports the work done by the 
County Council to develop the detail of the scheme further, but 
reserves judgement until that detail is available for 
consideration as to whether the benefits of the scheme 
outweigh its costs.

2. That consideration is given to how the City Council could help 
to mitigate and manage the wider impacts of the future 
implementation of either a workplace parking levy or a congestion 
charge on parking in the city, for example through additional 
controlled parking zones.

In part The City Council will certainly give very careful consideration to 
the potential impacts of the scheme, and the actions needed to 
mitigate those impacts, as part of the kind of detail needed to 
evaluate the benefits and costs of the scheme as a whole. 
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SCRUTINY WORK PLAN 

May 2017 - June 2017 
 

Published on: 21/04/17 

 
The Scrutiny Committee agrees a work plan every year detailing selected issues that affect Oxford or its inhabitants.  Time is allowed within this 
plan to consider topical issues as they arise throughout the year as well as decisions to be taken by the City Executive Board.  This document 
represents the work of scrutiny for the remainder of the 2016-17 council year and will be reviewed monthly by the Scrutiny Committee.   
 
The work plan is based on suggestions received from all elected members and senior council officers.  Members of the public can also 
contribute topics for inclusion in the scrutiny work plan by completing and submitting our suggestion form.  See our get involved webpage for 
further details of how you can participate in the work of scrutiny. 
 
The following criteria will be used by the Scrutiny Committee to evaluate and prioritise suggested topics: 

- Is the issue controversial / of significant public interest? 
- Is it an area of high expenditure? 
- Is it an essential service / corporate priority? 
- Can Scrutiny influence and add value? 

 
Some topics will be considered at Scrutiny Committee meetings and others will be delegated to two standing panels.  Items for more detailed 
review will be considered by time-limited review groups. 
 
The Committee will review the Council’s Forward Plan at each meeting and decide which executive decisions it wishes to comment on before 
the decision is made.  The Council also has a “call in” process which allows decisions made by the City Executive Board to be reviewed by the 
Scrutiny Committee before they are implemented. 
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Scrutiny Committee and Standing Panel responsibility and membership 

Committee / Panel Remit Nominated councillors 

Scrutiny Committee Overall management of the Council’s scrutiny function. 

 
Cllrs Azad, Chapman, Coulter, Fry, Gant (Chair), Hayes, 
Henwood, Pegg, Simmons, Taylor, Tidball & Wilkinson 

Finance Panel Finance and budgetary issues and decisions 
 

Cllrs Fooks, Fry, Simmons (Chair) & Taylor 

Housing Panel Strategic housing and landlord issues and decisions 
 

Cllrs Goff, Henwood (Chair), Pegg, Sanders, Thomas & 
Wade, Geno Humphrey (tenant co-optee) 

Scrutiny Shareholder 
Panel 

To scrutinise shareholder decisions relating to wholly 
Council-owned companies. 

Cllrs Fry (Chair), Gant, Henwood & Simmons 

 
Current and planned review groups and one-off panels 

 

Topic Scope Nominated councillors 

Budget review 
2017/18 

To review the Council’s 2017/18 draft budget and medium 
term financial strategy 

Cllrs Fooks, Fry, Simmons (Chair) & Taylor 

Devolution plans for 
Oxfordshire review 

To scrutinise devolution proposals for Oxfordshire  Cllrs Coulter, Gant, Hayes, Simmons & Tidball (Chair) 

Health inequalities 
(one- off panel) 

To consider the council’s response to the recommendations 
of the Independent Commission on Health inequalities 

Cllrs Coulter (Chair), Taylor, Thomas, Wade 
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SCRUTINY COMMITTEE 
 
 

2 MAY 2017 - CONFIRMED REPORTS 
 

Agenda item Decision Description CEB Portfolio  Report Contact 

Fusion Lifestyle’s 
Annual Service Plan 
2017/18 

Yes The report will recommend that the City Executive 
Board endorse Fusion Lifestyle’s Annual Service Plan 
for the management of the Council’s leisure facilities 
for 2017/18. 

Leisure, Parks and 
Sport 

Lucy Cherry, Leisure and 
Performance Manager 

Grenoble  Road - 
Housing Development 

Yes To request delegated authority to submit a planning 
application for Grenoble Road. 

Planning and 
Regulatory 
Services 

Patsy Dell, Head of 
Planning & Regulatory 
Services 

 
 

12 JUNE 2017 - PROVISIONAL REPORTS 
 

Agenda item Decision Description CEB Portfolio  Report Contact 

Local Plan Preferred 
Options 

Yes Progress of the review of the Local Plan  Planning and 
Regulatory 
Services 

Sarah Harrison, Senior 
Planner 

 
 

14 JUNE 2017 - PROVISIONAL REPORTS 
 

Agenda item Decision Description CEB Portfolio  Report Contact 

Assessing disabled 
impacts in planning 

No To consider how the Council fulfils its duty to assess 
the impacts on disabled people of new  
developments and changes of use, including for 
businesses and private and social sector housing.  

Planning and 
Regulatory 
Services 

Patsy Dell, Head of 
Planning, Sustainable 
Development & 
Regulatory Services 

Planning & Regulatory 
Services Improvement 
Plan 

No To update the Committee on the progress of 
implementing the improvement plan for Planning and 
Regulatory Services 

Planning and 
Regulatory 
Services 

Patsy Dell, Head of 
Planning, Sustainable 
Development & 
Regulatory Services 
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Oxford Railway Station 
Supplementary 
Planning Document 
(SPD) 

Yes To seek approval to consult on the draft Oxford 
Railway Station Supplementary Planning Document 
(SPD). 

Planning and 
Regulatory 
Services 

Fiona Piercy, Interim 
Assistant Chief 
Executive, Regeneration 
and Economy 

City Centre Strategy Yes To approve the City Centre Strategy. 
 

Planning and 
Regulatory 
Services, 
Corporate Strategy 
and Economic 
Development 

Fiona Piercy, Interim 
Assistant Chief 
Executive, Regeneration 
and Economy 

Grant Allocations to 
Community and 
Voluntary 
Organisations 2017/18 

Yes A monitoring report on the reported achievements 
resulting from grant allocations to community and 
voluntary groups. 

Customer and 
Corporate 
Services, Culture 
and Communities 

Jackie Yates, Executive 
Director Organisational 
Development and 
Corporate Services 

Low Emissions Taxi 
Infrastructure Scheme 

Yes Oxford City Council has been awarded capital funding 
for the provision of electric vehicle charging 
infrastructure for the use of hackney carriages and 
private hire taxis. 

A Clean and Green 
Oxford 

Jo Colwell, Service 
Manager Environmental 
Sustainability 

Safeguarding Report 
2017/18 

Yes An annual report to monitor the progress made on 
Oxford City Council’s Section 11 Self-assessment 
Action Plan 2016-2017 and to approve the Action Plan 
for 2017-2018. 

Finance, Asset 
Management and 
Public Health 
 
 

Val Johnson, Policy and 
Partnerships Team 
Leader 

 
 

4 JULY 2017 - PROVISIONAL REPORTS 
 

Agenda item Decision Description CEB Portfolio  Report Contact 

Fusion Lifestyle – 
Performance Report 
2015/16 

No To monitor an annual Fusion Lifestyle contract 
performance dashboard.  

Leisure, Parks and 
Sport 

Lucy Cherry, Leisure and 
Performance Manager 
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7 SEPTEMBER 2017 - PROVISIONAL REPORTS 
 

Agenda item Decision Description CEB Portfolio  Report Contact 

Design Review Panel No To consider the work and effectiveness of the Oxford 
Design Review Panel.  

Planning and 
Regulatory 
Services 

Patsy Dell, Head of 
Planning, Sustainable 
Development & 
Regulatory Services 

Governance 
implications of Council-
owned companies 

No To receive an update following consideration by the 
Audit and Governance Committee of the long term 
risks and governance issues associated with Council-
owned companies 

Corporate Strategy 
and Economic 
Development 

Nigel Kennedy, Head of 
Financial Services 

East Oxford Community 
Centre - Improvement 
Scheme 

Yes To present an improvement scheme for the East 
Oxford Community Centre following public 
consultation. 

Culture and 
Communities 

Vicky Trietline, 
Development Project 
Management Surveyor 

Commissioned Advice 
Strategy 2018-2021 - 
Progress report 

Yes To update the Board on the progress made in 
developing a new commissioned advice strategy 
during 2017/18 

Customer and 
Corporate Services 

Paul Wilding, 
Programme Manager 
Revenue & Benefits 

Sustainability Strategy 
2017 

Yes The report will provide the revised Oxford 
Sustainability Strategy, which will set out the vision for 
Oxford’s sustainable future and steps we are required 
to take to deliver it.  The report will recommend 
approval of the draft strategy for public consultation. 
 

A Clean and Green 
Oxford 
 
 

Mai Jarvis, 
Environmental Quality 
Team Manager 

 
 

SCRUTINY COMMITTEE - TO BE SCHEDULED 
 

Agenda item Decision Description CEB Portfolio  Report Contact 

Disabled Students' 
Allowance 

No To consider the impacts of cuts to Disabled Students’ 
Allowance on disabled students in the City.  

Corporate Strategy 
and Economic 
Development 

Andrew Brown, Scrutiny 
Officer 

NHS Sustainability and 
Transformation Plan 
(STP) 

No To receive a briefing on the emerging STP and its 
implications for the city. 

Finance, Asset 
Management and 
Public Health 

Andrew Brown, Scrutiny 
Officer 
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HOUSING PANEL 
 
 

26 APRIL 2017 - CONFIRMED REPORTS 
 

Agenda item Decision Description CEB Portfolio  Report Contact 

Great Estates update No To receive an update on progress made in developing 
masterplans for estates and working up and delivering 
a rolling programme of priority improvement schemes.  

Housing Stephen Clarke, Head of 
Housing Services 

Empty garages and 
former garage sites 

No To receive an update on how the Council is dealing 
with empty garages and former garage sites. 

Housing Martin Shaw, Property 
Services Manager 

Empty Property 
Strategy 

No To receive a briefing on the Council’s approaches to 
dealing with empty properties in the City ahead of a 
refresh of the Council’s Empty Property Strategy.  

Housing Melanie Mutch, Empty 
Property Officer (Private 
Sector) 

 
 

HOUSING PANEL - TO BE SCHEDULED 
 

Agenda item Decision Description CEB Portfolio  Report Contact 

Leaseholder 
relationships 

No To consider Council relationships with leaseholders 
including the views of individual leaseholders.  

Housing Stephen Clarke, Head of 
Housing Services 

Management of void 
properties 

No To consider how the Council manages void properties. Housing Bill Graves, Landlord 
Services Manager 

Private Sector 
Licensing 

Yes To scrutinise any decisions on the extension of 
licensing to the non-HMO private rented sector. 

Planning and 
Regulatory 

Ian Wright, 
Environmental Health 
Service Manager 

Flexible tenancies Yes To scrutinise any decisions on the local 
implementation of government plans to prevent local 
authorities in England from offering secure tenancies 
for life to new council tenants in most circumstances. 

Housing Bill Graves, Landlord 
Services Manager 
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FORWARD PLAN  

May 2017 – September 2017 
 

As of 21/04/2017 
 

What is the Forward Plan? 
The Forward Plan gives information about all the decisions (key and non-key) that the City 
Executive Board (CEB) is expected to take over the next year.  For completeness, the 
Forward Plan also includes important decisions which will be taken by the full Council. 
Each item on the Forward Plan shows either a provisional or confirmed date for when it will 
be considered by CEB. Where possible, report authors will keep to the dates shown, 
however, it may be necessary for some provisional items to be rescheduled. 

The Forward Plan is published on the Council’s website on the first working day of the 
month.  However, it is subject to regular revision and new issues or changes to existing 
issues will be posted on the website as soon as they are known. 

The Forward Plan includes: 
• a short description of the decision to be made 
• who will make the decision 
• when the decision will be made 
• details of the planned consultation with local people and other stakeholders 
• contact details for further information 

 
What is a Key decision? 
A key decision is an executive decision which is likely:  

• to result in the council incurring expenditure of more than £500,000; or  
• to be significant in terms of its effects on communities living or working in an area 

comprising of two or more wards.  
A key decision, except in special or urgent circumstances, cannot be taken unless it has 
appeared in the Forward Plan for 28 days before the decision is made. 
 
Inspection of documents 
The agenda papers (including the reports and background papers) for CEB meetings are 
available 5 working days before the meeting on the council website: 
http://www.oxford.gov.uk   

The Forward Plan is available to view at the Town Hall. 
 
Private meetings 
The majority of the decisions taken by the CEB are made in the “open session” of a meeting 
when the press or public have the right to attend. However, some or all, of the information 
supporting decisions in the Forward Plan may be confidential and as such it will be taken in 
the “private session” a meeting when the press or public are excluded. Items that will be 
taken in “private session” are marked in this plan and the reason for doing so given. 
 

If you object to an item being taken in private, or if you wish to make representations about 
any matter listed in the Forward Plan, then please contact Committee & Member Services at 
least 7 working days before the decision is due to be made:  
T: 01865 252191 
Email: cityexecutiveboard@oxford.gov.uk 
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The Council’s decision-making process 
Further information about the Council’s decision making process can be found in the 
Council’s Constitution, which can be inspected at the Council’s offices or online at 
http://www.oxford.gov.uk 
 
City Executive Board Members and Senior Officers 
 
City Executive Board Member  
 

Portfolio 

Bob Price, Council Leader Corporate Strategy and Economic 
Development 

Ed Turner, Deputy Leader Finance, Asset Management and Public 
Health 

Susan Brown Customer and Corporate Services 
Alex Hollingsworth Planning and Regulatory Services 
Pat Kennedy Young People, Schools and Skills 
Linda Smith Leisure, Parks and Sport  
Mike Rowley Housing 
Dee Sinclair Community Safety  
Christine Simm Culture and Communities 
John Tanner A Clean and Green Oxford  
 
 
Senior Officer Job Title 
Peter Sloman Chief Executive 
Tim Sadler Executive Director, Community Services  
Jackie Yates Executive Director, Organisational 

Development and Corporate Services 
Caroline Green Assistant Chief Executive 
Fiona Piercy Interim Assistant Chief Executive – 

Regeneration and Economy 
Helen Bishop Head of Business Improvement 
Ian Brooke Head of Community Services 
Graham Bourton Head of Direct Services 
Nigel Kennedy Head of Financial Services/Section 151 

Officer 
Stephen Clarke Head of Housing Services 
Lindsay Cane Acting Head of Law and Governance / 

Monitoring Officer 
Patsy Dell Head of Planning, Sustainable Development 

and Regulatory Services 
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KEY EXECUTIVE DECISIONS DELEGATED TO OFFICERS 
 

ITEM 1:   
ID: I014681 

GRANT ALLOCATIONS TO COMMUNITY AND VOLUNTARY 
ORGANISATIONS 2017/18  
 
Status: Provisional 

 
CEB resolved at its meeting on 9 February 2017 to Delegate authority to the Executive 
Director for Organisational Development and Corporate Services in consultation with the 
Board Members for Customer and Corporate Services and Culture and Communities to 
allocate the residual funding in the Advice and Money Management commissioning theme 
 
A further monitoring report on the reported achievements resulting from these grants 
allocations will be submitted to the City Executive Board in June 2018. 
Is this a Key Decision? Not Key  
Is this item open or exempt to the 
public? 

Open  -  

Will this decision be preceded by any 
form of consultation? 

None 

Decision Taker   Executive Director for Organisational 
Development and Corporate Services Not before 
14 Jul 2017 

Executive Lead Member Customer and Corporate Services, Culture and 
Communities 

Lead Executive Director  
Report Contact Jackie Yates, Executive Director Organisational 

Development and Corporate Services  
jyates@oxford.gov.uk 

  

ITEM 2:   
ID: I014800 

HOMELESSNESS ACCOMMODATION PROPERTY INVESTMENT  
 
Status: Provisional 

At its meeting on 9 March 2017, CEB delegated authority to the Chief Executive, having 
notified in advance the Board Members for Finance, Asset Management and Public Health, 
and Housing, to approve any property purchases over £500,000 for the Homeless 
Accommodation Property Investment project. 
 
Is this a Key Decision? Yes It is likely to result in the Council incurring 

expenditure  which is greater than £500,000 
Is this item open or exempt to the 
public? 

Part exempt  -  

Will this decision be preceded by any 
form of consultation? 

None 

Decision Taker   Chief Executive Not before 1 Aug 2017 
Executive Lead Member Housing, Finance, Asset Management and Public 

Health 
Lead Executive Director  
Report Contact Peter Sloman, Chief Executive  

psloman@oxford.gov.uk 
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ITEM 3:   
ID: I014979 

ALLOCATION OF HOMELESSNESS PREVENTION FUNDS IN 2017/18  
 
Status: Provisional 

On 9 March 2017, the  City Executive Board delegated authority to the Head of Housing 
and Property, in consultation with the Board Member for Housing and the Chief Finance 
Officer, the discretion to revise the intended programme of use associated with the 2017/18 
Homelessness Prevention budget. 
Is this a Key Decision? Yes It is likely to result in the Council incurring 

expenditure  which is greater than £500,000 
Is this item open or exempt to the 
public? 

Open  -  

Will this decision be preceded by any 
form of consultation? 

None 

Decision Taker   Head of Housing Services Not before 1 Aug 2017 
Executive Lead Member Housing 
Lead Executive Director Head of Housing Services 
Report Contact Stephen Clarke, Head of Housing Services Tel: 

01865 252447 sclarke@oxford.gov.uk 
  
 
REPORTS TO CEB AND COUNCIL 
 
CEB 11 MAY 2017 
 

ITEM 4:   
ID: I016593 

DISPOSAL OF 156 WALTON STREET  
 
Report Status: Confirmed 

156 Walton Street is a HRA property that has become void. The report sets out how the sale 
of this high value property could generate additional homes for those in need. 
Is this a Key Decision? Yes It is likely to result in the Council incurring 

expenditure  which is greater than £500,000 
Is this item open or exempt to the 
public? 

Open  -  

Will this decision be preceded by any 
form of consultation? 

 

Decision Taker   City Executive Board 11 May 2017 
Executive Lead Member Housing 
Lead Executive Director Head of Housing Services 
Report Contact Alan Wylde, Housing Development & Enabling 

Manager Tel: 01865 252319 
awylde@oxford.gov.uk 

  

ITEM 5:   
ID: I014682 

FUSION LIFESTYLE’S ANNUAL SERVICE PLAN 2017/18  
 
Report Status: Confirmed 

The report will recommend that the City Executive Board endorse Fusion Lifestyle’s Annual 
Service Plan for the management of the Council’s leisure facilities for 2017/18. 
Is this a Key Decision? Yes It is significant in terms of its effect on 

communities living or working in an area 
comprising two or more wards 

Is this item open or exempt to the 
public? 

Open  -  

Will this decision be preceded by any 
form of consultation? 

 

Decision Taker   City Executive Board 11 May 2017 
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Executive Lead Member Leisure, Parks and Sport 
Lead Executive Director Head of Community Services 
Report Contact Lucy Cherry, Leisure and Performance Manager 

Tel: 01865 252707 lcherry@oxford.gov.uk 
  

ITEM 6:   
ID: I016207 

GRENOBLE  ROAD - HOUSING DEVELOPMENT  
 
Report Status: Provisional: Awaiting further information, advice or 
input 

To request delegated authority to submit a planning application for Grenoble Road. 
Is this a Key Decision? Yes It is likely to result in the Council incurring 

expenditure  which is greater than £500,000 
Is this item open or exempt to the 
public? 

Open  -  

Will this decision be preceded by any 
form of consultation? 

None 

Decision Taker   City Executive Board 11 May 2017 
Executive Lead Member Planning and Regulatory Services 
Lead Executive Director Executive Director for Regeneration and Housing 
Report Contact David Edwards Tel: 01865 252394 

dedwards@oxford.gov.uk 
  
COUNCIL 15 MAY (ANNUAL COUNCIL) 
 
 

ITEM 7:   
ID: I015282 

APPOINTMENT OF COMMITTEES FOR THE COUNCIL YEAR 2017/18  
 
Report Status: Confirmed 

To appoint committees for the Council year 2017/18 and members to serve on these 
Is this a Key Decision? Not Key  
Is this item open or exempt to the 
public? 

Open  -  

Will this decision be preceded by any 
form of consultation? 

Members 

Decision Taker   Council 15 May 2017 
Executive Lead Member  
Lead Executive Director Acting Head of Law and Governance 
Report Contact Pat  Jones, Committee and Member Services 

Manager  phjones@oxford.gov.uk 
  
 
CEB 15 JUNE 2017 - SPECIAL MEETING 
 

ITEM 8:   
ID: I014947 

LOCAL PLAN PREFERRED OPTIONS  
 
Report Status: Confirmed 

Progress of the review of the Local Plan  
Is this a Key Decision? Yes It is significant in terms of its effect on 

communities living or working in an area 
comprising two or more wards 

Is this item open or exempt to the 
public? 

Open  -  

Will this decision be preceded by any 
form of consultation? 

Public consultation 

Decision Taker   City Executive Board 15 Jun 2017 
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Executive Lead Member Planning and Regulatory Services 
Lead Executive Director Head of Planning, Sustainable Development and 

Regulatory Services 
Report Contact Sarah Harrison, Senior Planner Tel: 01865 

252015 sbharrison@oxford.gov.uk 
  
 
CEB 20 JUNE 2017 
 

ITEM 9:   
ID: I014713 

APPOINTMENT OF OUTSIDE BODIES 2017/2018  
 
Report Status: Confirmed 

To appoint Council representatives to outside bodies and charities for the year 2017/18. 
Is this a Key Decision? Not Key  
Is this item open or exempt to the 
public? 

Open  -  

Will this decision be preceded by any 
form of consultation? 

Yes - Outside Bodies, Members 

Decision Taker   City Executive Board 20 Jun 2017 
Executive Lead Member Corporate Strategy and Economic Development 
Lead Executive Director Acting Head of Law and Governance 
Report Contact Catherine Phythian, Committee Services Officer 

Tel: 01865252402 cphythian@oxford.gov.uk 
  

ITEM 10:   
ID: I016513 

APPROVAL OF INCREASES IN PLANNING APPLICATION FEES AND 
RING FENCING OF ADDITIONAL INCOME GENERATED TO 
DEVELOPMENT MANAGEMENT SERVICE IMPROVEMENTS  
 
Report Status: Confirmed 

This report deals with the recent announcement that to planning application fees can be 
increased in line with new provisions from Government where the additional income raised is 
ring-fenced for investment in the Development Management (DM) function. The report seeks 
authority to increase fees and invest the income in the DM service 
Is this a Key Decision? Not Key  
Is this item open or exempt to the 
public? 

Open  -  

Will this decision be preceded by any 
form of consultation? 

None 

Decision Taker   City Executive Board 20 Jun 2017 
Executive Lead Member Planning and Regulatory Services 
Lead Executive Director Head of Planning, Sustainable Development and 

Regulatory Services 
Report Contact Patsy Dell, Head of Planning, Sustainable 

Development & Regulatory Services  
pdell@oxford.gov.uk 

  

ITEM 11:   
ID: I015539 

CITY CENTRE STRATEGY  
 
Report Status: Provisional: Decision needs further consideration or 
information 

To approve the City Centre Strategy which aims to  
•create and promote a strong investment proposition by informing the future role and 
direction of the city centre 
• facilitate ongoing dialogue with those involved in the management and future of the city 
centre 
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• provide a framework for collaboration and action 
•assist in the allocation of resources and prioritise actions 

Is this a Key Decision? Not Key  
Is this item open or exempt to the 
public? 

Open  -  

Will this decision be preceded by any 
form of consultation? 

None 

Decision Taker   City Executive Board 20 Jun 2017 
Executive Lead Member Planning and Regulatory Services, Corporate 

Strategy and Economic Development 
Lead Executive Director Interim Assistant Chief Executive Regeneration 

and Economy 
Report Contact Fiona Piercy, Interim Assistant Chief Executive, 

Regeneration and Economy Tel: 01865 252185 
fpiercy@oxford.gov.uk 

  

ITEM 12:   
ID: I016214 

COMMUNITY LEASES  
 
Report Status: Confirmed 

This report requests CEB to agree an approach to community leases 
Is this a Key Decision? Yes It is significant in terms of its effect on 

communities living or working in an area 
comprising two or more wards 

Is this item open or exempt to the 
public? 

Open  -  

Will this decision be preceded by any 
form of consultation? 

None 

Decision Taker   City Executive Board 20 Jun 2017 
Executive Lead Member Culture and Communities 
Lead Executive Director Head of Community Services 
Report Contact Ian Brooke, Head of Community Services Tel: 

01865 252705 ibrooke@oxford.gov.uk 
  

ITEM 13:   
ID: I011508 

DEVELOPMENT OF NEW CEMETERY SITE  
 
Report Status: Confirmed 

Report on options for a new cemetery site at Wick Farm within South Oxfordshire District 
Council boundary. 
Is this a Key Decision? Yes It is likely to result in the Council incurring 

expenditure  which is greater than £500,000 
Is this item open or exempt to the 
public? 

Part exempt  - Information relating to the financial 
or business affairs of any particular person 
(including the authority holding that information)  

Will this decision be preceded by any 
form of consultation? 

None 

Decision Taker   City Executive Board 20 Jun 2017 
Executive Lead Member Leisure, Parks and Sport 
Lead Executive Director Head of Community Services 
Report Contact Ian Brooke, Head of Community Services Tel: 

01865 252705 ibrooke@oxford.gov.uk 
 
 
 

 

ITEM 14:   LITTLEMORE NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN AREA APPLICATION  
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ID: I016498  
Report Status: Confirmed 

Submitting an area application is the first step in preparing a neighbourhood plan. The report 
will set out the neighbourhood area proposed by Littlemore Parish Council and their reasons 
for proposing this. The report will also set out the results of the statutory six week 
consultation on the area application. The report will then ask CEB to approve the area 
application. 
Is this a Key Decision? Not Key  
Is this item open or exempt to the 
public? 

Open  -  

Will this decision be preceded by any 
form of consultation? 

Statutory consultation period of six weeks. Likely 
to be 1 May – 11 June 2017. 

Decision Taker   City Executive Board 20 Jun 2017 
Executive Lead Member Planning and Regulatory Services 
Lead Executive Director Head of Planning, Sustainable Development and 

Regulatory Services 
Report Contact Rebekah Knight, Planner Tel: 01865 252612 

rknight@oxford.gov.uk 
  

ITEM 15:   
ID: I016499 

LOW EMISSIONS TAXI INFRASTRUCTURE SCHEME  
 
Report Status: Confirmed 

Oxford City Council has been awarded capital funding for the provision of electric vehicle 
charging infrastructure for the use of hackney carriages and private hire taxis. 
Is this a Key Decision? Yes It is likely to result in the Council incurring 

expenditure  which is greater than £500,000 
Is this item open or exempt to the 
public? 

Open  -  

Will this decision be preceded by any 
form of consultation? 

 

Decision Taker   City Executive Board 20 Jun 2017 
Executive Lead Member A Clean and Green Oxford 
Lead Executive Director Head of Planning, Sustainable Development and 

Regulatory Services 
Report Contact Jo Colwell, Service Manager Environmental 

Sustainability Tel: 01865 252188 
jcolwell@oxford.gov.uk 

  

ITEM 16:   
ID: I012213 

MONITORING GRANTS ALLOCATED TO COMMUNITY AND 
VOLUNTARY ORGANISATIONS 2016/17  
 
Report Status: Confirmed 

 
To monitor progress and report achievements resulting from those grant allocated to 
Community and Voluntary Organisations 2016/17 

Is this a Key Decision? Yes  
Is this item open or exempt to the 
public? 

Open  -  

Will this decision be preceded by any 
form of consultation? 

N/A  

Decision Taker   City Executive Board 20 Jun 2017 
Executive Lead Member Culture and Communities, Customer and 

Corporate Services 
Lead Executive Director Executive Director for Sustainable City 
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Report Contact Julia Tomkins, Grants & External Funding Officer 
Tel: 01865252685 jtomkins@oxford.gov.uk 

  

ITEM 17:   
ID: I011611 

NORTH OXFORD VICTORIAN SUBURB CONSERVATION AREA 
APPRAISAL- FINAL  
 
Report Status: Provisional: Awaiting further information, advice or 
input 

To approve the North Oxford Victorian Suburb Conservation Area Appraisal following public 
consultation. 
Is this a Key Decision? Yes It is significant in terms of its effect on 

communities living or working in an area 
comprising two or more wards 

Is this item open or exempt to the 
public? 

Open  -  

Will this decision be preceded by any 
form of consultation? 

Public consultation in Spring 2017 

Decision Taker   City Executive Board 20 Jun 2017 
Executive Lead Member Planning and Regulatory Services 
Lead Executive Director Executive Director for Regeneration and Housing 
Report Contact Gill Butter, Conservation and Urban Design 

Officer  gbutter@oxford.gov.uk 
  

ITEM 18:   
ID: I015578 

PROPOSAL FOR AN OXFORD LOTTERY TO RAISE MONEY FOR 
GOOD CAUSES  
 
Report Status: Confirmed 

An update report on the establishment of a lottery to raise money for good causes 
 
Following the CEB meeting in March 2017, CEB requested that the Executive Director for 
Organisational Development and Corporate Services bring a further report to City Executive 
Board following soft market testing for an External Lottery Manager and engagement with 
the voluntary and community sector to understand the appetite for and implications of setting 
up the lottery. 
Is this a Key Decision? Not Key  
Is this item open or exempt to the 
public? 

Open  -  

Will this decision be preceded by any 
form of consultation? 

None 

Decision Taker   City Executive Board 20 Jun 2017 
Executive Lead Member Customer and Corporate Services, Culture and 

Communities 
Lead Executive Director Executive Director for Organisational 

Development and Corporate Services 
Report Contact Paul Wilding, Programme Manager Revenue & 

Benefits Tel: 01865 252461 
pwilding@oxford.gov.uk 

 
 

 

ITEM 19:   
ID: I016206 

OXFORD RAILWAY STATION SUPPLEMENTARY PLANNING 
DOCUMENT (SPD)  
 
Report Status: Provisional: Awaiting further information, advice or 
input. 

To seek approval to consult on the draft Oxford Railway Station Supplementary Planning 
Document (SPD). 
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Is this a Key Decision? Yes It is significant in terms of its effect on 
communities living or working in an area 
comprising two or more wards 

Is this item open or exempt to the 
public? 

Open  -  

Will this decision be preceded by any 
form of consultation? 

Yes – public consultation 

Decision Taker   City Executive Board 20 Jun 2017 
Executive Lead Member Planning and Regulatory Services 
Lead Executive Director Interim Assistant Chief Executive Regeneration 

and Economy 
Report Contact Fiona Piercy, Interim Assistant Chief Executive, 

Regeneration and Economy Tel: 01865 252185 
fpiercy@oxford.gov.uk 

  

ITEM 20:   
ID: I013537 

QUARTERLY INTEGRATED PERFORMANCE 2016/17 - Q4  
 
Report Status: Confirmed 

Quarterly reports detail the Council’s finances, risk and performance as at the end of each 
financial quarter for 2016/17 and may include recommendations on consequential changes 
to the budget. 
Is this a Key Decision? Yes It is likely to result in the Council incurring 

expenditure  which is greater than £500,000 
Is this item open or exempt to the 
public? 

Open  -  

Will this decision be preceded by any 
form of consultation? 

No consultation 

Decision Taker   City Executive Board 20 Jun 2017 
Executive Lead Member Finance, Asset Management and Public Health 
Lead Executive Director Head of Financial Services, Head of Business 

Improvement 
Report Contact Anna Winship, Management Accountancy 

Manager Tel: 01865 252517 
awinship@oxford.gov.uk 

  

ITEM 21:   
ID: I010933 

REPLACEMENT OF HOUSING COMPUTER SYSTEMS  
 
Report Status: Provisional : Awaiting further information, advice or 
input 

To seek agreement to increase the budget to purchase a new Housing IT system. 
 
Is this a Key Decision? Yes It is likely to result in the Council incurring 

expenditure  which is greater than £500,000 
Is this item open or exempt to the 
public? 

Part exempt  - Information relating to the financial 
or business affairs of any particular person 
(including the authority holding that information)  

Will this decision be preceded by any 
form of consultation? 

None 

Decision Taker   City Executive Board 20 Jun 2017 
Executive Lead Member Customer Services and Corporate Services 
Lead Executive Director Head of Business Improvement 
Report Contact Jan Heath, Business Improvement & 

Performance Manager Tel: 01865 252324 
jheath@oxford.gov.uk 
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ITEM 22:   
ID: I015164 

REFURBISHED OF BARTON COMMUNITY CENTRE  
 
Report Status: Provisional: Decision needs further consideration or 
information 

Approval to undertake refurbishment works including the creation of the new doctor surgery. 
Is this a Key Decision? Yes It is likely to result in the Council incurring 

expenditure  which is greater than £500,000 
Is this item open or exempt to the 
public? 

Open  -  

Will this decision be preceded by any 
form of consultation? 

The local community have already been 
consulted on what they would like to see in an 
improved centre. 
Further consultation on the design detail will take 
place in October but will not affect the contract 
award 

Decision Taker   City Executive Board 18 Jul 2017 
Executive Lead Member Leisure, Parks and Sport 
Lead Executive Director Head of Community Services 
Report Contact Julia Castle, Senior Lettings & Disposal Surveyor  

jcastle@oxford.gov.uk 
  

ITEM 23:   
ID: I014716 

SAFEGUARDING REPORT 2017/18  
 
Report Status: Confirmed 
Council: Confirmed 

An annual report to monitor the progress made on Oxford City Council’s Section 11 Self-
assessment Action Plan 2016-2017 and to approve the Action Plan for 2017-2018. 
Is this a Key Decision? Not Key  
Is this item open or exempt to the 
public? 

Open  -  

Will this decision be preceded by any 
form of consultation? 

None 

Decision Taker   City Executive Board 20 Jun 2017 
Council 20 Jul 2017 

Executive Lead Member Finance, Asset Management and Public Health 
Lead Executive Director Assistant Chief Executive 
Report Contact Val Johnson, Policy and Partnerships Team 

Leader Tel: 01865 252209 
vjohnson@oxford.gov.uk 

 
 

 

ITEM 24:   
ID: I007769 

SUPER CONNECTED WIRELESS CONCESSION AWARD 
AUTHORITY  
 
Report Status: Confirmed 

The purpose of this report is to extend the officer delegation (given by CEB on 9/10/2013) to 
include the award of a city-wide wireless concession contract providing public Wi-Fi access. 
 
As this is a concession contract it will involve no spend from the Council, instead we expect 
to generate income from the contract. 
 
We estimate the income for Oxford City Council and the County Council will be in the region 
of £200K - £400K combined in total (not each) over the potential 15 year term of the 
contract. The value of the opportunity to the market is not known (nor ever will be) but is 
estimated to be in the region of £600K - £1.8M over the potential 15 year term of the 
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contract. 
Is this a Key Decision? Yes It is significant in terms of its effect on 

communities living or working in an area 
comprising two or more wards 

Is this item open or exempt to the 
public? 

Open  -  

Will this decision be preceded by any 
form of consultation? 

No 

Decision Taker   City Executive Board 20 Jun 2017 
Executive Lead Member Corporate Strategy, Economic Development and 

Planning 
Lead Executive Director Interim Assistant Chief Executive Regeneration 

and Economy 
Report Contact Oliver Collins, Connection Voucher Administrator 

Tel: 01865 252845 ocollins@oxford.gov.uk 
  
 
CEB 18 JULY 2017 
 

ITEM 25:   
ID: I016720 

COUNCIL TAX REDUCTION SCHEME FOR 2018/19  
 
Report Status: Confirmed for this meeting 

CEB July 2017: To obtain approval to consult residents on alternative proposals for a 
Council tax Reduction Scheme 
 
CEB Dec 2017: To recommend that Full Council adopt a new Council Tax Reduction 
Scheme from 2018/19 
 
Council Jan 2017: To adopt a new Council Tax Reduction Scheme from 2018/19 
Is this a Key Decision? Yes It is significant in terms of its effect on 

communities living or working in an area 
comprising two or more wards 

Is this item open or exempt to the 
public? 

Open  -  

Will this decision be preceded by any 
form of consultation? 

None 

Decision Taker   City Executive Board 18 Jul 2017 
City Executive Board 20 Dec 2017 
Council 29 Jan 2018 

Executive Lead Member Customer and Corporate Services 
 
 

Lead Executive Director Executive Director for Organisational 
Development and Corporate Services 

Report Contact Paul Wilding, Programme Manager Revenue & 
Benefits Tel: 01865 252461 
pwilding@oxford.gov.uk 

  

ITEM 26:   
ID: I016594 

DRAFT HOUSING AND HOMELESSNESS STRATEGY 2017-2022  
 
Report Status: Provisional: Awaiting further information, advice or 
input. 

To request CEB approval to go out to public consultation on the draft Housing and 
Homelessness Strategy 20176-22. 

Is this a Key Decision? Yes It is significant in terms of its effect on 
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communities living or working in an area 
comprising two or more wards 

Is this item open or exempt to the 
public? 

Open  -  

Will this decision be preceded by any 
form of consultation? 

A workshop has already taken place on 7 March 
2017 to consult housing and homelessness 
stakeholders, service providers and internal City 
Council Officers, on the priorities for housing and 
homelessness over the next few years. The 
consultation was to help inform the drafting of the 
strategy. A further workshop with the 
Communities Team and other internal officers is 
due to take place on 20 April – again this is to 
inform the draft strategy. 

Decision Taker   City Executive Board 18 Jul 2017 
Executive Lead Member Housing 
Lead Executive Director Head of Housing Services 
Report Contact Frances Evans, Housing Strategy & Performance 

Manager  fevans@oxford.gov.uk 
  

ITEM 27:   
ID: I016124 

LOCAL AUTHORITY TRADING COMPANY  
 
Report Status: Provisional:  Decision needs further consideration or 
information 

Scheduled update to the business case for the creation of Oxford Direct Services local 
authority trading company. To consider the following: 
 

• Which services should be transferred, and if so into which part of the structure 
principally having regard to the financial impact on the Council. 

• Which if any staff should transfer from the Council to the Local Authority Trading 
Company. 

• Client side arrangements as appropriate. 
 
Is this a Key Decision? Yes It is significant in terms of its effect on 

communities living or working in an area 
comprising two or more wards 

Is this item open or exempt to the 
public? 

Part exempt  - Information relating to the financial 
or business affairs of any particular person 
(including the authority holding that information)  

Will this decision be preceded by any 
form of consultation? 

Trade union colleagues on a monthly basis 

Decision Taker   City Executive Board 18 Jul 2017 
Executive Lead Member Finance, Asset Management and Public Health, 

A Clean and Green Oxford, Customer and 
Corporate Services 

Lead Executive Director Executive Director for Sustainable City 
Report Contact Simon Howick Tel: 01865 252547 

showick@oxford.gov.uk 
  

ITEM 28:   
ID: I016718 

REVIEW OF COMMUNITY GRANTS PROGRAMME  
 
Report Status: Confirmed for this meeting 

To inform the CEB of the review and request agreement for an approach which expands our 
‘offer’ to the three year Community and Voluntary Sector grant programme from April 2018 
Is this a Key Decision? Yes It is likely to result in the Council incurring 
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expenditure  which is greater than £500,000 
Is this item open or exempt to the 
public? 

Open  -  

Will this decision be preceded by any 
form of consultation? 

None 

Decision Taker   City Executive Board 18 Jul 2017 
Executive Lead Member Culture and Communities 
Lead Executive Director Head of Community Services 
Report Contact Julia Tomkins, Grants & External Funding Officer 

Tel: 01865252685 jtomkins@oxford.gov.uk 
  
COUNCIL 20 JULY 2017 
 
 
to include any reports from CEB 
 
 

ITEM 29:   
ID: I012135 

HEADINGTON NEIGHBOURHOOD PLAN  
 
Report Status: Confirmed 

Depending on the results of the referendum on the Neighbourhood Plan scheduled for May 
2017, this report will go to Council for approval. 
Is this a Key Decision? Yes It is significant in terms of its effect on 

communities living or working in an area 
comprising two or more wards 

Is this item open or exempt to the 
public? 

Open  -  

Will this decision be preceded by any 
form of consultation? 

None 

Decision Taker   Council 20 Jul 2017 
Executive Lead Member Planning and Regulatory Services 
Lead Executive Director Head of Planning, Sustainable Development and 

Regulatory Services 
Report Contact Richard Wyatt, Senior Planner  

rwyatt@oxford.gov.uk 
  
 
CEB 15 AUGUST 2017  
 

ITEM 30:   
ID: I016584 

OXFORD CITY COUNCIL'S TENANCY STRATEGY & POLICY 
STATEMENT 2018  
 
Report Status: Provisional: Awaiting further information, advice or 
input. 

To request CEB approval to go out to public consultation on the draft Tenancy Strategy & 
Policy Statement 2018 
Is this a Key Decision? Yes It is significant in terms of its effect on 

communities living or working in an area 
comprising two or more wards 

Is this item open or exempt to the 
public? 

Open  -  

Will this decision be preceded by any 
form of consultation? 

Consultation with Registered Providers and 
Stakeholders has taken place to inform the 
drafting of the tenancy strategy. Further 
consultation on the draft strategy will include 
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stakeholders, Registered Providers and the 
Public and will run from August 2017 to October 
2017. Feedback obtained from the consultation 
will inform amendments to the draft strategy and 
the amended report will be presented to CEB for 
approval in December 2017 and to Council 
thereafter. 

Decision Taker   City Executive Board 15 Aug 2017 
City Executive Board 19 Dec 2017 
Council 29 Jan 2018 

Executive Lead Member Housing 
Lead Executive Director Head of Housing Services 
Report Contact Frances Evans, Housing Strategy & Performance 

Manager  fevans@oxford.gov.uk 
  
 
CEB 19 SEPTEMBER 2017 
 

ITEM 31:   
ID: I015324 

COMMISSIONED ADVICE STRATEGY 2018-2021 - PROGRESS 
REPORT  
 
Report Status: Provisional: Awaiting further information, advice or 
input. 

To update the Board on the progress made in developing a new commissioned advice 
strategy during 2017/18 
Is this a Key Decision? Yes It is likely to result in the Council incurring 

expenditure  which is greater than £500,000 
Is this item open or exempt to the 
public? 

Open  -  

Will this decision be preceded by any 
form of consultation? 

To be discussed with advice organisations the 
Council currently funds in October. 

Decision Taker   City Executive Board 19 Sep 2017 
Executive Lead Member Customer and Corporate Services 
Lead Executive Director Executive Director for Organisational 

Development and Corporate Services 
Report Contact Paul Wilding, Programme Manager Revenue & 

Benefits Tel: 01865 252461 
pwilding@oxford.gov.uk 

  

ITEM 32:   
ID: I016589 

DRAFT EMPTY PROPERTY STRATEGY 2018-23  
 
Report Status: Provisional: Awaiting further information, advice or 
input. 

To request CEB approval to go out to public consultation on the draft Empty Property 
Strategy 2018-23. 
Is this a Key Decision? Yes It is significant in terms of its effect on 

communities living or working in an area 
comprising two or more wards 

Is this item open or exempt to the 
public? 

Open  -  

Will this decision be preceded by any 
form of consultation? 

Scrutiny Housing Panel will have received a 
report on 26 April on the progress of the exiting 
Empty Property Strategy 2013-18. Some 
consultation with stakeholders and officers will 
take place in June/July to inform the new draft 
Empty Property Strategy 2018-23. Public and 
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stakeholder consultation will take place between 
September and November and feedback from 
this will inform amendments. The revised strategy 
will be presented to CEB in January 2018 and to 
Council thereafter. 

Decision Taker   City Executive Board 19 Sep 2017 
City Executive Board 23 Jan 2018 
Council 19 Feb 2018 

Executive Lead Member Housing 
Lead Executive Director Head of Housing Services 
Report Contact Frances Evans, Housing Strategy & Performance 

Manager  fevans@oxford.gov.uk 
  

ITEM 33:   
ID: I015275 

EAST OXFORD COMMUNITY CENTRE - IMPROVEMENT SCHEME  
 
Report Status: Provisional : Decision needs further consideration or 
information 

To present an improvement scheme for the East Oxford Community Centre following public 
consultation. 
Is this a Key Decision? Yes It is likely to result in the Council incurring 

expenditure  which is greater than £500,000 
Is this item open or exempt to the 
public? 

Open  -  

Will this decision be preceded by any 
form of consultation? 

Public Consultation 

Decision Taker   City Executive Board 19 Sep 2017 
Executive Lead Member Culture and Communities 
Lead Executive Director Executive Director for Sustainable City 
Report Contact Vicky Trietline, Development Project 

Management Surveyor Tel: 01865 529881 
vtrietline@oxford.gov.uk 

 
 

 

ITEM 34:   
ID: I013443 

MUSEUM OF OXFORD DEVELOPMENT TRUST - FUNDRAISING 
PROGRESS  
 
Report Status: Provisional: Awaiting further information, advice or 
input 

To update the Board on the development trust’s fundraising progress and whether a charity 
trust is a suitable model for the museum 
 
Is this a Key Decision? Yes It is likely to result in the Council incurring 

expenditure  which is greater than £500,000 
Is this item open or exempt to the 
public? 

Open  -  

Will this decision be preceded by any 
form of consultation? 

None 

Decision Taker   City Executive Board 19 Sep 2017 
Executive Lead Member Culture and Communities 
Lead Executive Director Head of Community Services 
Report Contact Peter McQuitty, Corporate Lead - Culture & the 

Arts Tel: 01865 252780 pmcquitty@oxford.gov.uk 
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ITEM 35:   
ID: I015077 

SUSTAINABILITY STRATEGY 2017  
 
Report Status: CEB: Provisional: Decision needs further 
consideration or information 
Council: Provisional: Decision needs further consideration or 
information 

The report will provide the revised Oxford Sustainability Strategy, which will set out the 
vision for Oxford’s sustainable future and steps we are required to take to deliver it.  The 
report will recommend approval of the draft strategy for public consultation. 
 
Is this a Key Decision? Yes It is significant in terms of its effect on 

communities living or working in an area 
comprising two or more wards 

Is this item open or exempt to the 
public? 

Open  -  

Will this decision be preceded by any 
form of consultation? 

6 weeks Online public consultation required 

Decision Taker   City Executive Board 19 Sep 2017 
Council 2 Oct 2017 

Executive Lead Member A Clean and Green Oxford 
Lead Executive Director Executive Director for Sustainable City 
Report Contact Mai Jarvis, Environmental Quality Team Manager 

Tel: 01865 252403 mjarvis@oxford.gov.uk 
  

ITEM 36:   
ID: I015283 

QUARTERLY INTEGRATED PERFORMANCE 2017/18 - Q1  
 
Report Status:  Confirmed 

These reports detail the Council’s finances, risk and performance as at the end of each 
financial quarter for 2017/18 and may include recommendations on consequential changes 
to the budget: 
·         Q1, 30 June 2016 – report in September 2017 
·         Q2, 30 September 2016 - report in December 2017 
·         Q3, 31 December 2016 - report in March 2018 
·         Q4, 31 March 2017- report in June 2018 
Is this a Key Decision? Not Key  
Is this item open or exempt to the 
public? 

Open  -  

Will this decision be preceded by any 
form of consultation? 

None 

Decision Taker   City Executive Board 19 Sep 2017 
City Executive Board 19 Dec 2017 
City Executive Board 20 Mar 2018 
City Executive Board 19 Jun 2018 

Executive Lead Member Finance, Asset Management and Public Health 
Lead Executive Director Head of Financial Services 
Report Contact Anna Winship, Management Accountancy 

Manager Tel: 01865 252517 
awinship@oxford.gov.uk 
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ITEM 37:   
ID: I014684 

TREASURY MANAGEMENT PERFORMANCE:  ANNUAL REPORT 
AND PERFORMANCE 2016/17  
 
Report Status: Confirmed 

The Treasury Management Performance Report 2016/17 is submitted twice a year: 
·         Dec 2016– the position at the 30 September 2016 (Half Year) 
·         Sept 2017 – the position at 31 March 2017 (Full Year) 
Is this a Key Decision? Yes It is likely to result in the Council incurring 

expenditure  which is greater than £500,000 
Is this item open or exempt to the 
public? 

Open  -  

Will this decision be preceded by any 
form of consultation? 

None 

Decision Taker   City Executive Board 19 Sep 2017 
Executive Lead Member Finance, Asset Management and Public Health 
Lead Executive Director Head of Financial Services 
Report Contact Bill Lewis, Financial Accounting Manager Tel: 

01865 252607 blewis@oxford.gov.uk 
  

ITEM 38:   
ID: I016723 

REVIEW OF FINANCIAL INCLUSION STRATEGY 2017  
 
Report Status: Confirmed 

To update the Financial Inclusion Strategy 2014-2017 
Is this a Key Decision? Yes It is significant in terms of its effect on 

communities living or working in an area 
comprising two or more wards 

Is this item open or exempt to the 
public? 

Open  -  

Will this decision be preceded by any 
form of consultation? 

None 

Decision Taker   City Executive Board 19 Sep 2017 
Executive Lead Member Customer and Corporate Services 
Lead Executive Director Executive Director for Organisational 

Development and Corporate Services 
Report Contact Paul Wilding, Programme Manager Revenue & 

Benefits Tel: 01865 252461 
pwilding@oxford.gov.uk 
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To: City Executive Board
Date: 11 May 2017
Report of: Head of Community Services
Title of Report: Fusion Lifestyle’s Annual Service Plan 2017/18

Summary and recommendations
Purpose of report: The report recommends that the City Executive Board 

endorse Fusion Lifestyle’s 2017/18 Annual Service Plan 
for the continuous development, management and 
operation of leisure services in Oxford– as recommended 
by the Leisure Partnership Board.

Key decision: Yes
Executive Board 
Member:

Cllr Linda Smith, Board Member for Leisure, Parks and 
Sport

Corporate Priority: Strong, Active Communities; Vibrant, Sustainable 
Economy; Cleaner, Greener Oxford City Council.

Policy Framework: Leisure and Wellbeing Strategy, 2015 to 2020.

Recommendation: That the City Executive Board resolves to:

1. Endorse the Fusion Lifestyle Annual Service Plan for 2017/18 as 
recommended by the Leisure Partnership Board.

Appendices
Appendix 1 Fusion Lifestyle’s Annual Service Plan 2017/18 
Appendix 2 Risk Register
Appendix 3 Initial Equality Impact Assessment

Introduction and background 
1. In March 2009 the Council entered into a contract with Fusion Lifestyle (Fusion) a 

social enterprise with charitable status for the continuous development, 
management and operation of leisure services in Oxford.

2. In February 2014 the City Executive Board agreed to extend the contract for the 
development, management and operation of the City’s leisure centres for a five 
year period to April 2024.
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3. Fusion’s 2017/18 Annual Service Plan (Plan) builds on the Council’s approach to 
delivering world class leisure provision to Oxford’s residents.

4. The contract with a social enterprise whose sole focus and extensive expertise is 
operating leisure facilities has greatly improved the user experience, alongside 
achieving increased cumulative cash savings of around £1.94 million per year.

5. The cost of the core leisure management contract to the Council was fixed 
according to an agreed payment schedule for the period of the contract. From April 
2015 and for the remainder of the contract Fusion now pay the Council for the 
management of facilities. This equates to around £3 million pounds savings to the 
council over the remaining contract period.

6. Over this period facilities have been greatly improved with around £15 million of 
capital investment by the Council, which has in the main been funded by increased 
income.

Key achievements in 2016/17
7. Leisure provision in the city is continuously improving since the collaboration with 

Fusion in 2009 and supports the Council’s strategic aims.

8. Accessible and affordable leisure opportunities through pricing structures at 
appropriate and inclusive levels.

 Fees and charges are based on charging a market rate for those who can 
afford it, whilst offering concessions to those on low incomes.

 The Bonus concessionary membership scheme for those in receipt of one of 
15 eligible benefits, and their dependents, continues to give reduced rates 
on activities at all our leisure facilities and continues to offer affordable 
access to Oxford facilities.

 The Bonus concessionary monthly membership has been discounted from 
£25 per month to £19.

 A facility only membership is being piloted at Leys Pools and Leisure Centre.

9. Improving health and well-being by positively promoting and delivering the benefits 
of healthy living and active lifestyles.

 Pilot of healthier choices vending schemes at Leys Pools & Leisure Centre.

 In partnership with Oxfordshire Sport and Physical Activity (OxSPA)  Active 
Women programmes were designed to overcome barriers that prevent 
women being active.

 Provision of reduced cost facilities to local groups such as Oxford Swans 
disability swimming group.

 Delivery of an Exercise on referral scheme in partnership with local Health 
Practitioners and OxSPA.

 For a second year Leys Pools and Leisure Centre hosted the Oxfordshire 
College Games. The tournament was primarily about engaging students in 
the further education sector who have stopped participating in sport. 
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 Evaluation through Social Return on Investment (SROI) methodology, 
February 2016 found that Fusion generated £18,286,935 of gain from its 
work in Oxford during 2014.1

10. Supporting the Council’s Youth Ambition Programme. 

 Continued to deliver Council funded free swimming sessions and lessons for 
those under 17 years of age and living in the city.

 Junior Gym sessions in city leisure facilities.

 Affordable leisure memberships offer for those less able to afford to 
participate.

 Venue provision for Youth Ambition projects.
11. Tackling climate change and promote sustainable environmental resource 

management providing quality through continuous improvement.

 OCC has been working in collaboration with Fusion on a range of Carbon 
reduction projects, such as:
- Solar Photovoltaics
- Biomass wood chip boiler
- Voltage Optimisers
- Waste Heat Recovery 
- LED Lighting
- Pool covers
- Boiler optimisation and upgrades

 Since 2011 an estimated 212 tonnes of carbon dioxide per year has been 
avoided and estimated £41,000 per year saving in energy spends 
(quantify??) . This has been achieved against a backdrop of a large increase 
in participation and indicates good progress and commitment with the 
Council’s priority to reduce carbon emissions.

12. Driving value for money by ensuring that the leisure offering is of a high standard 
and innovative.

 Additional increases in the Oxford Living Wage and energy costs have been 
absorbed.

 Quest (the sport and leisure industry quality and customer assurance 
scheme) has been achieved and maintained at all the centres, with Ferry 
Leisure Centre achieving “Quest excellent.”

 Fusion continues to maintain International Standards 14001, 14002 and 
9001 following external assessments.

 Development on time and within budget of the new 3G multi-use games area 
and new parking bays at the Leys Pools and Leisure centre.

13. Delivering Service Excellence by striving to achieve an excellent customer 
satisfaction rating.

1 Ross, C. Barker, L. and Epsley, S. (2016) Fusion Lifestyle Social impact evaluation of selected projects, 
London, Fusion Lifestyle and Bates Wells & Braithwaite LLP
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 Currently very high customer satisfaction levels - 92 per cent satisfied and 
75 per cent of customers rate the centres as good or excellent.

 Fusion also uses Net Promoter Score2 which is a methodology to measure 
the willingness of customers to recommend leisure services to others. In 
2015/16 Oxford leisure services averaged 21 per cent, which is the second 
highest rating in the Fusion business. To further context this Virgin Active’s 
average score in 2015 was 17 per cent across their 105 clubs.

Development of the 2017/18 Plan
14. The 2017/18 Plan was developed and agreed by the Leisure Partnership Board. 

The Board consists of representatives from the following groups: 

 Leisure centre customers  
 Older people 
 Young people 
 Executive member (labour) with the responsibility for leisure 
 Liberal democrat with the responsibility for leisure 
 Senior Council and Fusion Officers
 Public Health 
 Oxfordshire County Council - Early Intervention

The function of the Board is to oversee the delivery of the city’s corporate 
objectives through the leisure contract. An effort has been made to broaden input 
into the Board and over the last year there has been more attendance and 
contribution from Young People and Users.

15. Preparation of the 2017/18 Plan has incorporated: 

 Review of performance from contract commencement
 Review of achievements in respect of national and industry relevant 

benchmarks
 Commitments and intentions set out in Fusion Lifestyles tender 

submission
 Liaison with stakeholders
 Linkage to the Council’s corporate plan.

16. A summary document will clearly set out the Plan headlines and be available to 
customers, staff and other key stakeholders. The document will be printed in a 
format consistent to previous contract years. (Appendix One, Fusion’s 2016/17 
Summary Plan).

2017/18 Performance Targets 3

2 The Net Promoter Score is an index ranging from -100 to 100 that measures the willingness of 
customers to recommend a company’s products or services to others. It is used as a proxy for gauging 
the customer’s overall satisfaction with a company’s product or service and the customer’s loyalty to the 
brand.
3  Based on April 2016 to February 2017 visits
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17. Key targets committed to in the 2017/18 Plan include:
2016/17 estimated 

outcome 
2017/18 
target

Year-on-year increase in participation by 
residents in the most deprived wards in the 
city

90,000
visits

94,500
visits

Year-on-year increase in participation by 
people over 50 years of age

116,000
visits

133,400
visits

Year-on-year increase in participation by 
women and girls

421,000
visits

442,000
visits

Year-on-year increase in participation by 
people aged under 17 years

189,000
visits

198,500
visits

Year-on-year increase in participation by 
Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic people 

78,800
visits

90,800
visits

Year-on-year increase in participation by 
people with a disability

16,800
visits

19,300
visits

Year-on-year increase in participation by 
key target groups4

484,000
visits

508,200
visits

To maintain customer satisfaction levels at 
leisure facilities above 95% (Good, 
Satisfactory, Excellent). 92% > 95%

Striving for excellence with the aim on 
achieving a good or excellent customer 
satisfaction rating.

60% 60%

To retain Quest accreditation at four 
facilities at least “good” level. One at 
Quest Excellence

5 facilities 5 facilities

Contribute to the Council’s delivery of a 
5% minimum reduction in carbon 
emissions year-on-year.

5 per cent 5 per cent

18. Overall visits have increased 32 per cent on pre contract levels, now totalling 
around 1.25 million visits a year.

19. The main increase in usage is in our target groups (people from areas of 
deprivation, Black, Asian and Minority Ethnic Groups (BAME), people, older people, 
disabled people, women and girls and under-17s), which have increased from 
206,000 visits in 2009/10 to 445,000 visits in 2016/17.

20. The overall number of customer visits to leisure facilities in 2016/17, is expected to 
be 1.4 million, an increase of 36 per cent since contract commencement; 
approximately 504,000 more visits per annum when compared with the period prior 
to the transfer to Fusion.

21. The 2016/17 figures are provisional; we will have final participation figures from 
Fusion in early April 2017.

4 Young People, Older people, those with disabilities, BAME and those from areas of deprivation.
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22. Over the next year we will be investing £50,000 in planned maintenance.
23. Competitor benchmarking against neighbouring leisure providers continues to 

demonstrate that fees and charges in city leisure facilities continue to be at least 
comparable.

Key focus areas for 2017/18 

24. A number of commitments were agreed - by the Leisure Partnership Board - within 
the business planning process for inclusion in the 2017/18 Plan.

 To look at the good/excellent rating of customer service, aiming for a 60% 
excellent rating in 2017/18.

 To increase participation by a minimum of 5% and in some cases 15%.

 For Fusion to increase income and reduce deficit in 2017/18 to sufficient 
levels to produce a surplus in all sites.

 To contribute to the delivery of the Council’s targets of reducing carbon 
emissions by a minimum 5% year-on-year.

 To maintain at all facilities the UK quality award scheme accreditation 
QUEST score of at least ‘Good’, target Ferry Leisure Centre to maintain it’s 
‘Excellent rating’ and press Fusion to work towards an ‘Excellent rating’ for 
Leys Pools and Leisure Centre. 

 Review the Council funded free swimming session and lesson schemes and 
implement a communications plan to promote provision.

 To prioritise feasibility opportunities for crèche facilities at Ferry Leisure 
Centre in 2017.

 Development of the Horspath Sports village in partnership with key 
stakeholders (including Oxford City Athletics Club). 

Performance Management 
25. There will be an on-going review and monitoring process for the Plan. This will 

incorporate management scrutiny, monthly client performance reports, monthly 
meetings between key representatives of the Council and Fusion, quarterly Leisure 
Partnership Board meetings and a formal review in advance of the 2018/19 
planning process.

Environmental
26. The Plan has targets and actions that will have a positive environmental impact. 

These contribute to the Council’s commitment for tackling climate change, 
promoting sustainable environmental resources, and to the reduction of carbon and 
water. The partnership between the Council and Fusion will continue to stretch this 
and where additional investment is required it may be possible to build sound 
business case. 

Financial implications
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27. Savings from the contract with Fusion are already reflected in the council’s budget 
and the risk for achieving these is Fusions. The management agreement also 
contains provisions to share Legal issues.

28. The Council has a contractual relationship under which the council’s leisure 
facilities are managed by Fusion. The Leisure Management Agreement sets out the 
range of contractual requirements with which Fusion must comply. Fusion’s 
delivery of the Service Plan is a contractual commitment.

Level of risk
29. There is a low level of risk to service provision. The contract has a good track 

record, strong contract management and member scrutiny. Descriptions and 
mitigation for this level of risk are demonstrated in the Risk Register, (Appendix 
Two).

Equalities impact 
30. Targets and actions within the Plan ensure equitable access to improved facilities 

and encourage increased usage for underrepresented and concessionary groups, 
in accordance with the equalities impact assessments and action plan, (Appendix 
Three).

Report author Lucy Cherry

Job title Leisure and Performance Manager
Service area or department Community Services
Telephone 01865 252707 
e-mail lcherry@oxford.gov.uk

Background Papers
1 Fusion Lifestyle’s Annual Service Plan summary 2016/2017 (proposed 

design of  finished document)
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SERVICE PLANNING EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

INTRODUCTION:

FINANCIAL:

PARTICIPATION:

Key actions include: mail campaigning, work with relevant local stakeholder groups and the Councils Communities and Sports 

Development teams; development of community ambassadors and development of specific programmes and activities;

Key actions include: implementation of revised aquatics product and development of a programme of relevant add-ons and the creation 

of a specific marketing plan;

*  P6  To deliver a 5% year-on-year increase in participation on junior swimming

*  P7  To deliver a 15% year-on-year increase in participation in 60+ swimming 

*  P3  To deliver a 5% year-on-year increase in participation by users aged under 16

Key actions include: development of children's party, aquatics and holiday programme products, work with relevant local stakeholder 

groups and the Councils Sports Development and Youth Ambition teams; improved work with schools and support of the Youth Ambition 

Program;

*  P5  To deliver a 15% year-on-year increase in participation by disabled users

Key actions include creation of a specific marketing plan, implementation of a revised aquatics product, development of a programme of 

relevant add-ons, and review of the free swimming hours;

Key actions include implementation of 2017/18 pricing proposals, including general RPI increases across core prices  and planning for 

2018/19 pricing.

This Annual Service Plan sets out Fusion's aims and objectives in respect of the delivery of leisure services on behalf of Oxford City 

Council in the year from April 2017 to March 2018.
The purpose of the Annual Service Plan is to describe the underpinning strategic objectives and to set out specific action plans in respect 

of those strategic objectives.

Individual business plans for each centre with target of surplus

The Annual Service Plan incorporates an executive summary, a review of previous years, a description of the planning context, details of 

the strategic objectives for 2017/18, specific action plans in respect of those strategic objectives and a risk analysis; 

The contents of the Annual Service Plan, once agreed with the Leisure Partnership Board, will be submitted to the City Council's 

Executive Board and then communicated to staff, customers and other stakeholders;

We recognise the importance of continual and consistent review and monitoring of the delivery and the impact of the Annual Service 

Plan.

Two strategic objectives have been identified in respect of "financial" issues:

The ongoing review and monitoring process will incorporate ongoing management scrutiny, monthly update reports, monthly meetings 

between key representatives of Fusion and the Council, quarterly Leisure Partnership Board meetings and a formal review in advance of 

the 2018/19 service planning process.

*  F1  To ensure each centre is financially self sustainable and generating a surplus

*  F2  To ensure that pricing structures and levels across the leisure facilities are appropriate and inclusive

Key actions include: review of target wards, direct mail campaigning, work with relevant local stakeholder groups and development of 

specific programmes and activities;

*  P2  To deliver a 15% year-on-year increase in participation by users aged over 50

Nine strategic objectives have been identified in respect of "participation" issues:

*  P1  To deliver a 5% year-on-year increase in participation by users resident in the most deprived wards in the City

Key actions include: review of literature and website marketing,  work closely with relevant local stakeholder groups to include the 

Councils Communities and Sports Development teams, and PCT in the further development of the healthy living initiatives;

*  P4  To deliver a 15% year-on-year increase in participation by users from BME groups

Key actions include: development of specific access awareness, work with relevant local stakeholder groups and the Councils Sports 

Development team; IFI accreditation such as the Swans and development of specific programmes and activities;
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CUSTOMER RELATIONS:

HEALTH AND SAFETY:

FACILITY MANAGEMENT:

One strategic objective has been identified in respect of "health and safety" issues:

Key actions include continued review of compliance, regular audits and ongoing improvement plans.

Six strategic objectives have been identified in respect of "facility management" issues:

Key actions include review of performance of Facility Management in house team and subcontractors, delivery of programme of lifecycle 

works and management of the equipment inventory;

* FM1  To achieve average Fusion 360 inspection scores of at least 95% across all facilities

* FM3  To achieve a 50/50 split (50% recycling 50% landfill) of all refuge collection from our centres

* FM6  To maintain Quest accreditation at a minimum 'Excellent' at Ferry L. C, Good at  Leys Pools & L.C, Hinksey Outdoor Pool, Oxford 

Ice Rink and Barton L. C. - 

Key actions include 100% compliance with procedures, regular review of failure trends, implementation of remedial plans and further 

development of the F360 inspections;

Key action is delivery of action plans based on a specific reviews and results of customer relations programmes and regular 

feedback/management of key personnel at site level;

* CR 4  To deliver a reduction of 6% in annual attrition levels for memberships

* CR 2  Striving for Good/Excellence 60%

* CR 1  To maintain customer satisfaction levels at leisure facilities above 95% Good, Satisfactory and Excellent

Aiming for increasing satisfaction scores through Please tell Us What You Think - aiming for Good/Excellence

Key actions include review of target figures, implementation of ISO14001 policies and procedures, review and implementation of works in 

respect forward 0lifecycle and development works; development of wider staff engagement in identifying and tackling excess or 

unnecessary energy, water consumption; seek to ensure that, wherever possible, use is made of the funding available under the Salix 

funding scheme to procure appropriate energy-saving initiatives within Oxford facilities.

Key actions include full compliance with all Fusion customer care procedures, consistent application of processes in respect of User 

Groups, customer forums, management surgeries and planned actions following completion of National Benchmarking Surveys and the 

more regular Marketforce customer surveys;

* FM2  To engage fully with the Council's priority " To tackle climate change and promote sustainable environmental resource 

management" and to contribute the Council's delivery of a 5% minimum reduction in carbon emissions year-on-year

* HS1  To ensure 100% compliance with Fusion H&S policies and procedures

Key actions include full implementation of Fusion's customer relations management procedures, including the taking of appropriate action 

following results of cancellation surveys. Ensuring that facilities are run and maintained to excellent standards with correct pricing, 

programing and with the right staff in the right positions

*  P8  To deliver a 5% increase in participation by Women and Girls

Key actions will be to work within the 'Active Women Project' supported by key partners and funded by Sport England

Four strategic objectives have been identified in respect of "customer satisfaction" issues:

*  P9 To deliver a 5% increase in participation target - over achievement

* CR 3  Response time for customer feedback - responded to within 48hrs and closed off in no more than 7 days

Key actions include:  Information Management System audit and implementation of relevant continuous improvement plans.

Key actions include establishment of baseline figures, implementation of ISO14001 policies and procedures and development of specific 

plans and liaising with the refuse team at OCC

* FM4  To ensure that high standards of cleaning are achieved at all times

Key actions include establishment and delivery of regular, deep and specialist cleaning programmes, regular review of effectiveness of 

cleaning and clear communication of cleaning standards;

* FM5  To ensure that high standards of repair and maintenance are achieved at all times
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STAFFING:

MARKETING:

Key actions include implementation of standard management and staffing structures, full compliance with HR policies and procedures, 

delivery of training and personal development plans and implementation of succession plan;

Launch new concept marketing designs and literature and reduce waste

Six strategic objectives have been identified in respect of "marketing" issues:

* M1  To deliver a proactive and positive approach to PR, such that facility and service successes are communicated and celebrated

Key actions include full compliance with HR policies and procedures, review of all job descriptions, specific promotion of Fusion as an 

employer of choice, and improved delivery of coaching and training programmes;

Three strategic objectives have been identified in respect of "staffing" issues:

* S2  To demonstrate a year-on-year improvement in staff satisfaction across each equality strand and overall

M5 To develop connections and outreach with local school, youth clubs and Under18's

Key actions include delivery of specific action plan to include notice board presentation, and customer journey

M4 To establish and maintain the highest standards of web and social media promotion

To improve relationships with schools and youth groups and so promote health and fitness

M6 To launch new collateral designs and reduce print wastage

Key actions include establishment of clear protocols, identification of measurable KPIs re awareness, training to key managers and 

ongoing liaison with representatives from Council comms department;

Key actions to include: Websites and social media are kept up to date and are innovative

* S3  To ensure that the Fusion workforce in Oxford is as representative as possible of the local community

* M2  To deliver a 5% increase in the total membership

* M3  To establish and maintain the highest standards of facility presentation

Key actions include delivery of a calendar of sales activity; creation and implementation of specific action plan, targeted work in respect 

of deprived wards, BME groups, 50+ age group and disabled people, work with relevant partners/stakeholders and review of core 

literature;

* S1  To ensure that the Right People are in the Right Place at the Right Time

Key actions include formal analysis of current workforce, development of specific action plans, delivery of relevant training and thoughtful 

& thorough recruitment procedures followed.
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SPORTS AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT:

FACILITY DEVELOPMENTS:

PARTNERSHIP DEVELOPMENT:

Key actions include the updating of the specific list of relevant stakeholders, development of planned consultation/liaison, work with the 

Council's Sports Development Youth Ambition and Communities teams and delivery of joint initiatives;

One strategic objective has been identified in respect of "facility development" issues:

* SCD4  To proactively explore opportunities for external funding

Key actions include development of database of funding opportunities, delivery of relevant action plan and delivery of workshops to GMs;

Key actions to include review of swimming pool, sports hall, studio, holiday programmes and ice rink programmes and delivery of 

improvements;

SCD6 Develop & maintain relationships with schools and educational groups

Key actions include use of Sports and Community Development notice board and development of joint initiatives with key partners 

including public health and clinical practitioners and the Barton Healthy New Town project; production of case studies to demonstrate 

impact, outcomes and social value of delivery.

Key actions include: consultation and liaison with schools, colleges and educational groups; facilitating work experience and delivering 

taster sessions 

* PD2  To explore opportunities for the Council and Fusion to extend their relationship in respect of other facilities in Oxford

Key actions include establishment and implementation of meeting schedules, full compliance with all client liaison procedures, full 

compliance with all reporting and positive contribution to the Partnership Board;

Key actions include the review of the club register, delivery of calendar of liaison and ongoing club support and exploration of potential 

new clubs;

* SCD5  To positively promote the benefits of healthy living and active lifestyles

Three strategic objectives have been identified in respect of "partnership development" issues:

* PD1  To ensure 100% compliance with all agreed meeting, reporting and performance monitoring requirements

* SCD2  To develop and maintain positive and proactive relationships with local sports clubs

* FD1  To develop a programme of other facility development proposals in the leisure facilities

Six strategic objectives have been identified in respect of "sports and community development" issues:

* SCD3  To ensure that all facility programmes are exciting, innovative and attractive to users and potential users

* SCD1  To maintain positive and proactive partnerships with key local stakeholders and welcome new stakeholder opportunities

* PD3  To optimise the development of the partnership between Fusion and Oxford City Council

Key actions include establishment and implementation of wider liaison between representatives of Fusion and the Council.

Key actions include delivery of agreed plans;

Key actions include development of relevant business cases and progression of any agreed plans.

Key actions include consideration of opportunities at Horspath Athletics Track and potential crèche facilities at Ferry Leisure Centre;
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INTRODUCTION

INTRODUCTION TO THE ANNUAL SERVICE PLAN:

PREPARATION OF THE ANNUAL SERVICE PLAN:
 

CONTENTS OF THE ANNUAL SERVICE PLAN:

 

*  an analysis of the key risks associated with the delivery of the annual service plan.

sports and community development, facility developments, partnership development;

*  details of the strategic objectives and detailed actions plans for a series of service elements as follows:

- financial, participation, customer relations, health and safety, Facility Management, staffing, marketing,

*  a description of how the contents of the annual service plan will be agreed and subsequently communicated to key stakeholders;

*  a description of how the delivery of the annual service plan will be monitored, reported and, where relevant, updated through the course of 

the year;

*  analysis of the local market, potential key targets and relevant competition;

*  confirmation of monitoring and review systems and procedures for the Plan.

*  establishment of clear and measurable ("SMART") targets in respect of all elements of the Plan;

*  assimilation of staff and customer feedback in respect of current service levels and opportunities for improvements;

The key contents of this Annual Service Plan are as follows:

*  an executive summary of the annual service plan;

The management contract now incorporates the delivery of services of the City Council's main five leisure facilities: Barton Leisure Centre, 

Leys Pool & Leisure Centre (previously Blackbird Leys Leisure Centre) Ferry Leisure Centre, Oxford Ice Rink and the Seasonal Hinksey 

Outdoor Pool. 

This Annual Service Plan sets out Fusion's aims and objectives in respect of the delivery of leisure services on behalf of Oxford City Council in 

the year from April 2017 to March 2018.

The purpose of the Annual Service Plan is to describe the underpinning strategic objectives and to set out specific action plans in respect of 

those strategic objectives.

*  liaison with appropriate stakeholders in order to understand key issues and potential development opportunities; 

In establishing this management contract, the City Council's key aim is to facilitate the development of World Class facilities and World Class 

services within the City.  Throughout the duration of the contract both parties intend to deliver significant improvements in service levels, value 

for money and customer satisfaction with the City's leisure facilities.  The emphasis in the early stages of the contract was on the delivery of 

significant investment in customer-facing areas throughout the leisure facility portfolio. Following the developments  the emphasis will be to 

further increase usage of facilities. 

Fusion commenced management of the City Council's seven leisure facilities on March 30th 2009.

The intention is to carefully monitor the delivery and impact of the Annual Service Plan such that successes and areas for improvement are 

identified and acted upon.

*  review of performance from contract commencement to date;

*  review of achievements in respect of Sport England National Benchmarking Service and other relevant benchmarks;

The Annual Service planning process has incorporated the following elements:

*  establishment of primary service objectives for the next twelve months;

*  creation of specific action plans, with defined accountabilities and timescales, to deliver these service objectives;

*  liaison with the City Council and the Leisure Partnership Board in order to understand any specific service requirements pertaining to the 

year ahead;
*  assimilation of any specific and relevant elements of Fusion's corporate business plan;

*  detailed calendars of activities in respect of specific strategic objectives;

*  description of the context for the annual service planning process;

*  a review of performance from previous year;
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COMMUNICATION OF THE ANNUAL SERVICE PLAN:

REVIEW AND MONITORING OF THE ANNUAL SERVICE PLAN:

*  monthly meetings between key representatives of Fusion and the Council;

*  quarterly meetings of the Partnership Board;

* an annual Senior Council and Fusion Stakeholder meeting

The process for the initial agreement of the Annual Service Plan is as follows:

*  October '16:  Partnership Board initial discussion regarding primary service objectives;

The ongoing review and monitoring process will incorporate the following elements:

*  December '16:  Presentation of draft Annual Service Plan to Leisure Partnership Board;

*  ongoing management scrutiny at site, divisional, Senior Management Team and Executive Management Team levels;

*  January '17: Presentation of the final Annual Service Plan to the Leisure Partnership Board;

*  April 2017:  Presentation of the Annual Service Plan to the Council City Executive Board for endorsement

We recognise the importance of continual and consistent review and monitoring of the delivery and the impact of the Annual Service Plan.

*  February 2017:  communication to Fusion management team and staff;

*  monthly update reports delivered by Fusion to the Council;

*  April 2017:  communication to customers and key stakeholders.

*  April'17:  Agreement of Annual Service Plan by OCC Executive Board.

The planned process for the communication of the key principles of the Annual Service Plan is as follows:
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KEY FUSION PERSONNEL INVOLVED IN THE DELIVERY OF THE ANNUAL SERVICE PLAN:

Oxford Divisional Staffing Structure:

Fusion central (Bermondsey Street) staffing structure:

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Peter Kay 
Chief Executive 

Ivan Parkinson 
Director of Finance & Corporate Services 

Business Support 

Tim Mills 
Director of Business 

Development 

Nikki Baker 
Head of Human 
Resources Rose Webb 

Head of Marketing 
 

 
Group Marketing 

Manager 

Divisional 
Marketing  Executive 
 

Dan Reynolds 
Head of Sports & 

Regional HR Manager 
 

Talent  & Development 
Manager 
 

 HR Assistant 

Regional HR Manager 
 

Kate Smith 
Head of Finance 
 

Pay Roll Assistant 
 

 
Group Customer 
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SERVICE PLANNING CONTEXT

INTRODUCTION:

PARTNERSHIP BOARD OBJECTIVES:

 

OXFORD CITY COUNCIL CORPORATE OBJECTIVES:

*  the commitments and intentions set out in Fusion's Best And Final Offer tender submission; Supplementary agreements and the Contract 

Extension agreement, 2014;

The purpose of this section of the Annual Service Plan is to establish the context in which the planning activity will take place.  This context 

incorporates a range of national, local and organisational factors, as follows:

In the notes that follow, we have set out the key principles within each of these factors.  These principles are then summarised in the form of a 

SWOT analysis for the current service.

*  the analysis of the markets affecting the leisure facilities, including industry developments, national trends, regional and local market factors.

*  the findings of the Sport England National Benchmarking Surveys undertaken in respect of 5 of the facilities;

*  Fusion's corporate objectives as reflected in the company's Business Plan

*  the objectives as set out by the Leisure Partnership Board;

*  the analysis of contract performance to date;

*  to explore opportunities for the Council and Fusion to extend their relationship in respect of other facilities in Oxford (PB5) 

* to improve the health and well-being of local communities by engaging people in physical activity and healthy eating choices (e.g. healthy 

vending machines) (PB6)

*  improving access to the facilities (e.g. car parking) (PB4)

*  Vibrant, sustainable economy:  "…the City Council will need to build on our strong partnerships with neighbouring authorities, public sector 

partners, developers and business to capitalise on the unique opportunities presented by the knowledge economy and concentration of high-tech 

businesses. The City Council plays a key role is promoting and shaping development, working with investors, developers and land owners. 

(OCC1)

*  continued engagement with reducing CO2 Emissions   -  delivery of 5%year-on-year reduction in carbon emissions (PB1)

*  maintain a proactive and positive approach to PR, such that facility and service successes are communicated and celebrated (PB3)

*  Meeting Housing Needs:  Improving Oxford residents' access to affordable and high-quality homes in good environments that are close to jobs 

and facilities (OCC2)

*  Strong, Active Communities: "Provide high quality community and leisure facilities and seek to increase participation in regular physical activity 

to improve people's health and quality of life". "The City Council will be investing £5 million in the Horspath Athletics Ground." ".....work with 

communities and partners to encourage participation and develop new models of service and develop the use of our public buildings for a wide 

variety of community services." "Engage young people in our Youth Ambition program to improve educational attainment, their skills and ambition; 

and work with schools to ensure that young people benefit from social, cultural and sports opportunities." (OCC3)

*  continued engagement with and participation by the Council's target groups, as follows: increases in participation by users resident in the most 

deprived wards in Oxford, BME groups, disabilities, junior free swim scheme, under 16s participation; women participation. We aim to exceed and 

increase participation by at least 5% across all groups and total participation but with targets being as high as 15% in certain target groups such as 

older people (PB2)

*  An Efficient, Effective Council: A customer focussed organisation, delivering efficient, high-quality services that meet people's needs. "The City 

Council pays a living wage (£8.93 per hour) to all staff and require the same of our contractors and suppliers." (OCC5)

The over-riding objective of the Partnership Board is to ensure that the leisure facilities deliver a service that is "World Class for Everyone".

The specific themes identified for service performance in 2017/18 are as follows:

The Annual Service Plan is also influenced by the City Council's broader corporate objectives.  The relevant objectives are incorporated into the 

Corporate Plan 2016-2020 and those objectives with specific relevance to the leisure facilities are as summarised below:

* to improve the offering of the 11-15 year old programming including term time and school holiday's (PB7)

*  A Clean and Green Oxford: The City Council's objective is to have an attractive and clean city that minimises it's environmental impact by 

cutting carbon, waste and pollution. They will do this by; "investing in energy efficiency, renewable energy to continue to reduce carbon emissions 

from our own estate by a minimum 5% each year....." Through Government Salix Scheme and our own Salix-Plus fund we will invest in renewable 

energy, energy efficiency, and water savings technology to reduce environmental impact and save money." (OCC4)
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FUSION CORPORATE OBJECTIVES:

2016/17 PERFORMANCE:

AGREED COMMITMENTS WITHIN THE BUSINESS PLANNING PROCESS:

SPORT ENGLAND NATIONAL BENCHMARKING SURVEYS:

*  to achieve turnover of 86 million pounds (Fus6)

* 1 A world class leisure offer: to be achieved via investment, leisure centres, outdoor sports, the broader leisure offer and improving the ways to 

promote the offer.

* 2 Our focus sports: to remain focussed on creating innovative and inclusive sporting pathways that drives up participation in our Focus sports 

through a joined up leisure offer. The Focus sports include; swimming, cycling, rugby union, dance, cricket, athletics, tennis, table tennis, football 

and youth ambition.

* 3 Partnership working: to achieve progress in effective partnership working towards increasing physical activity levels.

*  to deliver a 8% year-on-year increase in turnover (Fus1)

The specific targets specifically established for 2016 are as follows:

*  to look at the good/excellent rating of Customer service aim for 60% target in 2017/18

*   "Improved" access performance at Ferry Leisure Centre and Oxford Ice Rink and Leys Pools and Leisure Centre, particularly 11 - 19 year olds 

and 20 - 59 year olds and unemployed. Good performance for deprived/disadvantaged users but weaker performance in disabled and 60+ groups.

*  to maintain Quest accreditation score of at least 'Good' and target Ferry to maintain it's 'Excellent' rating

*  to deliver Quest accreditation rating of "Excellent" (Fus5)

Further, in the Leisure and Wellbeing Strategy 2015-2020, the City Council is reviewing its leisure programmes which seeks to achieve the 

following 3 objectives:

*  to deliver a 10% increase in Margin (Fus2)

*  to ensure 98% "good"/"excellent" for overall customer satisfaction and 100% "good"/ "excellent" for staff (Fus4)

Fusion's five-year and annual corporate business plans reflect this vision and these core values and incorporate five strategic strands as follows:  

"Sustainable Growth and profitability", "Customer First", "Efficiency, Effectiveness and the Highest Quality Service", "Fusion People" and "New 

Business Development", as well as financial targets.

The notes below provide a summary of the information provided on the "Performance Review" tab:

to be added first week of April

*  to deliver a 4% increase in like for like revenue (Fus3)

Fusion's corporate vision is "to be the UK's first choice leisure organisation, delivering a new standard in healthy active leisure", and this vision is 

reflected in the company's three core values of "We put the Customer First", "We make it happen" and "We only want the best".

Sport England Benchmarking Surveys are undertaken on a bi-annual basis. During the last part of 2014, Sport England National Benchmarking 

Surveys were published for Barton Leisure Centre and Oxford Ice Rink. Ferry Leisure Centre and Leys Pools and Leisure Centre were published 

in early 2015 although he survey of Leys Pools and Leisure Centre did not include the new wet side facilities.  The Survey processes involved an 

analysis of financial and usage statistics for the facilities (in year 2013/14) and sample surveys of customer satisfaction undertaken in the summer 

2014.  

*  "Strong" financial performance at; Ferry and Barton Leisure Centres and Oxford Ice Rink. "Weak" performance and Leys Pools and Leisure 

Centre mainly because of low income generation. Subsidy per user in the top quartile at Ferry Leisure Centre and Oxford Ice Rink. 

*  to increase income and reduce deficit in 2017/18 to sufficient levels to produce a surplus in all sites

*  to contribute to the delivery of the Council’s targets of reducing carbon emissions from Council buildings by a minimum 5% year-on year;

Key commitments agreed within the business planning process are:

*  to increase participation by minimum 5% and in some cases 15%
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MARKET ANALYSIS:

*  22% of residents from a black or ethnic group and 14% are from white non-British ethnic background

Deprived Wards:  

Users over 50:

*  people of Black and Bangladeshi ethnic origin are at particular risk of unemployment;

*  recognised that this remains a significant potential market, with up to 121,000 potential users aged over 50 in the wider catchment for the leisure 

facilities;

*  a review has been undertaken of the key deprived wards within Oxford and how those wards might be better served by Oxford's leisure facilities.  

The key wards for focus are as follows:  Barton and Sandhills, Headington Hill and Northway, and Quarry and Risinghurst (all directly served by 

*  increased diversity in recent years, through influx of people from new EU countries;

*  penetration/participation rates are very good particularly the 11 - 19 year olds (based on NBS reports) ;

*  Oxford is reporting an aging population for the first time in recent history

Users from BME groups:

Users under 16:

*  current penetration/participation rates have improved (based on NBS reports) but more can be done to encourage this user-group

*  Population growth of 12% (2004-2014); the eleventh fastest growing English city

*  24% (30,000) of the city's adult population are full time students

*  25% population turnover each year

Disadvantage users

*  consumers view keeping fit as more important than many other leisure activities and are less willing to cut back spending on this area than 

many others;

*  the gap between participation by men and women is greater amongst certain BME groups (e.g. "Black Other");

*  relatively large BME population (22%) 

*  Disadvantage usage is significantly above NBS benchmark average, though there is less use from those unemployed;

*  typical sport preferences amongst BME groups include weight training, martial arts, badminton, cricket and basketball.  Swimming is typically 

not preferred;

*  Areas of good satisfaction across all sites for; helpfulness of staff, standards of coaching, general cleanliness and activity range. Areas of poor 

satisfaction include quality and value for money of food and drink.

 

National Context:

*  with the exception of Hinksey Outdoor Pool participation levels are generally higher than that of the wider population (NBS)

Users from BME groups:

*  the key 25-34 age band is set to increase most significantly, along with the 45-54 age group, which could also prove to be a lucrative market if 

targeted correctly;

*  less money in their pockets may put consumers off joining a health and fitness club or steer them towards less expensive options;

*  "Above industry average" customer satisfaction performance at Barton and Ferry Leisure Centres. Oxford Ice Rink was perceived to be below 

industry standards due mainly to poor food and beverage provision, poor equipment and activity charge/fee and Leys Pools and Leisure Centre 

near to average scoring.

General Consumer trends:

*  Unemployment is 5.4% compared to England average of 7.1%

Disabled Users:

*  approximately 10.6million disabled people in the country;

Oxford-specific Context:

General Population:

*  Sport England market segmentation research shows that disabled users are spread across all segments, such that targeted marketing is 

difficult;

*  32% of the population are aged between 18 and 29 years
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SWOT ANALYSIS:

Strengths:

Opportunities:

Weaknesses:

Threats:

Findings from non-user survey:

* 42% thought that they were regularly undertaking at least 5 x 30 minutes of moderate exercise (national benchmark 39%).12% said they had 

done no sessions, (national benchmark 15%). 

*  variety and geographical spread of facilities within portfolio;

 * The key factors to be addressed according to non-users are lack of time, which has the highest importance factor at 49% stating very important. 

Direct costs (17%); lack of personal motivation (11%); indirect costs (9%).  

Non-user surveys are undertaken on a bi-annual basis. A street survey was undertaken in October 2011.  A total sample of 300 people were 

surveyed in the Summertown, Headington and Templars Square areas.  The research was designed to investigate attitudes and behaviour around 

* The majority of the sample thought that regular exercise/activity was important with 68% stating very important (national benchmark 61%).

*  increased car park charges at Ferry Leisure Centre and Oxford Ice Rink

* Maintained high customer satisfaction and Mystery Visit results

*  impact of a major wet/dry facility at Leys Pools and Leisure;

*  higher than industry average performance in respect of customer satisfaction (cf. NBS surveys and regular NPS surveys);

*  facilities offered by the colleges and universities at a lower rate

*  building up a base membership level at Leys Pool & Leisure Centre (and to a lessor extent other facilities) due to the high take-up of Bonus card 

* programming opportunities in relation to 60+ target group

* staffing establishment ensuring right people right place right time

*  continued partnership working between Fusion and the Council;

*  the emergence of the budget gym market in Oxford
* oversubscribed classes  with bonus only membership

* New facility opened in 2015

* programming opportunities in relation to family activities and Group Fitness Product

* car parking arrangements at Ice Rink & Ferry Leisure Centre

*  high and variable staff costs (as a percentage of income);
*  loss making contract in 2015-16

*  continued delivery of cultural change within management and staffing teams;

*  challenge of delivering significant increases in income and participation;

* high population turnover within the city

* 52% strongly agree that physical activity is good for your health even if moderate, 32% strongly agree it’s good for your health even if only for 10 

minutes at a time. 43% strongly agree physical activity is better for you if you keep it up for at least 30 minutes and 16% strongly agree it’s better if 

* Of those that did exercise regularly, 18% used a leisure centre/health club and/or College University facilities. The most popular form of 

independent activity was walking/jogging in the street/parks at 74%.

*  consistent meeting, reporting and monitoring regimes with the Council;

* 52% of the sample would consider using Oxford Fusion Lifestyle facilities slightly higher than our national average of 60%. 

*  maintained improvements in cleaning standards;

* strong financial performance, particularly subsidy per user

* Of those who do not want to do more the main reason is “no need” at 56% (higher than the national average at 44%), followed by not enough 

time due to work at 13%.

*  improved facilities through developments and substantial investment and maintenance programme

* The main reasons they don’t currently use were ‘No time’ (31%), ‘Cost’ (17%), and ‘No need’ (12%). 

* 62% of respondents are wanting to do more activity, slightly lower than the national benchmark of 67%, the main reason for this being “wanting 

to improve their health” at 62%.  Slightly under half (47%) thought that not enough time due to work was the major factor in preventing them doing 

* The main thing, according to our respondents, that the facility could do to encourage usage amongst these non-users, would be to ‘Lower costs’ 

at 28% (lower than the national benchmark at 44%), followed by ‘more information’ (8%).
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Supporting Documentation:
Leisure Net Solutions "street Focus" non-user research 2011

Index of Multiple Deprivation Map (Department of Communities and Local Government, 2007)

Active England Survey Results 2013

Oxford City Council Corporate Plan, 2016-2020

Target Market Report - Deprived Wards (Hatrick Marketing, November 2009)

Target Market Report - Users over 50 (Hatrick Marketing, November 2009)

Target Market Report - Users under 16 (Hatrick Marketing, November 2009)

Target Market Report - Users from BME Groups (Hatrick Marketing, November 2009)

Oxford Profile 2013 (Oxford City Council)

Target Market Report - Disabled Users (Hatrick Marketing, November 2009)

NBS surveys 2014 &15
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FINANCIAL

F1

Action 

Ref.
Action Timescale Target / KPI

Lead 

Manager

1
To create individual business plan to include Like for Like income growth on all 

income lines - target 3% uplift

April 2017 - 

March 2018
Business Plan Created

CMgr (with 

GMs)

2

To consider the introduction of differential pricing structures in under-utilised 

Centres or those not sustainable and/or making a loss or those not maximising 

their potential in order to increase usage

April 2017 

onwards
Monthly Reviews conducted

CMgr (with 

GMs)

3 Price increase on charges implemented 1st April 2017
April 2017 

onwards
Action plan implemented.

CMgr (with 

GMs)

To undertake weekly trading reviews with centre managers.

Conference Call to review weekly forecast

5 If loss making programmes promote to reduce losses Monthly Business plan projections prepared.
CMgr (with 

team)

6
To deliver the business plan for the new 3G Football Pitches/Pavilion at Leys 

Pool and Leisure and to achieve all financial targets

April 2017 - 

March 2018

Business Plan targets and budgets 

communicated to all relevant staff and 

achieved at the end of the year

GM

7 To finalise detailed business plan projections for 2018/19
December 

2017
Business plan projections finalised.

CMgr (with 

team)

8
To communicate detailed business plan targets and budgets to all relevant 

managers and staff.
January 2017

Business Plan targets and budgets 

communicated to all relevant staff.

CMgr (with 

team)

F2

Action 

Ref.
Action Timescale Target / KPI

Lead 

Manager

1
To apply RPI increases to all core prices at each of the leisure facilities and to 

undertake relevant customer communication.
Jan/Apr 2017

Increases applied and customer 

communication undertaken.

CMgr (with 

GMs)

To formally review all pricing structures and levels and develop specific pricing 

proposals for the 2018/19 annual service plan.

To specifically incorporate consideration of concessionary options, the breadth 

of membership offers and application of community/club concessionary rates; 

and increases to legacy memberships.

4

To conduct a bench marking exercise using other Fusion Contracts and 

competition within Oxfordshire in preparation for the formal price review of all 

prices

July - August 

2017
Formal review conducted

5
To agree pricing proposals for 2018/19 to include the change of bonus pay and 

play and increase bonus Direct Debit sales.

December 

2017
Pricing proposals agreed.

6
To agree process of consultation and communication in respect of 2018/19 

pricing

December 

2017 - 

January 2018

Process agreed. CMgr

7
To implement agreed process of consultation and communication in respect of 

2017/18 pricing

January - 

March 2017
Process implemented.

CMgr (with 

GMs)

CMgr Contract Manager

GM General Manager

ME Marketing Executive
DSCDMg

r
Divisional Sports and Community Development Manager

weekly

Abbreviations:

Weekly trading meetings instigated at each 

site.

CMgr (with 

GMs)

CMgr

To ensure each centre is financial self sustainable and generating a surplus - to be reviewed monthly 

To ensure that pricing structures and levels across the leisure facilities are appropriate and inclusive - 

2

September - 

December 

2017

Pricing structures and levels formally 

reviewed and proposals developed for 

2018/19

CMgr

4
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PARTICIPATION

P1

Action 

Ref.
Action Timescale Target / KPI

Lead 

Manager

1
To review target wards within the City and update target streets and 

estates within those target wards that require inclusion/omission 
42826

Target wards and streets/estates reviewed and 

mapped
DSCDMgr 

2 To establish all relevant participation targets for 2017/18 42826 Participation targets established CMgr 

4

To implement targeted campaigns, promoting existing benefits of the 

bonus choice membership and specific activities through data supplied 

by Oxford City Council to reached those on low incomes. Bonus class 

promotion with view to upgrading to Bonus choice membership. Target 

uplift 100% bonus membership

42826 100% uplift achieved by March 2018 CMgr

5
To deliver the business model for the new Leys 3G pitch and existing 

Pavilion to increase participation in all target groups
Ongoing Participation targets established DSCDMgr 

6
To maintain links with appropriate community groups within each of the 

target wards
Ongoing

attend at least two community events in the 

year

DSCDMgr 

(with GMs)

7

To deliver and promote the Free Swimming scheme across the city and 

to review effectiveness of pool programming at each Centre in order to 

maximise participation

Ongoing Pool timetables promoted and delivered.

DSCDMgr 

(with CMgr 

& GMs)

P2

Action 

Ref.
Action Timescale Target / KPI

Lead 

Manager

1 To establish all relevant participation targets for 2017/18 42826 Participation targets established
CMgr (with 

DSCDMgr)

To review and update partners who support the development of activities 

and increase in participation by people aged over 50.

Review the older peoples Needs Analysis

To review Primetime programmes at all facilities 3 times per year and 

identify opportunities for any further targeted sessions in each case
April 2017

Review undertaken and revised programme 

produced

DSCDMgr 

(with CMgr 

& GMs)

Promote 50+ gym usage and class activities
April 2017 - 

Dec 2017

Review undertaken and revised programme 

produced

DSCDMgr 

(with CMgr 

& GMs)

Promote GP referrals and aim to deliver >200 per year 43160 Target / KPI achieved
DSCDMgr 

(with CMgr 

To deliver a 5% year-on-year increase in participation by users resident in the most deprived wards in the City

To deliver a 15% year-on-year increase in participation by users aged over 50

2
April - June 

2017
Up-to-date partners identified and reviewed.

3

DSCDMgr 

(with CMgr 

& GMs)
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P3

Action 

Ref.
Action Timescale Target / KPI

Lead 

Manager

1 To establish all relevant participation targets for 2017/18 42826 Participation targets established
CMgr (with 

DSCDMgr)

2 Increase Learn 2 Swim Programme
April 2017 

onwards

90% capacity in all three Centres and 3500 

swim participants

DHT  (with 

GMs)

3
To review stakeholder partners who can support the development of 

activities and increase in participation by people aged under 16.
42826 Stakeholder partners reviewed.

DSCDMgr 

(with GMs)

4 To allow Over 8s to sign-up to and use Rewards Cards 42826
50% of all U.16 users to have a reward card by 

the end of the year March 2018

5 To increase Skate school participation by 10%
April 2017 

onwards

Increase skate school - from 340 to 375+ (350 

by October 2017, 375 by February 2018)

6
Promote safety of swimming to Oxford Primary schools - Swimming 

Week
42917 Programme created.

DSCDMgr 

(with CMgr 

& GMs)

P4

Action 

Ref.
Action Timescale Target / KPI

Lead 

Manager

1
To establish all relevant participation targets for 2017/18 - 5 % uplift from 

2016/17
42826 Participation targets established

CMgr (with 

DSCDMgr)

2
To review stakeholder partners who can support the development of 

activities and increase in participation by people from BME groups.

April - June 

2016
Stakeholder Partners reviewed

DSCDMgr 

(with GMs)

3
To maintain association with "community ambassadors" with whom to 

work to promote accessibility to the leisure facilities for BME groups.
Ongoing Ambassadors identified.

DSCDMgr 

(with GMs)

4
To review and implement a revised programme of work with the 

community ambassadors.

October 2017 - 

March 2018
Programme reviewed and implemented.

DSCDMgr 

(with GMs)

5
To undertake direct a campaign to relevant wards and streets, promoting 

relevant activities at the leisure facilities.

October - 

December 

2017

Campaign undertaken.

CMgr (with 

DSCDMgr & 

GMs)

P5

Action 

Ref.
Action Timescale Target / KPI

Lead 

Manager

1 To establish all relevant participation targets for 2017/18 42826 Participation targets established
CMgr (with 

DSCDMgr)

To review inclusiveness and accessibility at Hinksey and remedy any 

shortcomings before the 2017 season starts
42826

Disabled access and facilities up to required 

standard

DFM, GM 

ands CMgr

2
To review stakeholder partners who can support the development of 

activities and increase in participation by disabled people.

April - June 

2017
Stakeholder partners reviewed.

DSCDMgr 

(with GMs)

To deliver a 5% year-on-year increase in participation by users aged under 16

DSCDMgr 

(with CMgr 

& GMs)

To promote Inclusive Fitness at Leys Pools & Leisure Centre and record 

disability to all users that sit within these category to enable improved 

reporting

To deliver a 15% year-on-year increase in participation by users from BME groups

To deliver a 15% year-on-year increase in participation by disabled users

April 2017- 

March 18
Promotion of IFI facilities DSCDMgr3
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P6
Action 

Ref.
Action Timescale Target / KPI

Lead 

Manager

1 Programme of growth of Learn 2 Swim programme ongoing HR Policy, recruitment process CMgr

2 To review the allocated  hours for free swimming April 2017
Review undertaken and revised programme 

produced

DSCDMgr 

(with CMgr 

& GMs)

3

In partnership with OCC deliver funded free swimming lessons targeted 

at children in high areas of deprivation having low rates of physical 

activity

ongoing Swimming lessons undertaken

DSCDMgr 

(with CMgr 

& GMs)

4
Continue to work with Oxford City Swim club in our joint CDF 

programme, 

April 2017- 

March 2018
Programme developed and implemented

DHT (with 

GMs)

P7

Action 

Ref.
Action Timescale Target / KPI

Lead 

Manager

1 To establish all relevant participation targets for 2017/18 42826 Participation targets established
CMgr (with 

DSCDMgr)

2 To implement the agreed marketing plan for promoting 60+ swimming 
July 2017- 

March 2018
Marketing plan implemented.

CMgr (with 

DSCDMgr & 

GMs)

3

To conduct a 6-monthly customer survey in each Centre targeted at 60+ 

swimmers to understand how we are performing with this target group 

and to identify opportunities to increase participation

April 2017 and  

October 2017

Survey produced, distributed, collected, 

analysed, published and acted on

DSCDMgr 

(with GMs)

4
To develop and implement a programme of promotion of appropriate add-

on / sell-on activities O'60 swimming participants.

April 2017 - 

March 2018
Programme developed and implemented

CMgr (with 

DSCDMgr & 

GMs)

5

Programme to incorporate free swimming loyalty card, access to 

swimming lessons, PR campaign including testimonials, coaching of 

other aquatic disciplines, Swimathon participation, swim-fit, ladies only 

etc.  Initiatives to include liaison and joint working with ASA.

April 2017 - 

March 2018
Programme developed and implemented

CMgr (with 

DSCDMgr & 

GMs)

P8

Action 

Ref.
Action Timescale Target / KPI

Lead 

Manager

1 To establish all relevant participation targets for 2017/18 42826 Participation targets established
CMgr (with 

DSCDMgr)

2
To review stakeholder partners who can support the development of 

activities and increase in participation in women and girls activities.

April - June 

2017
Stakeholder Partners reviewed

DSCDMgr 

(with GMs)

3
To develop a specific joint initiative re increasing female usage with at 

least one identified stakeholder.
July 2017 Joint initiatives identified. DSCDMgr

4 To implement the agreed joint initiative re increasing female use.

July - 

December 

2017

Joint initiatives implemented. DSCDMgr

To deliver a 5% year-on-year increase in participation in Women and Girls Activities 

To deliver a 5% year-on-year increase in participation on junior swimming 

To deliver a 15% year-on-year increase in participation in 60+ swimming 
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P9

Action 

Ref.
Action Timescale Target / KPI

Lead 

Manager

1 To establish all relevant participation targets for 2017/18 42826 Participation targets established
CMgr (with 

DSCDMgr)

2 To achieve a total of 1.45 million visits in 2017/18
April 2017 to 

March 18
>1.45 million visits achieved

All Fusion 

Staff

3

Rewards card sign up targets to be established for each Centre and 

monitored weekly. Reward card usage also monitored for effectiveness 

of service delivery in each Centre

April 2017 to 

March 18

Reward card sign-ups and usage targets 

established

CMgr (with 

DSCDMgr)

Abbrev

iations
CMgr Contract Manager

GM General Manager

ME Marketing Executive
DSCDM

gr
Divisional Sports and Community Development Manager

DHT Divisional Head Teacher

To deliver a 5% increase in overall participation
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CUSTOMER RELATIONS

CR 1
Action 

Ref.
Action Timescale Target / KPI

Lead 

Manager

1
To ensure 100% compliance with Fusion's policies and procedures regarding 

customer care, including customer forums and meet the manager sessions.

April 2017 and 

ongoing.
Policies and procedures implemented. GM

To ensure that all facilities maintain an up-to-date "Customer Care" notice 

board.

Notice board to present information including customer care policies, Please 

Tell Us What You Think and Net Promoter Score statistics, detailed "you said, 

we did" feedback, details of customer forums and management surgeries, 

customer rules and etiquette.

3

To reaffirm composition and roles of User Groups at each of the leisure 

facilities and establish a calendar of meetings in each case which is published 

on customer notice boards for the year ahead.

April 2017

User Group composition and roles 

reaffirmed and calendar of meetings 

established.

GM

4 To hold monthly 'Meet the Manager' surgeries at each leisure facility.
April 2017 to 

March 2018
Management surgeries held. GM

CR 2

Action 

Ref.
Action Timescale Target / KPI

Lead 

Manager

0

Establish 2017/18 targets for Net Promoter Score, Good Satisfactory and 

Excellent and Good / Excellent figures for each Centre based on 2016/17 

actuals

42826 Marketforce PTUWYT and NPS GM

1
Aim on achieving customers rating their satisfaction levels Good or Excellent 

(GE) greater than 2016/17
Monthly PTUWYT GM

2 Net Promoter Score improvement year on year in each Centre Monthly Market Force NPS GM

3 Achieve 90% satisfactory/good/excellent rating for staff score Monthly PTUWYT - Staff Score GM

CR 3

Action 

Ref.
Action Timescale Target / KPI

Lead 

Manager

2 Resolution time to be within 7 days Ongoing Marketforce GM

3 To ensure all staff receive Delivering Service Excellence training Ongoing Inductions complete GM

Notice boards provided and maintained with 

relevant information displayed.
GM

1 Ongoing

Customer Service KPI improvement year on year in each Centre

Marketforce GMFirst response time to comments to be 48 hours or less

To maintain customer satisfaction levels at leisure facilities above 95% Good, Satisfactory, Excellent

2 Ongoing

Response time for customer feedback - responded within 48 hours and closed within 7 days
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CR 4

Action 

Ref.
Action Timescale Target / KPI

Lead 

Manager

1 All centres to provide User group meeting dates for the 2017/18 year 42826
Calendar developed and communicated via 

customer notice board

CMgr (with 

GMs)

2
Each Centre to provide one representative from each User group to attend 

quarterly Leisure Partnership Board meetings

April 17, July 

17, October 

17, Jan 17

Attendance recorded

CMgr, 

DMMGR 

(with GMs)

3
To ensure all meetings are minuted and displayed to all customers within 7 

days of the meeting and to the Fusion standard

April 17, July 

17, October 

17, Jan 18

Customer notice board complies to Fusion 

standard and updated within the allotted time 

frames

CMgr, 

DMMGR 

(with GMs)

CR 5

Action 

Ref.
Action Timescale Target / KPI

Lead 

Manager

1
To maintain mechanisms for measuring baseline membership numbers and 

attrition levels.
Ongoing Mechanisms are maintained

CMgr (with 

GMs)

2 To implement Fusion's Customer Relations Policies and procedures. Ongoing Policies and procedures implemented.

CMgr, 

DMMGR 

(with GMs)

3 To develop a calendar of retention activity for members.
April - May 

2017
Calendar developed.

CMgr, 

DMMGR 

(with GMs)

4 To implement agreed calendar of retention activity.
June 2016 - 

March 2017
Calendar implemented.

CMgr (with 

GMs)

CMgr Contract Manager

GM General Manager

ME Marketing Executive
DSCDMg

r
Divisional Sports and Community Development Manager

Abbreviations:

To deliver a reduction of at least 6% attrition levels for membership

To ensure user representation on the Leisure Partnership Board and quarterly User group meetings take place and 
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HEALTH AND SAFETY

HS1

Action 

Ref.
Action Timescale Target / KPI Lead Manager

To undertake an internal audit at each site of compliance with all elements of 

Fusion's health and safety policies and procedures and to establish a relevant 

remedial action plan.

Audit to specifically incorporate review of compliance with procedures regarding 

risk assessment review, control of subcontractors, control of access to storage 

areas.

2 To implement the action plan re H&S compliance. Ongoing Action plan implemented.
DFMgr,  (with 

GMs)

3 To maintain a health and safety notice board at all leisure facilities Ongoing Notice boards up to date. CMgr (with GMs)

4

To undertake reviews of accident and incident trends and to draw up any 

relevant remedial action plan within the Service Development Improvement 

Plan.

monthly
Reviews undertaken and action plan 

established.
CMgr (with GMs)

5
To implement any remedial action plan in respect of accident and incident 

trends.
As required Action plan implemented. CMgr (with GMs)

6
To facilitate a formal audit by Fusion H&S Manager or Facilities Maintenance 

Manager.

each site 

twice yearly
Audit undertaken CMgr (with GMs)

7
Update each SDIP and implement relevant action plan in response to formal 

H&S audit.
6 monthly Action plan implemented. CMgr (with GMs)

8
To facilitate formal external (ISO18001 & ISO90001) audit of health and safety 

management policies and procedures.

April 2017 - 

March 2018

BSI audit undertaken and accreditation 

awarded
CMgr (with GMs)

CMgr Contract Manager

GM General Manager

ME Marketing Executive
DSCD

Mgr
Divisional Sports and Community Development Manager

DFMgr Divisional Facilities Manager

1 Monthly
Audit undertaken and action plan 

established.

To ensure 100% compliance with Fusion H&S policies and procedures

CMgr,  DBM (with 

GMs)

Abbreviations:
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FACILITY MANAGEMENT

FM1

Action 

Ref.
Action Timescale Target / KPI

Lead 

Manager

1

To ensure 99% compliance with Fusion 360 inspection regime, with two checks carried out daily 

and reported electronically that automatically uploads cleaning and maintenance jobs 

automatically to our rectification process

Ongoing.
99% of scheduled Fusion 360 inspections 

undertaken.
GMs

2
To review the nature of Fusion 360 failures quarterly/annually and develop relevant remedial 

action plans.

April; July; Oct 

& Jan 2017 -

2018

Review undertaken and action plan created.
CMgr (with 

GMs)

3 To implement relevant remedial action plans re Fusion 360 failures.
April; July; Oct 

& Jan 2017 - 18
Action plan implemented.

CMgr (with 

GMs)

3 Report Monthly Fusion 360 Scores Monthly Monthly Reporting - Action plan if below 95%
CMgr (with 

GMs)

4
Ensure that Technicians are scheduled to visit Centres rather than lone reactive working and 

ensure that each Centre is visited at least every 3 working days

April 2017 - 

March 2018
GM feedback to DFM weekly

DFM (with 

GMs)

FM2

Action 

Ref.
Action Timescale Target / KPI

Lead 

Manager

1
To implement and maintain all ISO14001 environmental management systems and procedures 

in Oxford.
Ongoing Systems and procedures implemented.

CMgr (with 

GMs)

To review and maintain a formal energy action plan in respect of each of the leisure facilities.
CMgr (with 

GMs)

To specifically engage with and assist in the delivering the Council's "Carbon Reduction at the 

Heart of Everything we do" carbon management programme and to incorporate renewal of 

DECs, utilities monitoring, (including acting on findings from OCC energy teams 'Energy excess' 

consumption reports, submitting monthly reads) green travel plans for customers and staff, 

supplier and contractor management, carbon champion network, education of customers and 

staff etc.  Also, to incorporate the aim to quantify the monetary value of any savings generated 

as a result of the action plan.

CMgr (with 

GMs)

3 To implement formal energy and water reduction action plans. Ongoing Plan implemented.
CMgr (with 

GMs)

4 To maintain ISO14001 accreditation in Oxford.
April 2017 and 

ongoing
Accreditation maintained

CMgr (with 

GMs)

5 Promote Cycle to Work Scheme
ongoing - 

inductions
to have 10+ on scheme

CMgr (with 

GMs)

8 To incorporate appropriate works into a programme of lifecycle works. 42826
Relevant works incorporated into 

programme.
CMgr

To ensure all environmental management notice boards are maintained displaying relevant 

information.

CMgr (with 

GMs)

Information to include energy management certificates, trends in utility consumption and details 

regarding carbon reduction / recycling initiatives.

CMgr (with 

GMs)

10
To ensure green travel plans are revised and in place at each site and communicated effectively 

to customers & staff

April - June 

2017

Green travel plans revised in place and 

communicated.

DBM, DFMgr 

(with GMs)

11 Further develop use, wherever possible, 
April - June 

2017

Green travel plans revised in place and 

communicated.

DBM, DFMgr 

(with GMs)

12
 Ensure that, wherever possible, use is made of the funding available under the Salix funding 

scheme to procure appropriate energy-saving initiatives within 
Ongoing

Further embedding of energy and carbon 

reduction into core operations and 

responsibilities; strong top-down commitment 

to energy management; Active energy 

management – monitoring and targeting; 

liaison meetings with Council environmental 

colleagues.

CMgr, EM, 

DFM (with 

GMs)

Plan reviewed.May 2017

9 Ongoing
Notice boards in place and displaying 

relevant information.

To achieve average Fusion 360 inspection scores of at least 95% across all facilities

To engage fully with the Council's priority "To tackle climate change and promote sustainable environmental resource management" 

and to contribute to the Council's delivery of a minimum 5% reduction in carbon emissions year-on-year 

2
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FM3

Action 

Ref.
Timescale Target / KPI

Lead 

Manager

1
To continue to implement all ISO14001 environmental management systems and procedures in 

Oxford initiating any suggested  improvements following reassessments
On-going Systems and procedures implemented

CMgr (with 

GMs)

To ensure all environmental management notice boards in place and displaying relevant 

information.

CMgr (with 

GMs)

Information to include energy management certificates, trends in utility consumption and details 

regarding carbon reduction / recycling initiatives.

CMgr (with 

GMs)

3 To create a specific action plan to reduce general refuse and increase recycled waste
April - June 

2017
Action plan created.

CMgr (with 

GMs)

4 To complete Baseline assessment for each site
April - June 

2017
baseline assessment completed GM's

5
To assess current number of General Waste Bin collection & Recycle bins/Collections per week 

to attain a 50/50 split
42826 Quantitative method to measure

CMgr (with 

GMs)

6 To review action plan to reduce general refuse and increase recycled waste
July 2017 - 

March 2018
Action plan implemented.

CMgr (with 

GMs)

FM4

Action 

Ref.
Action Timescale Target / KPI

Lead 

Manager

1
To establish programme of high level and deep cleans across all of the facilities. Two deep 

cleans per annum 
April 2017 Programme established.

CMgr (with 

GMs)

2 To implement high level and deep clean schedule.
April 2017- 

March 2018
Programme implemented.

CMgr (with 

GMs)

3
To review effectiveness of cleaning schedules and revise as necessary (in light of customer 

feedback and F360 inspection scores).
Monthly Cleaning schedules reviewed and revised.

CMgr (with 

GMs)

4 To implement revised cleaning schedules. As required Cleaning schedules implemented.
CMgr (with 

GMs)

6
To monitor customer scores through Please Tell Us What You Think - Aim 90% 

good/satisfactory/excellent Scores
Monthly scores PTUWYT - Cleanliness GMs

FM5

Action 

Ref.
Action Timescale Target / KPI

Lead 

Manager

1
To review performance of Facility Management subcontractors in Q4 2017/18 and draw up 

relevant remedial action plan.
April 2017

Performance reviewed and action plan drawn 

up.
CMgr

2 To implement remedial action plan for FM performance.
April - June 

2017
Action plan implemented. CMgr

3

To maintain consistent system to reporting and communicating equipment failures to customers 

(cf. "Out of Order" signage). Out of order equipment and fixtures and fittings to be uploaded 

automatically through Fusion 360 to our Reactive maintenance portal. Ensure all Out of Order 

equipment is communicated with a date of reporting, anticipated date of rectification and 

information of fault.

on-going
System established and implemented and 

maintained.

CMgr (with 

GMs)

5
To approve programme of lifecycle maintenance works for 2017/18. To ensure that Barton 

purchases a Life Fitness Comprehensive Service Plan

April - May  

2017

Lifecycle maintenance programme 

established.
CMgr

9 To implement equipment replacement programme for 2017/18. (CAPEX) 
April 2017 - 

July 2017
Programme implemented.

CMgr (with 

GMs)

7 To review full equipment inventory for all leisure facilities. Oct - Dec 2017 Equipment inventory reviewed
CMgr (with 

GMs)

FM6
Action 

Ref.
Action Timescale Target / KPI

Lead 

Manager

1 To maintain relevant continued service improvement plan. ongoing Plan drawn up and maintained.
CMgr (with 

GMs)

2 To implement updated service improvement plan.
April 2016 

onwards
Actions implemented and updated

CMgr (with 

GMs)

3 To implement updated service improvement plan.
April 2016 and 

ongoing
Action plan implemented.

CMgr (with 

GMs)

4 To undertake formal directional reviews for all centres As required
Health check undertaken and Quest 

maintained.

CMgr (with 

GMs)

To maintain Quest accreditation at a minimum Excellent at Ferry L.C Good at Leys Pool &  L.C, Hinksey Outdoor Pool, Oxford  Ice 

To ensure that high standards of repair and maintenance are achieved at all times

2 On-going
Notice boards in place and displaying 

relevant information.

To ensure that high standards of cleaning are achieved at all times

To achieve a 50/50 split (50% recycling 50% landfill) of all refuge collection  from our centres
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Abbreviat

ions
CMgr Contract Manager

GM General Manager

ME Marketing Executive

DFM Divisional Facilities Manager

EM Environmental Manager

DSCDMgr Divisional Sports and Community Development Manager
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STAFFING

S1

Action Ref. Action Timescale Target / KPI Lead Manager

1
Review of Fusion's staffing structures is undertaken to ensure sites continue to 

have 'Right People, Right Place at the Right Time.      

April - October 

2017
Staffing structures in place CMgr (with GMs)

2 To ensure the completion of formal annual appraisals for all staff within Oxford.
April 2017 - 

March 2018
Appraisals completed. CMgr (with GMs)

3

To draw up a specific training and development plan for Oxford staff (in 

conjunction with Fusion's central HR team). Plans to include staff succession 

planning

 June - July 

2017
Training and development plan drawn up. CMgr (with GMs)

4 To ensure full staff compliance for compulsory mandatory training
April 2017 - 

March 2018
Compliance training 100% CMgr (with GMs)

5 To implement agreed training and development plans.
July 2017 - 

March 2018

Training and development plan 

implemented.
CMgr (with GMs)

6
To ensure compliance with Fusion's new automated clocking in/out 'time and 

attendance' system

April 2017 and 

ongoing
System effectively introduced CMgr (with GMs)

S2

Action Ref. Action Timescale Target / KPI Lead Manager

1

To ensure 100% compliance with all Fusion policies and procedures, 

specifically in respect of recruitment, initial induction and internal 

communication.

April 2017 and 

ongoing.
100% compliance achieved. CMgr (with GMs)

2

Develop and implement action plan to maximise participation in Fusion 

Colleague Engagement Survey 2017 and increase trust index score by 

minimum 5 points

April 2017 - 

May 2018
Minimum of 70% participation achieved. CMgr (with GMs)

4
To reaffirm and clarify calendar of operational HR meetings across the Oxford 

contract and to implement
April 2017

Calendar of meetings confirmed and 

implemented
CMgr (with GMs)

5
Set up Divisional Quarterly awards to take place in April, July, October & 

December

April 2017 - 

March 2018
Calendar of Awards CMgr (with GMs)

S3

Action Ref. Action Timescale Target / KPI Lead Manager

To create a programme of promotion to establish Fusion as an employer of 

choice in Oxford.
CMgr (with GMs)

Plan to include attendance at job fairs and school carers events CMgr (with GMs)

4 To implement the programme of promotion of Fusion as an employer of choice.

April - 

December 

2017

Programme implemented. CMgr (with GMs)

5
Work with new recruitment software Springboard for external and internal 

recruitment

April 2017 and 

ongoing.
Information collected and analysed. CMgr (with GMs)

6 To deliver induction training for staff in respect of equality and diversity.
April 2017 and 

ongoing
Training delivered. CMgr (with GMs)

7 Commit to hosting at least 2 work experience placements/work apprentices.
April 2017 - 

March 2018
Placements/Apprentices hosted CMgr (with GMs)

CMgr Contract Manager

GM General Manager

ME Marketing Executive

DSCDMgr Divisional Sports and Community Development Manager

RGN HR Regional Human Resource Manager

To ensure that the Right People are in the Right Place at the Right Time

To demonstrate a year-on-year improvement in staff satisfaction across each equality strand and overall

To ensure that the Fusion workforce in Oxford is as representative as possible of the local community

3
September 

2017
Programme created.
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MARKETING 

M1

Action Ref. Action Timescale Target / KPI Lead Manager

2
To implement the agreed approach to PR communications in respect of the leisure 

contract and partnership overall

April 2017- 

March 2018
PR approach implemented. ME (with CMgr)

3

To review and update the KPIs relating to the general awareness of the Oxford 

leisure facilities; increasing web hits by 5% on 2016/17 and achieve 6 press 

releases.  

April 2017 Measurable KPIs reviewed. ME (with CMgr)

4

To establish an indicative programme of general PR communications across the 

Oxford contract, with a specific aim of increasing awareness of the facilities. With 

focus and key target areas:  1) participation 2) things to do 3)schools  4) health & 

fitness

April 2017 Programme established.

ME (with CMgr 

,DSCM, GMs & 

CRM's)

5 To implement the programme of general PR communications.
April 2017 - 

March 2018
Programme implemented.

ME (with CMgr 

,DSCM, GMs & 

CRM's)

6
To implement a marketing plan to support the agreed approach to Healthy Choices 

promotions and Healthy Vend machines across the Contract

April 2017 - 

March 2018
Programme implemented.

ME (with CMgr 

,DSCM, GMs & 

CRM's)

7

To implement a programme of marketing to increase the visibility of leisure services 

to groups such as older people who may be less likely to engage with social media 

and on-line marketing channels 

April 2017 Programme implemented.

ME (with CMgr, 

DSCM, GMs & 

CRM's)

8
To implement an agreed programme of joint working with OCC Communications and 

Branding team

June 2017- 

March 2018
Programme implemented. ME (with CMgr)

M2

Action Ref. Action Timescale Target / KPI Lead Manager

2 To implement the agreed centre marketing plans.
April 2017 - 

March 2018
Plan implemented.

ME (with GM's , 

CRM's)

To create a specific action plan to increase deprived usage.

Plan to targeted work in respect of deprived wards, 60+ age group and disabled 

people, work with relevant partners/stakeholders and review of core literature;

4 Develop a communication plan to increase the bonus choice membership by 100% 42826 Plan implemented. ME (with CMgr)

M3

Action Ref. Action Timescale Target / KPI Lead Manager

1
Audit the Customer Journey presentation against the Fusion Integrated Management 

System guidance and develop any appropriate action plan for improvement
April 2017 Audit undertaken and plan developed.

ME (with CMgr & 

GMs)

2 Implement the customer Journey action plan
April 2017 - 

March 2018
Action plan implemented.

ME (with CMgr & 

GMs)

M4

Action Ref. Action Timescale Target / KPI Lead Manager

1
Ensure the website for the Oxford leisure facilities remains current and up-to date, 

website to be fully updated

April  2017- 

March 2018
Website redesigned and live ME (with HoM)

2

To create and implement an action plan in respect of utilising social media to reach 

members and general public. Including Facebook, Twitter, Instagram and YouTube - 

each centre has a social media champion who is trained by the groups wider 

marketing team

April  2017- 

March 2018
Action plan implemented.

ME (with CMgr 

,DSCM, GMs & 

CRM's)

To deliver a proactive and positive approach to PR, such that facility and service successes are communicated and celebrated

To deliver a 5% increase in total membership

ME (with GMs, 

CRM's)

To establish and maintain the highest standards of facility presentation

To establish and maintain the highest standards of web and social media promotion

42826 Plan created.
ME (with GM's , 

CRM's)

1 April 2017 Plan created.Develop membership marketing plans for each centre.

3
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M5

Action Ref. Action Timescale Target / KPI Lead Manager

1

 Work with Sports and Community Development to develop plan to improve  

relationships with schools and youth clubs to promote health and fitness - Work with 

5 identified schools

April  2017- 

March 2018
Plan completed and implemented

ME (with CMgr 

,DSCM, GMs & 

CRM's)

2
To create and implement an action plan in respect of utilising social media to reach 

members and general public. Including Facebook, Twitter and YouTube

April 2017- 

March 2018
Action plan implemented.

ME (with CMgr 

,DSCM, GMs & 

CRM's)

3
To create and implement an action plan in respect of promoting Rewards Cards to 

over 8s

April 2017- 

March 2018
Action plan implemented.

ME (with CMgr 

,DSCM, GMs & 

CRM's)

M6

Action Ref. Action Timescale Target / KPI Lead Manager

1 Design and launch new collateral designs for core literature and sales materials April  2017 New materials launched and on site ME (with HoM)

2
Reduce amount of print wastage by replacing print materials with on-line, electronic, 

social media, apps etc. wherever possible. 

April 2017 - 

March 2018
Waste reduced. ME (with HoM)

M7

Action Ref. Action Timescale Target / KPI Lead Manager

1
To create and implement an action plan in respect of promoting Rewards Cards to all 

users over the age of 8

April 2017 - 

March 2018
Waste reduced.

ME (with CMgr 

,DSCM, GMs & 

CRM's)

Abbreviations:

CMgr Contract Manager

GM General Manager

ME Marketing Executive

DSCDM Divisional Sports and Community Development Manager

HoM Head of Marketing

To increase Reward Card usage and registration

To develop connections and outreach with local school, youth clubs and Under18's

To launch new collateral designs and reduce print wastage
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SPORTS AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT

SCD 

1

Action 

Ref.
Action Timescale Target / KPI Lead Manager

2 To establish a calendar of consultation/liaison with all specified stakeholders. April - May 2017 Calendar established. DSCDMgr

3
To agree a calendar of meeting dates with key representatives of OCC Sports 

Development team to initiate joint working .
April 2017 Dates arranged DSCDMgr

4
To agree joint sport and community development objectives and action plan with OCC 

Sports Development team  for 2017/18.
April - May 2017 Objectives/action plan agreed. DSCDMgr

5 To implement joint Sport and Community Development action plans
June 2017 - 

March 2018
Plan delivered DSCDMgr

6
To review work plan for the delivery of the Sport England funded 'Active Women' project 

and agree changes. 
April 2017 Plan agreed DSCDMgr

7
Evaluate 'Active Women' sessions and look to increase sustainability with joint partner 

sessions
Quarterly Evaluation complete DSCDMgr

SCD 

2

Action 

Ref.
Action Timescale Target / KPI Lead Manager

2 To establish a calendar of regular consultation/liaison with all registered clubs. April 17 Calendar established.
DSCDMgr 

(with GMs)

4 To maintain a continuous improvement plan in relation to sports club development. Ongoing Programme implemented.
DSCDMgr 

(with GMs)

5
To maintain links with other key sports clubs within Oxford and to establish a list for 

consultation/liaison.
July 2017 Links maintained/created DSCDMgr  

6 To establish a process of consultation/liaison with other key sports clubs.
July - September 

2017
Programme established. DSCDMgr  

7 To implement process of consultation/liaison with other key sports clubs.
October 2017 - 

March 2018
Programme implemented. DSCDMgr  

7
To work in partnership with City of Oxford Swimming Club and develop opportunities to 

work together to develop swimming pathways 
Ongoing plan established DSCDMgr  

8
To work in partnership with Oxford United and local football clubs to maximise the use of 

the Pavilion and new 3G football facilities 

April 17 to June 

17

Links maintained/created and 

programme implemented
DSCDMgr  

List specified.

To review and maintain  an up to date register of all sports clubs,  and  community 

groups and relevant organisations currently using the leisure facilities.
Register up-to-date

DSCDMgr 

(with GMs)

3 Ongoing Programme established.
DSCDMgr 

(with GMs)

To establish a programme of ongoing support for registered clubs, based on the outputs 

of consultation/liaison.

To develop and maintain positive and proactive relationships with local sports clubs

1 Ongoing

To maintain positive and proactive partnerships with key local stakeholders and welcome new stakeholder opportunities

1
To review and update the list of key local stakeholder organisations and contacts within 

Oxford.
April 2017 DSCDMgr
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SCD 

3

Action 

Ref.
Action Timescale Target / KPI Lead Manager

2 Implement the Pool Programme April 17 onwards Plan implemented.
DSCDMgr 

(with GMs)

April 17
Reviews undertaken and revised 

programmes implemented

DSCDMgr 

(with GMs & 

ME)

August 17
Reviews undertaken and revised 

programmes implemented

DSCDMgr 

(with GMs & 

ME)

December 17
Reviews undertaken and revised 

programmes implemented

DSCDMgr 

(with GMs & 

ME)

4
To formally review opening hours at all leisure facilities and prepare proposals for 

change.
April 2017

Review undertaken and any 

proposals prepared.

DSCDMgr 

(with GMs)

5
To formally review bank holiday opening hours at all leisure facilities and prepare 

proposals for OCC agreement
April 2017 Opening hours agreed

DBM (with 

GMs)

6 To implement agreed proposals for change to opening hours. May 2017 Agreed proposals implemented.
DSCDMgr 

(with GMs)
 

SCD 

4
Action 

Ref.
Action Timescale Target / KPI Lead Manager

1
To update and maintain the database of potential external funding sources, at national, 

regional and local levels.
June 2017 Database updated. DSCDMgr

3 To implement relevant action plans.
July 2017 - March 

2018
Action plans implemented. DSCDMgr

4
To communicate to GMs the funding opportunities and the utilisation of any funding 

obtained.
September 2017 Communications delivered. DSCDMgr

SCD 

5
Action 

Ref.
Action Timescale Target / KPI Lead Manager

1
To ensure that all facilities provide an up-to-date "Sports and Community Development" 

notice board.
Ongoing Notice board provided. DSCDMgr

3 Create and deliver a programme for National Obesity week 42736 Plan created DSCDMgr

4 To ensure we are a partner in the Older peoples week 43009 Plan created DSCDMgr

5
To support GO Active Get Healthy project, work together on programmes to get people 

active 
Ongoing Plan created DSCDMgr

7
Working with key partners review/develop a plan to improve participation for social care 

users in leisure facilities
April 2017 Plan Created DSCDMgr

8
 Monitor & evaluate and review the GP Exercise Referral Programme, recommending 

changes to partners at County referral meetings 
Ongoing

Evaluations and reviews 

undertaken with meetings 

attended

DSCDMgr

9 To attend health sub group meetings where beneficial Ongoing Attend Meetings DSCDMgr

To proactively explore opportunities for external funding

To ensure that all facility programmes are exciting, innovative and attractive to users and potential users

Review and revise the Swimming Pool Programmes April 17 Strategy and Plan Produced DSCDMgr

Create and deliver a programme of activities utilising funding opportunities available 

Partners identified.
DSCDMgr 

(with GMs)

6 Sept 2017

To identify specific opportunities and to develop relevant action plans.

To positively promote the benefits of healthy living and active lifestyles

2 April - June 2017

3
To review centre programmes at all facilities 3 time a year and identify opportunities for 

any further sessions in each case

Programme created DSCDMgr

To review stakeholder partners for  potential new partnerships who can support the 

promotion of healthy living.

2 May - July 2017
Opportunities identified and action 

plans developed.
DSCDMgr

1
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Ongoing Plan created DSCDMgr

April 2017 -March 

2018

Visits made and sign-ups 

increased
DSCDMgr

11 To continue to support Cardiac phase 3 rehab and Pulmonary rehab at Leys Pools Ongoing Work in partnership 
DSCDMgr & 

GM's

12
To support Healthy Vending roll-out across the Oxford Contract in partnership with the 

Public Health Team
Ongoing Work in partnership 

DSCDMgr & 

GM's

13
Develop new initiatives with key partners (i.e. Public Health, Clinical Practitioners and 

the Barton Healthy New Town group).

April 2017 -March 

2018
Work in partnership 

DSCDMgr & 

GM's

14 Further demonstrate impact, outcome and social value of delivery
April 2017 -March 

2018

A minimum of one case study 

produced and communicated 

each month

DSCDMgr & 

GM's

SCD 

6

Action 

Ref.
Action Timescale Target / KPI Lead Manager

1
To establish a calendar of regular consultation/liaison with all registered schools and 

education groups.
April 17 Calendar established.

DSCDMgr 

(with GMs)

2
To develop and target at least 4 activities within schools.  Supporting the City Top 

Sports
42826 Activity Programme established.

DSCDMgr 

(with GMs)

3
To deliver at least 6 events at educational establishments; Schools, colleges, 

universities, language schools, etc.

April 17 - March 

18
Events delivered

DSCDMgr 

(with GMs)

4
To maintain a continuous improvement plan in relation to schools and colleges 

development.
Ongoing Programme implemented.

DSCDMgr 

(with GMs)

5 Attend the 'Schools Liaison Group' meetings On-going Meeting attended DSCDMgr  

6
Be an active stakeholder in the planning and delivery of the Oxford Youth Games and 

the Oxford disabled Games. 

April 17 - March 

18

Games planned and delivered 

with Fusion contribution
DSCDMgr  

7 To lead and offer Schools Swimming Service
April 17 - March 

18

Liaison established and 

maintained
DSCDMgr  

8
Establish a program of 'Work Experience' aimed at  16 - 21 year old pupils from schools 

and colleges
Ongoing Programme implemented DSCDMgr  

9
To offer local schools the opportunities to get them down to the ice rink and experience 

the rink  

October 17 - 

February 18

At least 500 pupils attending Free 

Day
DSCDMgr  

10 To develop a school event calendar to celebrate sporting events for the centres 
April 2017 - June 

17
DSCDMgr  

Abbreviations:

CMgr Contract Manager

GM General Manager

ME Marketing Executive
DSCD

Mgr
Divisional Sports and Community Development Manager

To actively develop links with GP surgeries to increase Exercise on Referral numbers  10

Develop & maintain relationships with schools and educational groups
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FACILITY DEVELOPMENTS

FD1

Action Ref. Action Timescale Target / KPI Lead Manager

1

To develop business cases for potential facility developments to be 

incorporated into 2017/18 business planning / annual service planning 

processes.

April - June 

2017
Business cases developed. CMgr

2
To continue to explore opportunities for crèche facilities at Ferry Leisure 

Centre

April - June 

2018
Feasibility study produced and presented CMgr

3 To work as Oxford City Councils Preferred supplier of Leisure Provision
April 2017- 

March 2018
Partnership & Contractual opportunities CMgr

CMgr Contract Manager

GM General Manager

ME Marketing Executive

DSCDMgr Divisional Sports and Community Development Manager

To develop a programme of facility development proposals in the leisure facilities, and where these are agreed deliver such 

developments

Abbreviations:
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PARTNERSHIP DEVELOPMENT

PD1
Action 

Ref.
Action Timescale Target / KPI

Lead 

Manager

2 To ensure 100% compliance with agreed client-contractor meeting arrangements
April 2017 and 

ongoing
100% compliance.

3
To ensure 100% compliance with Fusion policies and procedures in respect of client liaison, 

including client forums

April 2017 and 

ongoing
100% compliance.

4 To fully agree the format, content and timing of all reporting arrangements for 2017/18 April 2017 All details agreed. CMgr

5 To ensure 100% compliance with agreed reporting arrangements.
April 2017 and 

ongoing
100% compliance. CMgr

6 To contribute positively and proactively to the Partnership Board meeting.
April 2017 and 

onwards
Partnership Board meeting held with demonstrable contribution. CMgr

7 To submit and present the draft Annual Service Plan to the Leisure Partnership Board. December 2017 Draft Annual Service Plan submitted. CMgr

8 To agree a final Annual Service Plan for 2017/18 and prepare for implementation.
January - March 

2017

Final Annual Service Plan agreed by the Leisure Partnership 

Board and implementation preparation underway.
CMgr

PD2
Action 

Ref.
Action Timescale Target / KPI

Lead 

Manager

1 To liaise with the Council to agree a specific list of potential opportunities April 2017 onwards List identified and course of action agreed. CMgr

2 To implement any agreed course of action in respect of additional opportunities.
April -2017 

onwards
Course of action implemented. CMgr

3 To continually propose added value and increased facility provision if necessary 2017/18 Business case developed/amended. CMgr

PD3
Action 

Ref.
Action Timescale Target / KPI

Lead 

Manager
To review formal processes for the development of relationships/communications/liaison 

between representatives of Fusion and the Council

To review monthly report template

CMgr Contract Manager

GM General Manager

ME Marketing Executive
DSCD

Mgr
Divisional Sports and Community Development Manager

Abbreviations:

1 April - June 2017 Processes reviewed. CMgr

To optimise the development of the partnership between Fusion and Oxford City Council

1

CMgr

To ensure 100% compliance with all agreed meeting, reporting and performance monitoring requirements

To explore opportunities for the Council and Fusion to extend their relationship in respect of other facilities in Oxford

April 2017 All details agreed. CMgr
To fully agree the dates, agendas and required attendees for all client-contractor meetings in 

2017/18
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RISK ANALYSIS 

INTRODUCTION:

RISK ANALYSIS:

POTENTIAL RISK POTENTIAL IMPACT SEVERITY LIKELIHOOD WEIGHTING MITIGATING ACTIONS
RESIDUAL 

SEVERITY

RESIDUAL 

LIKELIHOOD

RESIDUAL 

WEIGHTING

 

Board member with specific responsibility for H&S

Specialist H&S Manager in post

Comprehensive H&S management policies and 

procedures in place

Regular monitoring and ongoing reporting of relevant 

H&S KPIs

Comprehensive H&S training undertaken

System of internal audit

External accreditation with associated audits and 

inspections

Full-year cash flow projections included in financial 

plans with prudent assumptions

Major sensitivities identified with mitigating actions

Formal monthly monitoring of income and expenditure

Weekly monitoring of all income streams and staffing 

costs

Daily monitoring of cash balances and key income 

streams

Cash flow sensitivity

Inability to meet 

commitments, lack of 

liquidity to cover variance, 

impact on operational 

activities

4

As part of strategic business planning at a corporate and divisional level, potential risks to Fusion's business are identified and assessed.  Their impact and likelihood is 

analysed and informs operational, resource and financial planning.  At Fusion's corporate level, these plans are kept under review and monitored on a monthly basis by Board 

committees and by the Executive Management Team.  The plans are also reviewed formerly at each quarterly Board meeting.  Specific high-risk areas (e.g. health and safety 

and financial management) are also subject to specialist management, internal compliance monitoring and external audit on a regular basis.

At a divisional level, the Contract Manager is responsible for creating and maintaining a division-specific risk analysis and for working in conjunction with colleagues to 

continually monitor the implementation and effectiveness of mitigating actions identified within the risk analysis.

3

The risk analysis set out below represents an amalgam of relevant organisational risks as identified within Fusion's corporate risk analysis and specific risks as identified directly 

in respect of Fusion's delivery of services within Oxford.

Operational health and safety 12

Staff or customer injury, 

product or service liability, 

reduced ability to operate

4 1 48

44 2 8

2
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Reserves policy established and reserves in place to 

ensure some downturn can be accommodated 

pending corrective action

Continual monitoring of market trends

Robust operational and quality management systems 

established

Comprehensive customer feedback systems 

established to gather and analyse customer opinions

Comprehensive ongoing monitoring of performance in 

respect of key service criteria

Establishment of detailed annual service plans setting 

out strategic objectives and required actions

Robust operational and quality management systems 

established

Comprehensive customer feedback systems 

established to gather and analyse customer opinions

Comprehensive ongoing monitoring of performance in 

respect of key service criteria

Regular review of relevant competition on a local, 

regional and national basis

Expert support from key advisors, including legal, HR, 

H&S etc.

Robust operational and quality management systems 

established

Ongoing external and internal audit and inspection 

regimes

Specialist ICT Manager in post, with expert off-site 

third party organisations providing support

Corporate ICT recovery plan established as part of 

business continuity plan

All data backed up daily

Corporate ICT systems housed in a secure 

environment

Reduced use of facilities, 

loss of income, reduced 

development potential

4

Failure of ICT systems

Non-compliance with relevant 

legislation and regulations

Fines, contractual 

penalties, default, censure
1

Loss of data, loss of 

income, interruption of 

business, contractual 

default, client and 

customer dissatisfaction

4

Cash flow sensitivity

Inability to meet 

commitments, lack of 

liquidity to cover variance, 

impact on operational 

activities

Poor service provision

4

4 2

9

2 8

Increased competition

Client and customer 

dissatisfaction, loss of 

income, financial penalties, 

reputational damage, loss 

of future opportunity

8

3

4

3

4 1 482

4 1 4

3 3 9

4 1 4

4 2 8
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Corporate business continuity plan in place and 

regularly reviewed

Division-specific business continuity plan to be 

developed

All data backed up daily

Corporate ICT systems housed in a secure 

environment

Fire and related risk assessments in place on a site-by-

site basis and regularly reviewed

Emergency Action Plans in place on a site-by-site 

basis and regularly reviewed

Financial control procedures established and audited 

regularly

Scheme of delegation established with separation of 

duties, authorisation limits and regular board reporting

Insurable risks covered where possible

5-year strategic plan in place with 5-year objectives 

and targets reviewed and set on an annual basis

Annual business plan in place setting out key aims, 

objectives and policies with defined financial plans and 

budgets

Annual service plans established on a divisional basis, 

setting our objectives, targets and planned actions

Comprehensive monitoring of financial and operational 

performance

Clear client liaison policies and procedures in place to 

ensure that forward strategy continues to be shaped 

by the objectives and requirements of client partners

Financial loss, reputational 

damage, client and 

customer dissatisfaction

3 2

Financial loss, reputational 

damage, regulatory action, 

client dissatisfaction

3

6

6

2

2Fraud or financial error

Lack of direction, strategy and 

forward planning

84
Damage to buildings or equipment 

through fire, flood or similar

Loss of data, loss of 

income, interruption of 

business, contractual 

default, client and 

customer dissatisfaction

3 2 6

3 2 6

3 2 6
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Established and properly resourced Executive 

Management Team, Senior Management Team and 

Divisional teams.

Clear policies and procedures in respect of internal 

communication, knowledge management and quality 

management systems

Proactive recruitment policies in order to identify and 

appoint relevant staff.

Comprehensive training, appraisal and personal 

development policies and procedures to ensure 

appropriate progression of staff.

Comprehensive succession planning across the 

business

Establishment of appropriate notice periods to ensure 

that sufficient time is available for recruitment and 

replacement

Appropriately resourced central HR team, supported 

by relevant specialist advisors

Comprehensive recruitment and staff management 

procedures

Comprehensive training programmes for all line 

managers, with published training and development 

plan

Staff Partnership and Consultative committee 

established together with regular dialogue with staff 

representatives

Formal recognition of key unions and regular dialogue 

with relevant representatives

Loss of key staff

Negative impact on 

operational and financial 

performance, loss of 

divisional and corporate 

knowledge, damage to 

relationships with client 

partners

2 4

6

8

Employment disputes

Staff dissatisfaction, loss of 

income, disruption of 

business, client and 

customer dissatisfaction, 

reputational damage

3 2 3 2 6

2 3 6
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Clear and comprehensive client liaison procedures 

including establishment of agreed meeting and 

reporting schedules

Establishment of Partnership Board to provide 

guidance and support in relationship

Establishment of an agreed Annual Service Plan, with 

shared objectives, agreed actions and timescales

Regular performance monitoring, including service 

standards and compliance with the annual service 

plan.

Multi-faceted relationship between Fusion and Oxford 

City Council

Professional project team and Project Manager 

employed to oversee delivery of works

Establishment of Project Board to meet regularly to 

assess progress against agreed timescales and to 

address issues arising

Development of risk logs in respect of each proposed 

development in order to pre-empt and mitigate 

potential risks

Comprehensive programme of consultation with 

customers and key stakeholders

Appropriately resourced central FM team, supported 

by relevant specialist advisors

Relevant and dedicated divisional resource

Employment of specialist FM contractor to provide 

support in delivery of PPM and reactive maintenance

Establishment of an agreed programme of backlog 

and lifecycle (substantive) works

Regular monitoring and inspection of facility condition 

and maintenance processes

2 6Deterioration of facilities

Client and customer 

dissatisfaction, loss of 

income, financial penalties, 

reputational damage, loss 

of future opportunity, 

unplanned facility closure

3

Delays in delivery of major facility 

redevelopments

Client and customer 

dissatisfaction, loss of 

income, financial penalties, 

reputational damage, loss 

of future opportunity

3 3 9

Poor relationship with Oxford City 

Council

Client dissatisfaction, 

contractual dispute, 

negative impact on staff 

and customer service

3 3 9

3 2 6

3 2 9

3 3 9
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Key:

Severity of impact:

Likelihood of occurrence:

3 is "medium "likelihood:  i.e. it is possible that the threat will 

occur in the next year;

1 is "low "likelihood:  i.e. it is highly unlikely that the threat will 

occur in the next year;

is the measure of magnitude of harm or loss that Fusion and/or 

Fusion's partner may suffer, ranging from 1 to 5, where:

5 is "high" impact:  i.e. will cause shutdown of the business 

leading to significant loss of money and surplus which is 

capable of bankrupting the business;

3 is "medium" impact:  i.e. will cause interruption of a critical part 

of the business that results in significant but containable loss;

1 is "low" impact:  i.e. will cause interruption that leads to no 

material loss.

is the possibility that the threat event will occur, ranging from 1 

to 5, where:

5 is "high "likelihood:  i.e. it is likely that the threat will occur in 

the next year;
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LINKS WITH OBJECTIVES

 

 

 
PB1

continued engagement with reducing CO2 Emissions   -  delivery of 

5%year-on-year reduction in carbon emissions
FM2, FM5

 

PB2

continued engagement with and participation by the Council's target 

groups, as follows: increases in participation by users resident in the most 

deprived wards in Oxford, BME groups, disabilities, junior free swim 

scheme, under 16s participation; women participation. We aim to exceed 

and increase participation by at least 5% across all groups and total 

participation but with targets being as high as 15% in certain target groups 

such as older people

F2, P1, P2, P3, P4, P5, P6, P7, P8, P9, M1, M2, M4, SCD 1, SCD 2, SCD 

3, SCD 6

 
PB3

maintain a proactive and positive approach to PR, such that facility and 

service successes are communicated and celebrated
FD 1, M1, M3, M$

 PB4 improving access to the facilities (e.g. car parking) M1

 
PB5

to explore opportunities for the Council and Fusion to extend their 

relationship in respect of other facilities in Oxford 
FD 4, PD 2, PD 3,

 

PB6

to improve the health and well-being of local communities by engaging 

people in physical activity and healthy eating choices (e.g. healthy vending 

machines)

P1-9, M1, M3, M5, FD 4, PD 2, PD 3, PD 4, PD 5

PB7
to improve the offering of the 11-15 year old programming including term 

time and school holiday's
M1, M5, M7, P1, P3

OCC1 Vibrant Sustainable Economy
F1, F2, F3, P1, P2, P3, P4, P5, P6, P7, P8, P9, CR 1, CR 3, FM 6, M2, 

M3, M5, SCD 1, SCD 3, SCD4, SCD 6, FD 1, 

OCC2 Meeting Housing Need

OCC3 Strong Active Communities P1, P2, P3,P4, P5, P6, P7, P8, P9.

OCC4 A Clean and Green Oxford FM 2, FM3

OCC5 Efficient Effective Council
F1, F2, F3 CR 1, CR 2, CR 3, FM6, S1, S2, M5, SCD1, SCD2, SCD5, 

PD1, PD3, 

Fus 1 to deliver a 8% year-on-year increase in turnover P1-9, F1, F2, S1, M1, M2, M3

Fus 2 to deliver a 10% increase in Margin P1-9, CR1-5, FM1-6, S1-3, M1-7, SCD1-6, F1, F2, 
Fus 3 to deliver a 4% increase in like for like revenue P1-9, CR1-5, FM1-6, S1-3, M1-7, SCD1-6, F1, F2, 

Fus 4
to ensure 98% "good"/"excellent" for overall customer satisfaction and 

100% "good"/ "excellent" for staff
P1-9, CR1-5, FM1-6, S1-3, M1-7, SCD1-6, F1, F2, 

Fus 5 to deliver Quest accreditation rating of "Excellent" FM 6

Fus 6 To achieve turnover of 86 million pounds

RELEVANT STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES

F1 Each Centre financial self sustainable PB 1-4, OCC 1, OCC 3-5, Fus 1-5,

F2
To ensure that pricing structures and levels across the leisure facilities are 

appropriate
PB 1-7, Fus 1, OCC3, Fus3

P1
To deliver a 5% year-on-year increase in participation by users resident in 

the most deprived wards in the City
PB 2-4, OCC 1, OCC 3-5, Fus 1-5,

P2
To deliver a 15% year-on-year increase in participation by users aged 

over 50
PB 2-4, OCC 1, OCC 3-5, Fus 1-5,

P3
To deliver a 5% year-on-year increase in participation by users aged 

under 16
PB 2-4, OCC 1, OCC 3-5, Fus 1-5,

RELEVANT SERVICE PLAN AIMS

Oxford City Council Corporate Objectives

Fusion Corporate Objectives

SERVICE PLAN AIMS

STRATEGIC OBJECTIVES

Partnership Board Objectives
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P4
To deliver a 15% year-on-year increase in participation by users from 

BME groups
PB 2-4, OCC 1, OCC 3-5, Fus 1-5,

P5 To deliver a 15% year-on-year increase in participation by disabled users PB 2-4, OCC 1, OCC 3-5, Fus 1-5,

P6
To deliver a 5% year-on-year increase in participation on the junior 

swimming 
PB 2-4, OCC 1, OCC 3-5, Fus 1-5,

P7
To deliver a 15% year-on-year increase in participation on the 60+ 

swimming scheme
PB 2-4, OCC 1, OCC 3-5, Fus 1-5,

P8
To deliver a 5% year-on-year increase in participation in women and girls 

activities
PB 2-4, OCC 1, OCC 3-5, Fus 1-5,

P9 To deliver a 5% increase in overall participation PB 2-4, OCC 1, OCC 3-5, Fus 1-5,

CR 1 To maintain levels of satisfaction at 95% GSE PB1, PB 2-4, OCC 1, OCC 3-5, Fus 1-5,

CR 2 Customer Service KPI improvement year on year in each Centre PB1, PB 2-4, OCC 1, OCC 3-5, Fus 1-5,

CR 3
Response time for customer feedback - responded within 48 hours and 

closed within 7 days
PB1, PB 2-4, OCC 1, OCC 3-5, Fus 1-5,

CR 4
To ensure user representation on the Board and quarterly User group 

meetings take place and are well attended
PB2-4,6, OCC3, Fus4

CR 5 To deliver a reduction of at least 6% attrition levels for membership PB 2-4, OCC 1, OCC 3-5, Fus 1-5,

HS 1 To ensure 100% compliance with Fusion H&S policies and procedures OCC5

FM 1
To achieve average Fusion 360 inspection scores of at least 95% across 

all facilities
OCC5

FM 2

To engage fully with the Council's priority "To tackle climate change and 

promote sustainable environmental resource management" and to 

contribute to the Council's delivery of a 5% reduction in carbon emissions 

year-on-year.

PB1, OCC4, OCC5

FM 3
To achieve a 50/50 split (50% landfill 50% recycling) of all refuge 

collection from our centres
PB 1, OCC 4

FM 4 To ensure that high standards of cleaning are achieved at all times PB2, PB6, OCC3, OCC4

FM 5
To ensure that high standards of repair and maintenance are achieved at 

all times
PB 1, PB 2, PB5, OCC 2

FM 6
To maintain Quest accreditation at a minimum 'Excellent' at Ferry L. Good 

at  Leys L.C, Hinksey Outdoor Pool, Ice Rink and Barton L. C.
PB 1, OCC 1,3,4, Fus5

S1 To ensure that the Right People are in the Right Place at the Right Time Fus4, OCC5

S2
To demonstrate a year-on-year improvement in staff satisfaction across 

each equality strand and overall
Fus4, OCC5

S3
To ensure that the Fusion workforce in Oxford is as representative as 

possible of the local community
Fus4, OCC5

M1
To deliver a proactive and positive approach to PR, such that facility and 

service successes are communicated and celebrated
PB 3, PB 5

M2 To deliver a 5% increase in total membership PB1, PB 2-4, OCC 1, OCC 3-5, Fus 1-5,

M3 To establish highest standards of facility presentation PB1, PB 2-6, OCC 1, OCC 3-5, Fus 1-5,

M4
To establish and maintain the highest standards of web and social media 

promotion
PB 1-7, 

M5 To develop connections and outreach with local schools PB7

M6 To launch new collateral designs and reduce print wastage Fus 2, Fus 6, OCC5, OCC4, PB3

M7 To increase Reward Card usage and registration PB2, PB3, PB6, PB7, OCC3, Fus1,2,3
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SCD 1 To develop positive and proactive partnerships with key local stakeholders PB2, PB3, PB6, PB7, OCC3, Fus1,2,4

SCD 2 To develop positive and proactive relationships with local sports clubs PB2, PB3, PB6, PB7, OCC3, Fus1,2,5

SCD 3
To ensure that all facility programmes are exciting, innovative and 

attractive to users and potential users
PB2, PB3, PB6, PB7, OCC3, Fus1,2,6

SCD 4 To proactively explore opportunities for external funding PB2, PB3, PB4, PB6, PB7, OCC£, OCC4, OCC%, Fus1-3,5,6

SCD 5 To positively promote the benefits of healthy living and active lifestyles PB2-4,6,7, OCC3, Fus1-6

SCD 6 Develop & maintain relationships with schools and educational groups PB2-4,6,7, OCC3, Fus1-7

FD 1
To develop a programme of other facility development proposals in the 

leisure facilities
PB2-4,6,7, OCC3, Fus1-8

PD 1
To ensure 100% compliance with all agreed meeting, reporting and 

performance monitoring requirements
OCC5

PD 2
To explore opportunities for the Council and Fusion to extend their 

relationship in respect of other facilities in Oxford
PB5

PD 3
To optimise the development of the partnership between Fusion and 

Oxford City Council
PB5
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Title Risk description
Opp/ 

threat
Cause Consequence I P I P I P Control description Due date Status Progress %

Action 

Owner

Satisfaction Dissatisfaction with delivery 

of leisure provision

Threat Lack of intrinsic linkage within 

the Plan to enable delivery of 

the Council’s Corporate Plan; 

Poor development of 

objectives and targets in 

respect of achieving the 

council’s aspirations and 

vision

Stakeholder 

dissatisfaction, loss of 

income, reputation 

damage, loss of future 

opportunity.

13 Mar 17 Head of 

Service

2 2 2 2 1 1 None Establishment of a detailed Annual 

Service Plan that sets out the strategic 

objectives and required actions; with a 

comprehensive on-going monitoring of 

performance in respect of key service 

criteria.

On-going 

governance

Open 75% Leisure & 

Performance 

Manager

Corporate 

Priorities

The 2017/ 2018 Annual 

Service Plan strategic aims 

do not reflect corporate 

priorities

Threat Lack of assimilation with the 

Councils Corporate Plan

Value for money not 

achieved; failure to 

provide the aspiration of 

a World-Class leisure 

service.

13 Mar 17 Head of 

Service

3 3 3 3 2 1 None Strategic direction from the Leisure 

Partnership Board and Active 

Communities Performance Board;

Effective engagement with 

representatives of the Leisure 

Partnership Board and other internal 

and external officers; 

Robust development process for the 

delivery of the 2016/ 2017 Fusion 

Lifestyle Annual Service Plan.

On-going 

governance

Open 75% Leisure & 

Performance 

Manager

Savings Failure to achieve the 

commitment to accessible 

savings

Threat Lack of financial 

consideration and planning 

within the delivery strands of 

the 2017/ 2018 Annual 

Service Plan.

Value for money not 

achieved.

13 Mar 17 Head of 

Service

3 3 3 3 3 1 None Robust performance and financial 

monitoring procedures to detect 

variations and put in mitigating actions.

On-going 

governance

Open 75% Leisure & 

Performance 

Manager

Appendix Two: Fusion Lifestyle 2017/ 2018 Annual Service Plan for the management of the Council’s leisure facilities.

Risk Implications

Date Raised Owner Gross Current Residual Commen

ts

Controls
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Business 

Continuity

Business Continuity 

Planning

Threat Failure to maintain an up to 

date Business Continuity 

Plan.

Leisure facilities unable 

to operate for a period 

of time.

13 Mar 17 Fusion 

Lifestyle

3 2 2 2 2 2 None Regular review of current Business 

Continuity Plans and annual testing of 

plan.

On-going 

governance

Open 75% Leisure & 

Performance 

Manager

Reputation Reputational Risk Threat Failure to manage 

repercussions following a 

serious event at a facility

Loss of Council 

reputation 

13 Mar 17 Fusion 

Lifestyle

2 3 1 2 1 2 None Emergency Plan for control of media 

exposure.

Health & Safety monitoring and 

reporting regime in place and externally 

audited.

On-going 

governance

Open 75% Leisure & 

Performance 

Manager
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Appendix Three:  

Fusion Lifestyle 2017/2018 Annual Service Plan for the management of the Council’s leisure facilities.

Initial Equalities Impact Assessment

Service Area:

Community Services

Section:  

Active Communities

Key person responsible for the assessment: 

Leisure and Performance Manager

Date of Assessment: 

13 March 2017

Is this assessment in the Corporate Equality 
Impact assessment Timetable for 2013-2015? Yes No

Name of the Policy to be assessed:

 Leisure and Wellbeing Strategy 2015 to 
2020

 Fusion Lifestyle’s 2017/ 2018 Annual 
Service Plan for the management of the 
Council’s leisure facilities. 

Is this a new or existing policy Existing
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1. Briefly describe the 
aims, objectives and 
purpose of the policy

The overriding objectives of the leisure management contract are: 

 To develop world-class leisure facilities and to improve the value for money they offer;

 To reduce the overall subsidy for leisure services, prior to 2009 the subsidy per user was one of the 
most expensive in the country;

 Alongside the benefits of a successful contract such as increased participation, an upward cycle of 
continued improvement, and an improved public realm, there is also a surplus share arrangement that 
encourages the Council to support Fusion Lifestyle to exceed their contractual financial targets and 
provide further leisure investment.

The quality and service standards are high and facilities will be accessible with diverse and with inclusive 
programmes. 

 Charging at market rate for those that can afford and running a highly cost effective service so that a 
surplus is created to fund a progressive concessions programme.

 Central part of the Corporate Plan for 2017-2021

The vision for delivery of leisure facility provision is to:

 Continuously improve the service for all users
 Reduce the subsidy per user
 Have greater energy efficiency from the leisure facilities
 Provide modern world-class leisure facilities to enhance the quality of life for everyone.
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2. Are there any 
associated objectives 
of the policy, please 
explain

The Leisure Facility Review (May 2009) detailed the Councils strategic approach to developing a city wide 
leisure offer that includes all facilities irrespective of ownership across the city. The review detailed a 
sustainable way forward for our leisure facilities.

The Leisure & Wellbeing Strategy 2015 to 2020 is the services overarching strategy; the delivery of the 
strategy is supported by the Green Space Strategy, the Playing Pitches Strategy and the Youth Ambition 
Strategy. The strategy has three priorities:

Objective 1 – A world class leisure offer  
The leisure offer is anywhere sport and physical activity can take place. Alongside traditional facilities 
such as leisure centres it includes parks, community centres, waterways, children’s centres, business 
premises and community buildings such as churches and village halls. 

Objective 2 – Our focus sports
This strategy continues to designate focus sports. The Sport Team will remain focused on creating 
innovative and inclusive sporting pathways that drive up participation through a joined up leisure offer.

Objective 3 – Partnership working 
Much of the progress in recent years has been achieved through effective partnership working and 
taking a place leadership approach to increasing physical activity levels. The Council’s Sport and 
Leisure team have an excellent reputation; this has helped bring in external funding and resulted in far 
greater outcomes being achieved and this approach needs to be built on.

3. Who is intended to 
benefit from the 
policy and in what 
way

 Users of  all leisure facilities in Oxford;
 Local tax payers;
 Target Groups: Those under the age of 17 and over the age of 50 years; Black, Minority and Ethnic 

groups; those with disability; Women and girls; Those resident in the most deprived areas of the City; 
those on a low income (and their dependants).

 City communities.
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4. What outcomes are wanted from this policy?

The policy is intrinsically linked to enabling the delivery of the Council’s Corporate Plan, and has been developed to clearly set the 
objectives and targets in respect of achieving the council’s aspirations and vision for delivering modern world-class leisure services.

The vision for delivery of leisure facility provision is to:

 Continuously improve the service for all users
 Reduce the subsidy per user
 Provide greater energy efficiency from the leisure facilities
 Offer modern world-class leisure facilities to enhance the quality of life for everyone.
 Targeted improvements in use by under-represented groups, women, older people, BME.

5. What factors/forces 
could contribute/
detract from the 
outcomes?

 The general economic climate.
 Competition from the wider leisure industry.

    

6. Who are the main 
stakeholders in 
relation to the policy

- Oxford City 
Council;
- Councillors;
- Fusion 
Lifestyle;
- Facility users;
- Residents;
- Partners
- Communities

7. Who implements the policy 
and who is responsible for the 
policy?

Community Services – Active Communities; Head of 
Service; Executive Director Community Services

8. Are there concerns 
that the policy could 
have a differential 
impact on racial 
groups?

Y No
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What existing 
evidence (either 
presumed or 
otherwise) do you 
have for this?

A wide offer of inclusive membership options and concessionary prices are available supporting affordability 
and participation opportunity.

Fusion Lifestyle shares the Council’s commitment to equality and diversity ensuring that services are reflective 
and responsive to local need. Their core charitable objectives focus on the provision of recreational and 
sporting services in the interests of social welfare; special facilities for target groups; and promoting community 
participation. 

Key elements of Fusions sports and community development plan are:

 Research; Consultation; Programming; Pricing; Promotion; Partnerships.

There is no pricing differentiation due to racial group.
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9. Are there 
concerns that 
the policy could 
have a 
differential 
impact due to 
gender?

Y No

What existing 
evidence (either 
presumed or 
otherwise) do 
you have for 
this?

A wide offer of inclusive membership options and concessionary prices are available supporting affordability and 
participation opportunity.

Fusion Lifestyle shares the Council’s commitment to equality and diversity ensuring that services are reflective and 
responsive to local need. Their core charitable objectives focus on the provision of recreational and sporting 
services in the interests of social welfare; special facilities for target groups; and promoting community participation. 

Key elements of Fusions sports and community development plan are:

 Research; Consultation; Programming; Pricing; Promotion; Partnerships.

There is no pricing differentiation due to gender. 

Active Women is a project being driven by Sport England to get more women from disadvantaged communities, and 
more women caring for children, playing sport. The sessions are specifically designed for local women and aim to 
make it as easy as possible to participate and provision includes tennis, jogging, football, netball, badminton, 
trampolining, basketball and swimming.
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10. Are there 
concerns that 
the policy could 
have a 
differential 
impact due 
disability?

Y No

What existing 
evidence (either 
presumed or 
otherwise) do 
you have for 
this?

A wide offer of inclusive membership options and concessionary prices are available supporting affordability and 
participation opportunity.

Fusion Lifestyle shares the Council’s commitment to equality and diversity ensuring that services are reflective and 
responsive to local need. Their core charitable objectives focus on the provision of recreational and sporting services 
in the interests of social welfare; special facilities for target groups; and promoting community participation. 

Key elements of Fusions sports and community development plan are:

 Research; Consultation; Programming; Pricing; Promotion; Partnerships.

Those entitled to disability benefits, and their dependants are entitled to excellent discounts through the Bonus 
concessionary membership scheme.

Fusion Lifestyle has an active partnership with disability swimming group ‘Oxford Swans’ who hold sessions at Ferry 
Leisure Centre and Leys Pools and Ferry Leisure Centre.

Facilities comply with DDA legislation and development schemes progressed in partnership with Fusion Lifestyle 
give full consideration to needs of this target group.
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11. Are there 
concerns that 
the policy could 
have a 
differential 
impact on 
people due to 
sexual 
orientation?

Y No

What existing 
evidence (either 
presumed or 
otherwise) do 
you have for 
this?

A wide offer of inclusive membership options and concessionary prices are available supporting affordability and 
participation opportunity.

Fusion Lifestyle shares the Council’s commitment to equality and diversity ensuring that services are reflective and 
responsive to local need. Their core charitable objectives focus on the provision of recreational and sporting services 
in the interests of social welfare; special facilities for target groups; and promoting community participation. 

Key elements of Fusions sports and community development plan are:

 Research; Consultation; Programming; Pricing; Promotion; Partnerships.

There is no pricing differentiation due to sexual orientation.
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12. Are there concerns that the 
policy could have a differential 
impact on people due to their 
age?

Y No

What existing evidence (either 
presumed or otherwise) do you 
have for this?

A wide offer of inclusive membership options and concessionary prices are available supporting 
affordability and participation opportunity.

Fusion Lifestyle shares the Council’s commitment to equality and diversity ensuring that services are 
reflective and responsive to local need. Their core charitable objectives focus on the provision of 
recreational and sporting services in the interests of social welfare; special facilities for target groups; 
and promoting community participation. 

Key elements of Fusions sports and community development plan are:

 Research; Consultation; Programming; Pricing; Promotion; Partnerships.

Concessionary fees and charges are available to these targeted groups. Additionally the Council 
continues to provide targeted free swimming and free swimming lessons for those aged under 17 
years of age and resident in the City.

Fusion offer Primetime sessions for those aged 50 years and over.
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13. Are there concerns that the 
policy could have a differential 
impact on people due to their 
religious belief?

Y No

What existing evidence (either 
presumed or otherwise) do you 
have for this?

A wide offer of inclusive membership options and concessionary prices are available supporting 
affordability and participation opportunity.

Fusion Lifestyle shares the Council’s commitment to equality and diversity ensuring that services are 
reflective and responsive to local need. Their core charitable objectives focus on the provision of 
recreational and sporting services in the interests of social welfare; special facilities for target groups; 
and promoting community participation. 

Key elements of Fusions sports and community development plan are:

 Research; Consultation; Programming; Pricing; Promotion; Partnerships.

There is no pricing differentiation due to religious belief.

Fusion activity programming includes ladies only sessions and swimming lessons (i.e. Barton 
Leisure Centre, Ferry Leisure Centre and Leys Pools and Leisure Centre).
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14. Could the differential 
impact identified in 8-13 
amount to there being 
the potential for adverse 
impact in this policy?

Y No

15. Can this adverse impact be justified on the grounds of promoting 
equality of opportunity for one group? Or any other reason

Y No

If Yes, is there enough evidence to proceed to a full EIA: No
16. Should the policy 
proceed to a partial 
impact assessment?

Y No
Date on which Partial or Full impact assessment to be completed by n/a

Signed (completing officer): _Lucy Cherry__       Signed (Lead Officer) __Ian Brooke__

Team members and service areas that were involved in this process:

Community Services: People & Equalities:
Head of Community Services Organisational Development & Learning Advisor
Leisure and Performance Manager

17. Are there implications for the Service 
Plans? YES No 18. Date the Service Plan will be 

updated
1 April 
2017

19. Date copy 
sent to 
Equalities 
Officer

13 March 
2017

20. Date reported to Equalities Board: n/a Date to Scrutiny and CEB 21. Date 
published
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.

To: City Executive Board 
Date: 11 May 2017
Report of: Head of Planning, Sustainable Development and 

Regulatory Services
Title of Report: South Oxford Science Village Planning Application

Summary and recommendations
Purpose of report: Request approval to join Magdalen College and Thames 

Water in the submission of a planning application for the 
proposed South Oxford Science Village at Grenoble 
Road, to fund the determination of the application 
including pursuing any appeal processes that may 
ultimately be necessary

Key decision: Yes
Executive Board 
Members:

Cllr Bob Price,  Board member for Corporate Strategy and  
Economic Development; and Cllr Alex Hollingsworth, 
Board Member for Planning and Regulatory Services

Corporate Priority: Vibrant, Sustainable Economy
Policy Framework: Oxford Economic Growth Strategy 

Recommendations: That the City Executive Board resolves to:

1 Delegate authority to the Head of Planning Sustainable Development and 
Regulatory Services, in consultation with the Leader of the Council and the 
Chief Executive, to join Magdalen College and Thames Water in the 
submission of a planning application for the South Oxford Science Village 
and, if necessary, to pursue the application at appeal.

2 Approve pursuing the South Oxford Science Village site through the South 
Oxfordshire Local Plan process, including examination; and if necessary, 
through a planning appeal or call-in inquiry.

3 Give project approval for the sum of up to £220,000 representing the 
Council’s share of the costs in accordance with paragraph 4.5 of the 
Council’s constitution to cover additional technical studies and a planning 
application, and a potential call-in inquiry or appeal. This is in addition to the 
approved current budget provision of £560,000, which covers promoting the 
scheme through the Local Plan, and provides the basis for a potential 
planning application.
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Appendices
Appendix 1: Risk Assessment

Introduction and background

1. The City Executive Board in July 2014 considered a report on the land south of 
Grenoble Road site and the potential partnership with adjoining landowners to 
pursue the development of the City Council’s landholding.  CEB approved the 
principle of pursuing discussions with adjoining landowners for a partnership to 
deliver development south of Grenoble Road.  As part of the budget setting process 
that year money was made available to fund a third of the initial costs for drawing up 
the planning application.

2. South Oxford Science Village (the name of the proposed development on land 
south of Grenoble Road) would provide new homes, including affordable homes, to 
meet Oxford’s housing need, together with an extension to the Magdalen Science 
Park, new schools and community facilities, local retailing and a new park and ride 
facility.  The scheme will be well served by existing and new sustainable transport 
links and infrastructure and located close to major employment areas, as well as 
supporting the regeneration of the wider Leys area.

3. The City Council has been working with Magdalen College and Thames Water, the 
other partners with a land interest, to prepare a masterplan and development 
proposals to be promoted through the planning process.  The proposals are now 
being finalised, although there will need to be continuing adjustments in response to 
the dialogue with South Oxfordshire District Council (SODC) as the Local Planning 
Authority, and other statutory consultees and stakeholders.

4. SODC is preparing a revised Local Plan and has just released its Second Preferred 
Options version of the South Oxfordshire Local Plan.  It is understood that under the 
current timetable, the Local Plan examination will be in Spring 2018.  At the present 
time we understand that SODC’s draft Local Plan provides for only 3,750 homes 
towards Oxford’s unmet housing need, whilst it was agreed by all authorities 
through a process overseen by the Oxfordshire Growth Board that this figure should 
be 4,950 homes.  SODC has not included the land south of Grenoble Road as a 
preferred location for housing development in its draft Plan, but has allocated other 
green belt sites in Berinsfield and Culham.  The City Council and its partners are 
clear that there is a strategic case and exceptional grounds arising from the need to 
continue to support the economic success of Oxford for a sustainable urban 
extension at Grenoble Road.

5. The City Council, as Local Planning Authority, will be making further representations 
on the South Oxfordshire Local Plan 2033 Second Preferred Options document.  
The City Council raised serious concerns at earlier stages about the failings under 
the Duty to Cooperate and not making suitable provisions to meet their share of 
Oxford’s unmet housing need both in terms of a sustainable location and the 
quantity of homes.  Based upon the content of their Second Preferred Options 
document it is likely the City Council will be making similar objections, and would 
wish to pursue them at their Local Plan examination.
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Planning Application and Local Plan
6. The preference of the South Oxford Science Village partners would be to promote 

the site through the Local Plan process and the Local Plan examination, in 
accordance with the established principles of a ‘plan-led’ approach.  In this way 
there would be a full consideration of all the strategic choices and options for major 
housing allocations.  However, we understand that promoters of other major sites 
within the South Oxfordshire District will be make planning applications ahead of the 
Local Plan examination in order to seek an advantage in the process.  This includes 
the Homes and Communities Agency’s recent proposals for the development of 
Chalgrove Airfield.

7. In these circumstances, our QC’s advice is that we should in parallel have the 
option to make a planning application, and pursue this to appeal, if required.  It may 
be that the Secretary of State will call in all of the strategic sites being promoted via 
a planning application.  The final decision to submit a planning application and the 
timing, and a subsequent appeal or call in inquiry would be taken in the light of the 
circumstances and advice at that time, but events may progress quickly, hence the 
need to seek authority at this time.

Financial implications
8. Together with the other site promoters, the City Council would be responsible for a 

third of the costs of submitting the planning application, the determination of the 
application and any subsequent appeal.  The City Council in 2015/16 made budget 
provision for £560,000 to meet its share of the costs in promoting the scheme 
through the Local Plan route, and this work is approaching completion.  This work 
also provides the basis for a planning application, but an application would require 
additional work and incur pre-application and application fees, as well as the 
prospect of a call-in inquiry or appeal, with the Council’s share estimated at 
£180,000.  There have also been some additional technical studies and work 
required, principally further archaeology and public consultation, where the 
Council’s share is £40,000, making a total budget provision of £220,000.  Council 
approved this additional budget provision at its meeting of 20th February 2017 
funded from underspends in the current year and or reserves.

Legal issues
9. There are no legal issues arising from this decision.

Level of risk
10. The Risk Register is attached at Appendix 1

Equalities impact
11. There are no Equalities Impact Assessment implications, beyond the general 

principle that the proposed development will deliver new and affordable homes to 
meet Oxford’s unmet housing need, and provide a range of employment 
opportunities to sustain the City’s economic growth.
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Report author Mark Jaggard

Job title Planning Policy & Specialist Services 
Manager

Service area or department Planning, Sustainable Development & 
Regulation

Telephone 01865 252161
e-mail mjaggard@oxford.gov.uk 

Background Papers: None
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Actio

n 

Owne

Uncertainty over 

timelines of SODC 

Local Plan 

SODC may accelerate LP 

timetable, or it may get 

delayed.

Threat Makes it more difficult to know 

timelines for gathering 

appropriate evidence to support 

planning application.

March 

2017

Patsy 

Dell

Uncertainty over 

timelines of potential 

planning application 

submissions for other 

major strategic sites, in 

particular Chalgrove 

Airfield 

Chalgrove Airfield is 

understood to be SODC 

preferred location for strategc 

scale development. If the 

planning application for 

Chalgrove is submitted & 

determined in advance of the 

Local Plan examination it 

affects the success of 

planning permission for 

Grenoble Road.

Threat If Chalgrove is granted planning 

permission ahead of the Local 

Plan examination it is unclear if it 

would be counted as meeting 

South Oxfordshire's OAN or 

Oxford's unmet need. This could 

affect the success of a planning 

application for Grenoble Road, if 

the site is promoted as an 

alternative rather than in addition 

to Grenoble Road.

March 

2017

Patsy 

Dell

Uncertainty whether 

planning application for 

Grenoble Road and/or 

other strategic sites 

would get 'called in' to 

be determined by 

Secretary of State

Unknown whether the 

Secretary of State would 

choose to call-in any or all of 

the strategic sites that are 

known as being actively 

promoted as alternatives or in 

addition to Grenoble Road to 

meet Oxford's unmet housing 

needs.

Threat The proper process to consider 

the sites should be through the 

Local Plan examination. However 

if the Secretary of State makes a 

call-in then to ensure proper and 

fair consideration he consider all 

of the strategic sites together. 

March 

2017

Patsy 

Dell
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To: City Executive Board  

Date: 11 May 2017    

Report of: Scrutiny Committee

Title of Report: The Council’s use of PSPO powers

Summary and Recommendations

Purpose of report: To present the recommendations of the Scrutiny Committee on 
the use of PSPO powers

Scrutiny Lead Member: Cllr Andrew Gant, Chair of Scrutiny

Executive lead member: Cllr Dee Sinclair, Board Member for Community Safety

Recommendation of the Scrutiny Committee to the City Executive Board:

That the City Executive Board states whether it agrees or disagrees with the 
two recommendations set out in the body of this report.

Background

1. The Scrutiny Committee requested a report on the impacts of public spaces 
protection orders (PSPOs) in the city including the numbers and types of 
interventions and enforcement actions.  The Committee would like to thank 
Councillor Dee Sinclair, Board Member for Community Safety, and Richard 
Adams, Community Safety and Resilience Manager, for providing the report and 
presenting it to the committee on 27 March 2017.

Summary and recommendations

2. The Community Safety and Resilience Manager said that as there have been no 
breaches of the Foresters Tower PSPO.  The PSPO will not be renewed when it 
expires and the legal test for retaining it would not be met.  Four fixed penalty 
notices have been issued under the city centre PSPO, all for illegal peddling, and 
no cases have gone to the magistrates’ court.  The Board Member for 
Community Safety emphasised that this PSPO was about education not just 
enforcement.
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3. The Committee questioned whether displacement has been monitored for the city 

centre PSPO and whether the Council is dealing with problems or just moving 
them around.  The Community Safety and Resilience Manager explained that the 
PSPO did not seek to address rough sleeping (which has generally increased 
across the city) and that most of the restricted behaviours were only relevant to 
the city centre (e.g. cycling in certain streets).  There has been a reduction in 
aggressive begging, which was covered by the PSPO, but not in begging per se.

4. The Committee queried how the Frequently Asked Question (FAQ) system works 
and whether an individual caught for two different breaches is issued with two 
FAQs or a penalty notice.  The Community Safety and Resilience Manager said 
there are a very small number of repeat offenders who are known to the Council.  
He offered to provide the Committee with information on the numbers and profiles 
of these offenders and provided assurance that data sharing with partner 
organisations about people with complex needs was generally good.  

5. The Committee noted that data is only collected when officers are actually 
present to observe nuisance behaviours taking place and issue FAQs.  This 
makes it difficult to know how much weight to give the data.

6. The Committee commented that the cycling restrictions on Cornmarket and 
Queen Street are regularly ignored and heard that this is an ongoing concern.  
The Community Safety and Resilience Manager said that officers don’t know the 
extent to which this problem is due to people deliberately ignoring the signage or 
whether they don’t know it’s there.  Officers are not routinely stationed to catch 
people in the act but 234 FAQs have been issued to people breaching the cycling 
restrictions – far more than for any other nuisance behaviours covered by the 
PSPO.  If a person jumped back on their bike having been issued with an FAQ 
they would be given a fixed penalty notice.  Controlling the problem in this way 
continuously would require significant additional resources so it is as much about 
getting the message out there and each year educating new cohorts of students 
about the restrictions.  The Committee voiced support for officers taking more 
targeted ‘short and sharp’ enforcement actions to police the cycling restrictions in 
the city centre, as well as more proactive messaging to students and other 
groups to raise awareness of the restrictions more generally.

 
Recommendation 1 – That the City Council takes more targeted 
enforcement actions aimed at addressing breaches of cycling restrictions 
in Queen Street and Cornmarket Street, together with more proactive 
messaging to key groups such as students.

7. In response to a question the Committee heard that Oxfordshire County Council 
can’t improve the signage due to traffic regulation orders.  The Committee 
suggest that efforts should be made to encourage the highways authority to 
improve the cycling signage on restricted streets in any way they can.

Recommendation 2 – That the City Council requests that Oxfordshire 
County Council does what it can to improve cycling signage on Cornmarket 
and Queen Street.
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Name and contact details of author:-

Andrew Brown on behalf of the Scrutiny Committee
Scrutiny Officer
Law and Governance
Tel: 01865 252230  e-mail: abrown2@oxford.gov.uk

List of background papers: None
Version number: 1.0
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To: City Executive Board  

Date: 11 May 2017    

Report of: Finance Panel (Panel of the Scrutiny Committee)

Title of Report: The local financial impacts of Brexit

Summary and Recommendations

Purpose of report: To present the recommendations of the Finance Panel on the 
local impacts of Brexit

Scrutiny Lead Member: Councillor Craig Simmons, Chair of Finance Panel

Executive lead member: Councillor Bob Price, Council Leader and Board Member 
for Corporate Strategy and Economic Development

Recommendation of the Finance Panel to the City Executive Board:

That the City Executive Board states whether it agrees or disagrees with the 
recommendation set out in the body of this report.

Background

1. The Finance Panel is monitoring the impacts of Brexit on the Council’s finances 
and on 29 March 2017 considered data on a range of financial indicators.  The 
Committee would like to thank Nigel Kennedy, Head of Financial Services, for 
attending the meeting to present his report and answer questions.

Summary and recommendations

Treasury investments
2. The Panel noted that interest rates remain at a historic low and that the Council is 

only achieving an average return of 0.55% on its investments in banks and 
building societies (excluding property funds), down from 0.68% in August 2016.  
The Council’s medium term financial plan assumes a 0.7% return so this is 
creating a financial pressure for the Council which is only likely to increase in the 
near term.

Property fund investments
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3. The Panel found that Council’s property fund investment values are recovering 
(having dipped after the referendum result) and remain significantly above the 
purchase values.  However, any capital appreciation will only be realised when 
the Council exits from these long-term investments.  In the meantime the 
Council’s revenue income in the form of quarterly dividends remains secure.  

Business Rates
4. The Panel heard that Business Rates income has remained buoyant since the 

Brexit vote.  The Panel noted that there are 3,999 business premises in Oxford 
with a total rateable value of £255m.  However, 24% of this value is attributable to 
the 22 properties with a rateable value of over £1m.  The second highest rateable 
value is for the BMW plant.  If BMW decided to move production to continental 
Europe the rating assessment could be drastically reduced, with a potential loss 
to the Council’s Business Rates income of £450k per year.  

Local economy
5. The Panel noted that in the event that BMW did decide to move production from 

Cowley to continental Europe there will be serious knock on effects to the wider 
Oxford economy, including significantly in the supply chain.  This remains a big 
risk to jobs and the overall health of the local economy.  The Panel also 
expressed concern that Brexit is impacting the higher education and language 
school sectors in the city and making it harder for them to recruit teaching staff, 
although the lower pound has also made it cheaper for foreign students to come 
to the UK to study.  The Panel suggested that it will be useful to monitor the 
health of the local education sector, as well as the numbers of bankruptcies in the 
local economy.

6. The Panel questioned whether there is a mechanism in place for businesses to 
raise specific warnings or concerns to the Council and its partners at an early 
stage during the Brexit negotiation process.  The Panel note that the Council has 
some discretion to potentially offer certain Business Rate Reliefs in some 
circumstances and could make representations to Government on behalf of 
smaller businesses that don’t necessarily have a voice at a national level.  

Recommendation - That the Council, perhaps through the LEP, considers 
whether there is a need for a mechanism for local businesses to express 
concerns at an early stage about the expected impacts of Brexit on their 
businesses and jobs in the local economy.

7. Scrutiny will continue to monitor the local impacts of Brexit at regular intervals.

Name and contact details of author:-

Andrew Brown on behalf of the Scrutiny Committee
Scrutiny Officer
Law and Governance
Tel: 01865 252230  e-mail: abrown2@oxford.gov.uk

List of background papers: None
Version number: 0.1
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